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PREFACE

This dissertation was written between September 2015 and September 2019 during

my time of enrollment as a PhD student at the Department of Economics and Busi-

ness Economics at Aarhus University. The Department of Economics and Business

Economics has provided an excellent research environment and supported my fur-

ther development as a researcher by allowing me to attend workshops, courses and

conferences both in Denmark and abroad. I am also grateful for the financial support

provided by The Danish Fulbright Commission and The Foundation Erik Hoffmeyers

Rejselegat that allowed me to visit University of Wisconsin, Madison as a part of my

PhD.

Although the dissertation marks the physical proof of my work during my time

of enrollment as a PhD student, it constitutes only a fraction of what I have learned.

That said, the production of the dissertation itself has been the most difficult and

exhausting part. Far from the excitement of learning new techniques, reading inter-

esting papers and discussing new ideas, the actual writing forces you to handle subtle

challenges that are otherwise easy to overlook. This has often challenged my patience,

but it is necessary to make progress.

Some people deserve a special thanks. First and foremost I would like to thank my

supervisors Rune Vejlin and Jonas Maibom for their guidance - both on and off the

pitch. Their supervision has been characterized equal amounts of academic advice

and life advice. Somehow the advice sinking in: Everyday I look more and more like

them. Use Data. Do structural estimation. Have a kid. Stay in Aarhus. I don’t need

a fortune teller to get a peek at my life in five or (let’s say) ten years. I just look at

my supervisors. All joking aside, their guidance has been great. Both in terms of

big picture stuff, such as career planning, but also their advice on specific details of

coding up a model that only few people care about. I truly admire their curiosity and

playful attitude towards doing economics, and someday I hope to fully embrace the

mantra to “only do stuff that excites you”.

During the fall of 2017 I had the pleasure of visiting the University of Wisconsin,

Madison. I would like to thank my host Rasmus Lentz for making this possible, and

the Department of Economics for their hospitality. During my stay, I started work

on the third chapter which has benefited greatly from conversations with Rasmus. I

would also like to thank The Danish Fulbright Commission and The Foundation Erik
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Hoffmeyers Rejselegat for the financial support that made the stay abroad possible.

The best thing about my time as a PhD student has been my fellow PhD students.

It has been a pleasure to have daily discussions with you about economics and

everything else. My office mates Peter and Mads deserve a special thanks. I have spend

countless hours with you discussing economic questions, learning how machines

learn and drinking beers. I hope we can continue to have both enlightening and

pointless discussions in the future.

I would like to thank my girlfriend Hannah for providing a spontaneous and

optimistic counterweight to my calculating nature. Finally, I would like to thank my

daughter Ada for putting everything into perspective, and for making handing in a

PhD seem so relatively unimportant.

Jonas Ehn Bødker

Aarhus, September 2019



UPDATED PREFACE

The predefense took place on October 22, 2019. The thesis was found suitable for

public defense in the current form by a committee consisting of Professor Oskar

Nordström Skans (Uppsala University), Professor Carlos Carrillo-Tudela (University

of Essex) and Professor Michael Svarer (Aarhus University). The committee made a

report in advance of the defense reviewing the chapters and suggesting changes that

will help improve each of the chapters. I am grateful for the many useful comments

and critical points. I am confident that these comments will help improve the quality

of my work. Some suggested changes have already been implemented, while others

are left for future research.1

Jonas Ehn Bødker

Aarhus, November 2019

1My coauthors and I are currently critically reviewing the first chapter in light of the many suggestions
made by the committee. However, this is still work in process and I have not been able to implement all
the changes in time for resubmission of the thesis.
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SUMMARY

This dissertation consists of three self-contained chapters. The overreaching theme

connecting the chapters is the organization of the labor market and how this affects

wages and output in the economy. The dissertation investigates different aspects

of how the sorting of workers into jobs affects wage inequality and total economic

output. The chapters all contribute to a larger research agenda in labor economics

that aims at understanding:

• 1) why do seemingly similar workers receive different pay?

• 2) how can policy makers balance inequality and efficiency?

The chapters offer different complementing explanations to these questions. Through-

out the dissertation I utilize the unique Danish register data that allows me to follow

workers over time and connect them to their different workplaces. Although the data

contains rich information on both workers and firms, the structure of the data allows

me to go further infer information about the unobserved heterogeneity of workers

and firms. Broadly speaking, the unobserved differences can be understood as a

types. These types are not meant to capture every aspect of a persons identity or how

a firm is operating. Rather, they summarize key attributes related to a person or firm’s

labor market prospects (wage, output, employment status, etc.) in a single measure

that I interpret as productivity.

This simplification allows me to ask questions such as: are exporters high type

firms? Do high type workers work in high type firms? Do high type workers have high

type coworkers? These questions all contribute to the understanding of how wage

inequality is generated and how it relates to productive efficiency of the economy.

The first chapter addresses the important question of how the exporting behavior

of firms relates to wage differences for workers. The paper is co-authored with Rune

Vejlin and Jonas Maibom. The debate about the consequences of international trade

has received much interested. Understanding, who gains and looses from trade is

clearly an important question. We contribute by investigating the role played by

workers and firms in generating the observed wage gap between workers employed

in exporting and non-exporting firms.
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viii SUMMARY

We carefully account for the fact that firms self-select into exporting, and (im-

portantly) that they adjust their workforce. We use an AKM-style (Abowd, Kramarz,

and Margolis, 1999) wage equation with worker, firm, and match fixed effects and

show that workers in exporting firms have skills that are particularly valuable in the

exporting sector. Further, workers make job transitions based on these differential

returns. Thus, the exporter wage gap results from workers selecting into the export

or non-export sector based on their comparative advantage. This is an important

conclusion, because it implies that policy initiatives should focus on giving workers

the right skills, rather than focusing e.g. on helping firms find new export markets.

The second chapter investigates wage sorting in the Danish labor market. I revisit

the question of the level of sorting in the economy and how it has evolved over the last

three decades (see e.g. Bagger, Sørensen, and Vejlin (2013)) using a flexible framework

recently developed by Bonhomme, Lamadon, and Manresa (2019). Sorting describes

the tendency of high type workers to work in high type firms. Thus, it is central to

understanding both inequality and economic output. I find that sorting accounts for

17 percent of wage inequality which is much higher than has been documented using

the AKM-style regression model. Interestingly, however, I find a similar pattern of

increasing sorting over time. This implies that the re-organization of resources in the

labor market has increased wage inequality (but potentially also increased output).

The third chapter tries to understand to importance of coworkers for wages,

mobility and productivity. The first two chapters both treated the organization of the

labor market as a matter of understanding who works where. This chapter adds an

important and novel dimension to the question: who works with who (and where)?

To understand the impact of coworkers, I develop a search-matching model where

heterogeneous workers produce in teams within heterogeneous firms. I estimate

the model using indirect inference. I find that production features complimentary

between workers and firms, but stronger complementarity between coworkers. In-

terestingly, the traditional worker-firm wage sorting channel is almost absent in the

estimated model, while coworker wage sorting accounts for more than 10 percent of

wage variation.

This is important, because it implies that the traditional focus on the allocation of

workers to firms is likely to miss important aspects of what generates both inequality

and output. My model suggests that the counterfactual assignment of the most

productive workers to the best firms will not necessarily increase production. This

only happens if they get more productive peers.
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DANISH SUMMARY

Denne afhandling består af tre selvstændige kapitler. The gennemgående tema, som

binder kapitlerne sammen, er, hvordan arbejdsmarkedet er organiseret, og hvilken

rolle det spiller for lønninger og den samlede produktion. Afhandlingen undersøger

forskellige aspekter af betydningen af fordelingen (sorting) af arbejdere til specifikke

jobs for både lønulighed og den samlede produktion i økonomien. Kapitlerne bidrager

alle til et større forskningsområde inden for arbejdsmarkedsøkonomi, der forsøger at

forstå:

• Hvorfor får tilsyneladende ens arbejdere forskellig løn?

• Hvordan kan beslutningstagere balancere lønulighed og efficiens?

Kapitlerne giver komplimenterende svar på disse spørgsmål. Jeg benytter mig igen-

nem hele afhandlingen af det unikke danske registerdata, som gør det muligt at følge

arbejdere over tid og binde dem sammen med deres forskellige arbejdsgivere. Selvom

dataet er rigt på information om både arbejdere og firmaer, så gør selve datastruk-

turen, at jeg kan gå endnu længere og udlede information om den underliggende

ikke-observerbare heterogenitet på både arbejder- og firmasiden. Groft sagt, fortolker

jeg de ikke-observerbare forskelle som typer. Disse typer indbefatter naturligvis ikke

alle aspekter af en persons identitet eller hvordan et firma opererer. I stedet opsum-

merer de i et enkelt mål nøgleegenskaber for en arbejders eller et firmas muligheder

på arbejdsmarkedet (løn, produktion, beskæftigelse, osv.). Jeg fortolker generelt dette

mål som produktivitet.

Denne simplificering gør det muligt at spørge: er firmaer der eksporter af høj

type? Er arbejdere af høj type beskæftiget i firmaer af høj type? Har arbejdere af høj

type kolleger af høj type? Disse spørgsmål hjælper til en bedre forståelse af, hvordan

ulighed opstår, samt konsekvenserne for den samlede produktion.

Det første kapitel behandler spørgsmålet om, hvilken betydning det har for de

ansattes løn, om et firma eksporterer. Kapitlet er skrevet i samarbejde med Jonas

Maibom og Rune Vejlin. Det er centralt for debatten om konsekvenserne af interna-

tional handel at forstå, hvem der vinder og taber på det. Vores bidrag er at undersøge,

hvilken rolle arbejdere hhv. firmaer spiller i forhold til at genere det observerede

løngab mellem ansatte i firmaer der eksporterer og firmaer, der ikke eksporterer.
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xii DANISH SUMMARY

Vores undersøgelse tager højde for, at firmaer selvselekterer ind i eksportsektoren.

Desuden tager undersøgelsen højde for, at firmaerne også justerer sammensætningen

af deres arbejdsstyrke afhængigt af deres eksportbeslutning. Vi benytter en lønligning

med arbejder-, firma- og match-effekter i stil med AKM (Abowd et al., 1999) og viser

at arbejdere i eksportsektoren har egenskaber, der er specielt værdifulde i denne

sektor. Vi viser desuden at arbejdere skifter job baseret på hvordan deres egenskaber

aflønnes i de to sektorer. Det betyder at løngabet til eksportsektoren bliver skabt, fordi

arbejdere, der har specielt værdifulde egenskaber, selvselekterer ind i eksportsektoren.

Det betyder at initiativer, der skal gavne lønmodtagerne gennem øget eksport, skal

fokusere på at opgradere lønmodtagernes egenskaber i stedet for fx at finde nye

eksportmarkeder til virksomhederne.

Kapitel to undersøger sorting på det danske arbejdsmarked. Jeg genbesøger ana-

lysen graden af sorting i Danmark, samt hvordan det har udviklet sig de seneste

tredive år (se fx Bagger et al. (2013)) ved at benytte en ny fleksibel model udviklet af

Bonhomme et al. (2019). Sorting beskriver i hvor høj grad arbejdere af høj type også

arbejder i firmaer af høj type. Derfor er graden af sorting centralt for forståelsen af

både ulighed og den samlede produktion i økonomien. I min analyse forklarer sorting

17 procent af den totale lønvariation. Analysen peger derfor på, at der er meget mere

sorting i økonomien end tidligere studier, der har benyttet sig af AKM-modellen, har

fundet. Til gengæld finder jeg den samme stigning i graden af sorting over de seneste

tredive år. Det betyder at selve reorganiseringen af ressourcerne på arbejdsmarkedet

i sig selv har øget lønuligheden (men potentielt også øget produktiviteten).

Kapitel tre forsøger at forstå betydningen af kolleger for lønninger, job-mobilitet

og produktivitet. I de to første kapitler blev organiseringen af arbejdsmarkedet forstå-

et gennem dikotomien arbejdere og firmaer. Det centrale var derfor at forstå: hvem

arbejder hvor? Dette kapitel tilføjer en vigtig og ny dimension til spørgsmålet: hvem

arbejder med hvem (og hvor)?

For at analysere dette udvikler jeg en søge-model, hvor heterogene arbejdere

samarbejder i teams i heterogene firmaer. Jeg estimerer modellen ved Indirect In-

ference. Min analyse peger på, at produktionsteknologien har komplementaritet

mellem arbejdere og firmaer, men at komplementariteten mellem kolleger er meget

stærkere. Det betyder, at den traditionelle arbejder-firma sorting er fraværende i

økonmien. Til gengæld forklarer sorting på baggrund af kolleger mere end 10 procent

af lønvariationen. Dette resultat er vigtigt, fordi det betyder at det traditionelle fokus

på allokeringen af arbejdere til firmaer med stor sandsynlighed ikke fanger vigtige

aspekter, der genererer både øget lønulighed og produktion. Mine resultater betyder,

at en kontrafaktisk allokering af de mest produktive arbejdere til de mest produktive

firmaer ikke nødvendigvis øger økonomiens produktion betydeligt. Det sker kun, hvis

de får mere produktive kolleger.
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C H A P T E R 1
DECOMPOSING THE EXPORTER WAGE GAP:

SELECTION OR DIFFERENTIAL RETURNS?

Jonas Ehn Bødker
Aarhus University

Jonas Maibom
Aarhus University

Rune Vejlin
Aarhus University

Abstract

There is a large literature documenting that on average workers in exporting firms

receive higher wages than workers in non-exporting firms. However, little is known

about the sources behind the gap: Is it because more productive (and/or higher

paying) firms export, because more productive workers select into the export sector,

or is it because matches in the export sector are more productive? In this paper we

decompose the gap in wages into these different sources and assess their relative

importance. We are the first to show that the presence of exporter-specific worker

traits, that are unobservable to the econometrician, is the primary driver of the gap.

To reach this finding, we employ a novel econometric strategy and exploit two very

different and recent estimators to show robustness of our results. We start out with

an AKM-style wage equation with worker, firm, and “match” fixed effects. We show

that allowing workers to have time-invariant traits specific to the exporting sector

is very important for correctly assessing which factors drive the exporter wage gap.

Our results suggest that workers in exporting firms have skills that are particularly
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CHAPTER 1. DECOMPOSING THE EXPORTER WAGE GAP: SELECTION OR DIFFERENTIAL

RETURNS?

valuable in the exporting sector, resulting in higher wages for workers in that sector.

We also show that workers make job transitions based on these differential returns

and thereby the exporter wage gap becomes a result of workers selecting into the

export or non-export sector based on their comparative advantage. Finally, we show

that our findings are not changed substantially if we instead perform the analysis in a

non-linear framework instead of the linear AKM-style framework.

JEL: F16, J31

Keywords: Exporter wage gap, AKM decomposition, non-linear match effects
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1.1 Introduction

It is a well established fact that exporting firms pay higher wages on average (see

early evidence in e.g. Bernard, Jensen, and Lawrence (1995)). Yet, little is known

about the actual differences in the composition of workers and firms in exporting

versus non-exporting sectors and how that affects the wage gap. The goal of this

paper is to decompose the sources of the exporter wage gap into a part attributable

to workers, and a part attributable to firms. To distinguish between different sources

of heterogeneity we perform a series of decompositions starting from a standard

AKM model (see Abowd, Kramarz, and Margolis (1999)) and moving to more flexible

models that, under alternative assumptions, shed further light on the importance of

workers and firms in shaping the exporter wage gap. The range of models we apply

further illustrate how recent advancements in the estimation of wage equations, i.e

by allowing for flexible worker and firm components as well as non-additive wage

structures, is of practical importance for the correct assessment of the different layers

of heterogeneity.

Our starting point is population-wide Danish register data where we observe

an unconditional exporter wage gap of 3 percent. Our estimating equation allows

wage differences to arise due to observed and unobserved differences between firms,

workers and a residual component. In our analysis, we test the importance of chang-

ing the interaction between different layers of heterogeneity and export status. We

distinguish between two potentially competing mechanisms that shape the exporter

wage gap. First, the selection of specific workers and firms into the export sector.

Second, the effect of differential returns to characteristics (observed and unobserved)

in exporting and non-exporting firms. The concepts are interrelated in the sense that

selection could happen because of differential returns across sectors. By “the selection

effect” we mean the extent to which high and low wage workers and firms select into

the export and non-export sector. The selection effect therefore refers to a global rank

of workers and firms, i.e. the extent to which the wage gap is a result of e.g. the most

“productive” workers or firms being exporters instead of non-exporters. The effect of

differential returns instead refers to the extent to which certain characteristics are

valued differently in the export and non-export sector. For instance, the return to

experience could be higher in the export sector. Similarly, the return to unobserved

permanent characteristics, such as language or negotiation skills, may differ across

sectors if e.g. they are more valuable in the export sector.1 Allowing for both types of

heterogeneity turns out to be crucial for the analysis and an accurate decomposition

1We do not investigate why certain firms and workers are high or low wage entities. We sometimes
interpret these differences as differences in e.g. productivity (as is standard in theoretical work). We also do
not distinguish between different components of worker unobservables, but only identify a time-invariant
composite index as is standard in AKM type models (see Abowd et al. (1999)). Our analysis focuses on
whether this index differs between exporting and non-exporting firms. Thus, it could differ because of
different returns to the same worker unobservables (e.g. if negotiation skills simply are more valued in the
export sector) or because some skills are used more intensively (e.g. language skills in exporting).
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RETURNS?

of the exporter wage gap.

Our contribution is two-fold: first, we document the relative importance of worker

and firm differences as drivers of the exporter wage gap. This distinction has impor-

tant implications for the scope of export promoting policy: for instance, a stylized,

and often used, argument in favor of exporting and export promoting policies is

that increasing export also increases wages for workers.2 This argument rests on

the assumption that the observed differences between exporting and non-exporting

firms are driven by firm differences from which all workers can benefit. However, this

is not well established. Second, our paper can be seen as a methodological “journey”.

Since the seminal work of Abowd et al. (1999) the literature has evolved further and

presented alternative wage specifications. Our paper illustrates this evolution and

provides an up to date introduction. We start out from the initial AKM model and

gradually add additional layers of flexibility that, at the cost of alternative assump-

tions that we explain and discuss in depth, can be used to explore novel details of

wage formation. Our analysis suggests that there are important insights to be gained

from using more flexible models. We show that allowing firm and worker effects to

change with exporter status has important consequences for the conclusions based

on an AKM-type econometric model.3

Our empirical implementation has two steps. First, we estimate a model with

job spell fixed effects. If the firm changes export status we treat it is a new job and

assign a new job spell fixed effect. This implies that we allow for arbitrary correlation

between time-invariant factors related to the particular match and any observable

characteristics.4 In the second step, we decompose the estimated job spell fixed

effects into firm, worker and residual parts using two different econometric models:

an additive and a non-additive model. The models impose different assumptions

on the interaction between worker types, firm types and exporter status and can be

seen as complementary. The additive model is essentially the two-way fixed effects

model of Abowd et al. (1999) (henceforth AKM). However, we also present a more

advanced version of the model that allows both the worker and firm fixed effect to

change with exporter status. We implement this by following a procedure similar to

Card, Cardoso, and Kline (2016) but appropriately adapted to our setting and focus.

The non-additive model builds on a novel framework developed in Bonhomme et al.

2See e.g. http://www.oecd.org/tad/tradeandjobs.htm. Appendix A in Schank, Schnabel, and Wagner
(2007) lists 21 studies from different countries which documents this association.

3The comprehensive and innovative analysis we present below could be easily adapted to other
questions, where a decomposition of the aggregate wage gap is important for a deeper understanding of
the functioning of the labor market and the appropriateness of different policies such as the gender wage
gap.

4The job spell fixed effects is a similar econometric setup as in Krishna, Poole, and Senses (2014) who
focus on the effect of a trade reform on worker wages while controlling for job spell fixed effects. Instead,
we focus on the raw exporter wage gap and subsequently decompose the job spell fixed effects into worker,
firm and match components. Our approaches are therefore fundamentally different: In Krishna et al.
(2014) the fixed effects primarily serve as controls for the sorting of workers into firms. In contrast we are
inherently interested in this sorting and aim to quantify the different dimensions of it.
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(2019) (henceforth BLM). The qualitative findings are similar using either the additive

or non-additive frameworks, which strengthens our results considerably.

As a baseline we estimate an AKM model, where the returns to observable charac-

teristics, worker and firm fixed effects are the same across export status. The results

imply that the primary reason exporters pay higher wages is because of firm selection,

i.e. exporters have higher firm fixed effects. However, these results are reversed when

we allow worker and firm fixed effects to change with export status. This extension

turns out to be very important and drastically challenges the conclusion that unob-

served firm differences are driving the exporter wage gap. In fact, what looked like

higher firm fixed effects in the export sector in the baseline specification is actually

the result of workers in the export sector having time-invariant characteristics that

on average command higher wages in exporting firms than in non-exporting firms.

Put differently, the main driver of the wage gap is that workers employed in the ex-

port sector have an unobserved comparative advantage in this sector.5 This result is

supported by the observation that workers with a higher return (higher worker fixed

effect) in the export sector tend to work significantly more in this sector and move

into this sector with a higher propensity. The results suggests that worker selection

on differential returns is the main driver of the exporter wage gap.

The conclusion is confirmed by the BLM estimation framework, which allows

wage profiles to be non-linear. We are the first to apply a non-linear estimator such

as BLM to study the exporter wage gap. With the BLM framework, we can estimate

the underlying worker and firm types, which may have been “misinterpreted” by

the AKM model if wage schedules are non-linear. If this is the case, we could have

attributed the gap to the wrong side of the market. The BLM results are very similar,

but we find some (limited) room for match effects.

Our paper takes a different approach than most of the previous work on the

exporter wage gap (we review the literature in the next section). We focus on the full

raw exporter wage gap rather than the the marginal wage change induced by e.g.

a trade reform. This focus is motivated by the observation that the bulk of the raw

exporter wage gap is accounted for by firms that either always or never export. Instead

of relying on within-firm variation in export status for identification, our strategy

uses worker mobility across firms with varying export status. Thus, the identification

strategy hinges on the ability to observe the same worker in different firms over the

5Macis and Schivardi (2016) show that worker effects change in response to an Italian currency
devaluation which increases the exporting intensity of firms. In their setup they allow worker effects to
change in the year after the currency devaluation and they show that worker effects (and wages) change
more in firms that export more in response to the devaluation. The change in worker fixed effects is
interpreted as a market value effect (an equilibrium effect). In this interpretation export-related skills
are simply more valuable and, therefore, receive a higher return. We show that the market value of
worker unobservables is always different depending on the export status of the firm. Workers have a
comparative advantage in one sector over another and make transitions accordingly. Thereby, we provide
more empirical evidence on the importance of export related skills, and it implies that the reform effect
can result from both changes in worker selection into firms (moves based on comparative advantage) and
due to the market value effect.
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sample window.6 Given the observation that a large part of the exporter wage gap is

generated by always and never exporting firms, we expect wage changes resulting

from e.g. reform variation to only partly characterize important drivers of the wage

gap. Consider using a trade reform to estimate the causal effect of exporting. The local

average treatment effect is identified from two marginal groups: firms that are on

the margin of exporting and workers that are in the firm after the trade reform. Even

in the case where the intensive margin of exports is used, the identifying variation

comes from marginal variation in exports and the marginal changes in endogenous

worker self-selection. Given our results, we would not expect that the workers who

respond to the reform had a strong comparative advantage in the export sector, given

that they did not self-select into the sector before the reform. It is very likely that the

causal effect is much higher for firms and workers that are always exporting and that

are exporting a lot. Thus, focusing on the reform induced variation only provides

a partial characterization of the effects of exporting on the full wage distribution.7

Obviously, we cannot identify the effect of changing exporter status for firms that

are always either exporters or non-exporters. However, we can identify if e.g. a firm

that is an always exporter has a higher firm effect in the wage equation than a firm

that switches exporter status. Intuitively, identification is achieved using workers that

are present in both firms, which allows us to tease out the firm effects. We view our

results as complimentary to the causal effect studies: We are interested in quantifying

the different layers of heterogeneity that the previous studies using causal analysis

aim to keep fixed. Using stronger assumptions we are able to provide new insights

that causal effect papers are not. Our main contribution is therefore to bring the

unconditional wage gap to the center of the analysis and provide an analysis of the

sources of heterogeneity that gives rise to it.

Our results can also be used to distinguish between different theoretical models

focused on the role of exporting for wages and productivity. Some models underline

the importance of firm self-selection and other models suggests that workers are

important. Therefore, an empirical quantification and assessment of the importance

of different sources of wage heterogeneity in relation to export is a useful step forward

in terms of discriminating between different theoretical mechanisms. This will in turn

have implications for trade policy. If instance, if the exporter wage gap is primarily

driven by firm differences, as in accordance with key trade models in the tradition of

Melitz (2003), policies should focus on, for instance, addressing general conditions for

firms, technology and labor market matching. However, if wage differences instead

arise because of workers then the policy mix should focus on e.g. upgrading existing

6It is generally a feature of the Danish Labor Market that job to job mobility is high which makes it an
ideal setting.

7The unconditional exporter wage gap is typically also what is used in the policy de-
bate. Therefore knowledge of the drivers behind this gap is a valuable input. See e.g.
http://www.oecd.org/tad/tradeandjobs.htm., it is also directly written in the executive order 13534 behind
the US National Export Initiative of President Obama that: “Improved export performance will, in turn,
create good high-paying jobs.
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worker skills and providing adequate education structures for the future labor market.

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 1.2 gives an overview of the previous

literature on the exporter wage gap. Section 1.3 contains a brief introduction to the

different data sources used. The section also describes the sample selection pro-

cedure and introduces key variables related to the exporter wage gap. Section 1.4

establishes the linear econometric model. Section 1.4.2 extends the linear model to

allow for export-specific returns to unobservables for workers. Section 1.4 and 1.4.2

share the same fundamental linear and additive assumption between different layers

of heterogeneity. In Section 1.5 we asses the implications of this assumption by intro-

ducing the BLM framework which, in particular, does not impose additivity in wages.

Finally, Section 1.6 concludes. The appendix contains further details on specific

derivations and extensions, we also have an online appendix as a supplement.8

1.2 Previous Literature

In this section, we give a brief overview of the related empirical and theoretical

literature.

Empirical literature: The empirical literature has a strong focus on the firm com-

bined with some exogenous change in the trade environment. The original papers

(e.g. Bernard et al. (1995) and Bernard and Jensen (1997)) that focused on the exporter

wage gap only had access to firm level data and, thus, where unable to consider

the importance of workforce composition at the worker level. With the availability

of matched employer-employee data, however, more focus has been given to the

importance of workers. The literature tends to use the new data in two ways: either

to control for worker selection in the main regression (thus identifying the effect

of exports on wages using within match variation) or to study the importance of

different mechanisms relating exports to wages in a before-after (reform) setup.

Papers using within variation tend to find that the exporter wage premium is

economically small and sometimes even statistically insignificant. In their original

work Bernard et al. (1995) found that including a firm fixed effect reduced the export

wage premium from roughly 10 percent to 2 percent. Schank et al. (2007) find an

insignificant export premium in the order of 0.5-1 percent controlling for firm, worker

and spell fixed effects, respectively. Munch and Skaksen (2008) find insignificant

exporter dummies controlling for match fixed effects. It should be noted that some

studies find larger effects, e.g. Irarrazabal, Moxnes, and Ulltveit-Moe (2013) find a

significant effect of 5 percent controlling for worker and firm composition, while

Hummels, Jørgensen, Munch, and Xiang (2014) find a causal effect of intensive mar-

gin changes in export on wages of 0.05 percent using within match variation and

exogenous changes in world demand to instrument for exports. Hummels et al. (2014)

8For convenience the online appendix is available after the appendix in this version of the paper.
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use data sources that are related to ours. They focus on the effect of marginal changes

in export intensity on wages for large manufacturing firms using within-match varia-

tion. Exporting behavior is instrumented by world demand to avoid simultaneous

technology and export shocks that both separately affect wages. As discussed, we

use worker mobility to identify wage components of different firms, workers, and

matches and then do an accounting exercise to see how these channels contribute to

the raw exporter wage gap. Our research question is therefore very different to the

exercise in Hummels et al. (2014).

Next, we consider papers that compare different mechanisms in a before-after

(reform) setup. They use worker mobility to identify differences between firms and

then use a firm level before-after study of changes in the importance of different

channels such as rent-sharing and workforce composition using firm level differences

in the response to the particular reform. Macis and Schivardi (2016) find that an

intensive margin increase in export of 15 percent (median) leads to an increase in

wages of 1.05-1.30 percent using an Italian currency devaluation. They attribute

the effect to both firms rent-sharing (firm effects) and worker composition (see

also footnote 5). Using a Mexican currency devaluation Frías, Kaplan, Verhoogen,

and Alfaro-Serrano (2018) find that wages respond to changes in firm level export

behavior as a result of increasing rent-sharing (firm effects). When the plant level

export share increases by 1 percent the wage premium increases by 3 percent. At first

sight, these results stand in contrast to our findings. However, as we document below,

allowing for exporter-specific worker fixed effects is a necessity for our conclusion.

This flexibility is not allowed in the empirical models above, in fact our paper is the

first to symmetrically allow for both export-specific worker and firm effects.9

Theoretical literature: By analysing the different layers of heterogeneity that con-

stitute the exporter wage gap, we implicitly connect to the theoretical literature and

different mechanisms linking export status to wages. In the canonical Melitz (2003)

model only the most productive firms will pay a fixed cost of exporting. In this model

wages do not vary across firms, but wages could increase due to an opening to export

as a result of general equilibrium effects. In an extension Helpman, Itskhoki, and

Redding (2010) introduce search frictions and screening. This implies that exporting

firms are more productive, employ workers with higher match effects and pay higher

wages. In this setting firm effects should be a major driver of the wage gap. A similar

prediction arises from models where rent-sharing is the sole driver of the exporter

wage gap. Examples of such models are Amiti and Davis (2012) and Davis and Harri-

gan (2011). This implies that the exporter wage premium is directly linked to the firm

9With our results in mind it is possible that the currency devaluation leads to increasing exporter-
specific returns (either through higher value of exporter-specific skills or higher prices) and self-selection.
This result has important implications for the type of models of trade and inequality that are relevant.
Thus, a merge of our framework for recovering exporter-specific worker effects and the policy experiment
of Frías et al. (2018) would be an interesting avenue for future work.
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side as more productive firms export. Further, it implies that from the point of view

of the worker it is “pure luck” that determines, who will gain and loose.

Other models incorporate worker heterogeneity, which our analysis shows is

important. Bustos (2011) considers the interaction between firm level exporting

and technology upgrading. The model predicts that the more productive firms will

export, and the most productive firms among the exporters will upgrade their tech-

nology. Although worker heterogeneity is not modeled explicitly, the model suggests

that exporters and non-exporters are operating different technologies, which likely

require different labor inputs. In this interpretation, the exporter-specific worker

effects that we document below is related to the technology that the firms are oper-

ating. Yeaple (2005) explicitly investigates this technology mechanism. He sets up

a model where firms are ex-ante homogeneous, but workers differ in underlying

ability. Worker ability interacts with the endogenously chosen technology that the

firm is operating. Thus, high ability workers are employed in high technology firms

as returns to ability are increasing in technology. Further, only high-technology firms

export. This results in an exporter wage premium - but it is a result of worker het-

erogeneity. Finally, Verhoogen (2008) considers quality upgrading of products. In

this framework exporters in low income countries raise the quality of their product

relative to non-exporters. This requires higher quality labor inputs. Because firms

face upward sloping labor supply curves for different types of labor input quality

and labor demand is increasing in product quality, exporting firms will pay higher

wages (to all worker types). Interestingly, if high-skilled workers are more important

for product quality than low-skilled workers the firm-level wage differential between

worker types will increase in quality. Thus, to the extent that exporters produce higher

quality products than non-exporters, then high-skilled workers will benefit more

than their low-skilled colleagues in exporting firms. This suggests that returns to skills

will vary across exporting status, which is consistent with the findings in this paper. It

should be noted, however, that in this interpretation underlying firm heterogeneity

(quality capability) amplifies worker heterogeneity.

1.3 Data

We use Danish matched employer-employee data from 2004 to 2010, which we merge

with data on firm level exports. Sub-section 1.3.1 describes the data sources, while

Sub-section 1.3.2 describes key variables in relation to identification of the empirical

model.

1.3.1 Data Sources

Our main data sources are the IDA database, which is employer-employee data, and

the UHDI database, which contains data on firm level exports. As a final data source

we also use a firm accounting database (GF) to get measures of value added, which we
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use for the normalization in Section 1.4.2. We present this database in the appendix.

The matched employer-employee panel contains information on workers and firms

each year in November. From this data source, we extract worker level information

on hourly wages, age, gender, type of employment, and occupation. We also extract

workplace level data on Danish 6-digit industry indicators that nest 4-digit NACE

industry codes. Hourly wages and experience are calculated using mandatory pension

contributions which are used to proxy hours (see Lund and Vejlin (2016)). We only

focus on jobs in the private sector.

From the firm export register UHDI we extract data on firm level exports. UHDI

is constructed from two registers: Intrastat and Extrastat. Intrastat was established

in 1993 with the introduction of the integrated market in the European Union (EU).

Data for this register is self-reported as part of firms tax statements and it covers

within-EU trade. The data in Extrastat is continuously self-reported data for goods

crossing the Danish borders to non-EU countries. We define our key variable export

as outside-EU exports and exclude Norway from the definition of outside-EU exports.

This is also the approach taken by Munch and Skaksen (2008) and secures that

we can identify all firms which are exporters.10 This also makes our results more

comparable to the literature on the export premium on US data where between

US states trade is not considered export (see e.g. Bernard et al. (1995)). Within-EU

trade is more similar to trade between US states than ordinary cross-border trade,

as both transportation costs and other costs are likely to be low within EU (product

regulations are standardized and no tariffs exist). In 2004 the European Union was

expanded from 14 to 25 member states and later in 2007 expanded to 27 with the

addition of Bulgaria and Romania. To obtain a consistent definition of outside-EU

export, we focus on export after 2004. However, we exclude Bulgaria and Romania

from the outside-EU trade for the entire period. Thus, our sample period is 2004 to

2010, which is the furthest the data allows us to go.11

We define a firm to be an exporter in any year, where we observe that the firm is

exporting.12 We focus on the largest set of connected firms as described by Abowd,

Creecy, and Kramarz (2002). Two firms are directly connected if a worker moves

between them. Two firms belong to the same connected set if a chain of worker moves

between firms can be formed between them. The notion of connected sets is central

to the identification of the model we estimate. Our final sample (referred to as the

10All firms exporting outside EU are in Extrastat. In Intrastat coverage is not complete as firms with low
export and/or low import from EU-countries do not have to report within-EU trade. The exact threshold
is set such that reported exports account for estimated 97 percent of total within-EU exports. In 2008
the threshold was 5.2 million Danish Kroner DST (2008). According to Statistics Denmark 40.000-50.000
firms are below the threshold each year, while additional 12.000 firms are above the threshold and thus in
Intrastat (Statistics Denmark (2008)).

11For a thorough analysis of Danish exporting firms in the period 1993-2003 see Eriksson, Smeets, and
Warzynski (2009).

12We have also tried to define exporting firms as the firms, where the exports are e.g. 50 percent or more
of the total revenue and non-exporters as those that are not exporting at all. Our results are qualitatively
the same.
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Table 1.1: Sample Overview

Years # Workers # Firms # Worker-Years Exporter Wage Gap

Full sample 2004-2010 1.685.179 148.868 7.355.114 0.031
VA sample 2004-2010 1.311.385 93.627 5.502.057 0.028
BLM sample 2009-2010 859.097 61.221 1.718.194 0.046

The table shows the number of workers, firms and worker-years, as well as the raw exporter wage gap for
each of the three samples used in the paper.

Full Sample) has 7.355.114 worker-year observations.13 We will also be working with

two other sub-samples, the VA sample and the BLM sample. Both samples consist

of the set of firms for which we can obtain information on value-added through the

firm statistics database GF. We will give further details about the VA and BLM sample

later. Table 1.1 provides an overview of the different samples we will use.

1.3.2 Exporters and Non-Exporters

In this section, we describe some key variables in relation to our empirical model.

Table 1.2 shows differences of selected variables between workers in exporting and

non-exporting firms.

Workers in exporting firms receive 3 percent higher wages on average over the

sample period.14 They are on average more likely to be male, older, and more experi-

enced. The difference in terms of years of education is not large, but there are large

differences in the occupations of the workers, e.g. workers in exporting firms are more

likely to operate plant and machinery. This is only natural, since exporters are more

likely to be manufacturing firms. Workers in exporting firms tend to be in the sample

longer and have longer matches. Turning to the firm side, exporting firms are larger

and are in the sample more years. For the subset of firms with value-added data, we

also see that they tend to be more productive. Finally, there are large differences in

industries. For instance, firms in manufacturing, wholesale and retail seem to export

to a higher degree. All of this points towards massive observable differences. The

exporter wage gap could simply be due to these differences between exporting and

non-exporting firms and their workers. Quantifying the importance of these different

dimensions (observed and unobserved) is the focus of this paper. In the next section,

we set up a formal empirical model to jointly investigate and quantify the importance

of different sources of heterogeneity.

In Appendix A.2.3 we describe patterns on the extensive margin of export status,

i.e. how many firms and workers change export status and in which direction. We

1320 percent of all firms are dropped when considering the connected set. However, only 2.66 percent
of all worker-years are dropped, so the firms in the connected set still account for almost all employment
and aggregate export.

In the appendix we describe our very limited sample selection in more detail, see Section A.2.2.
14An exporter wage gap is also found in other studies using Danish data. Eriksson et al. (2009) find the

gap to be 6 percent in 2003. The difference is due to the definition of export and variation over time.
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Table 1.2: Summary Statistics

By Worker-Year
Export Non-Export Difference**

Wage 5.35 5.32 0.03
Experience 19.61 18.15 1.46
Age 42.54 41.76 0.78
Female 0.33 0.36 -0.02

Education
Less than 12 years 0.22 0.20 0.02
More than 12, less than 14 0.61 0.63 -0.02
More than 14 0.17 0.17 -0.00

Industry
Manufactoring 0.48 0.10 0.38
Construction 0.03 0.16 -0.13
Wholesale and retail trade 0.27 0.18 0.09
Transport, storage and communication 0.10 0.12 -0.02
Real estate, renting and business 0.06 0.19 -0.13
Other Industries 0.07 0.25 -0.19

Occupation
Management 0.05 0.04 0.01
Professionals 0.11 0.11 -0.00
Technicians and Ass. Professionals 0.21 0.16 0.05
Clerical support 0.11 0.11 -0.00
Sales and service 0.06 0.07 -0.01
Skilled agricultural 0.00 0.01 -0.00
Crafts 0.14 0.16 -0.03
Plant and machine operators 0.16 0.06 0.10
Elementary 0.17 0.29 -0.13

Firm size 2002.89 309.46 1693.43
Firm age 26.47 16.28 10.19
Years in sample, worker 5.71 5.31 0.40
Average match duration 4.24 3.66 0.58

By Firm-Year
Export Non-Export Difference**

Firm size 55.93 7.67 48.25
Firm age 18.16 12.09 6.06
Extra-EU export (mil.) 19.35 0.00 19.35
Years in sample, firm 5.27 5.06 0.21

Industry
Manufactoring 0.36 0.08 0.28
Construction 0.02 0.17 -0.16
Wholesale and retail trade 0.52 0.23 0.29
Transport, storage and communication 0.04 0.09 -0.05
Real estate, renting and business 0.05 0.17 -0.13
Other Industries 0.02 0.25 -0.23

Value-added per worker* (1000) 535.41 379.21 156.19

The table summarizes key differences between exporting and non-exporting firms and the worker em-
ployed in those firms. *Value-added data is only available for a subset of firms (see Table 1.1). **All
differences are significant at a 1 percent level.
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show that roughly 2 percent of all firms (or 3 percent of all workers) change export

status in each direction each year, hence in our full sample we have a substantial

group of workers and firms that change export status. As we make clear below, the

separate identification of the components of the exporter wage gap comes primarily

from workers working in both the exporting and non-exporting sector, and not from

marginal firms changing export status.

1.4 Additive model

The additive model is estimated in two steps following Woodcock (2008). In the

first step, a job-spell fixed effects model (1.1) is estimated, where job spell fixed

effects change when firms change export status or a worker changes employer.15 Our

empirical model is based on the following Mincerian log-wage equation

wi j t =µ
h j t

i j +xi j tβ+εi j t (1.1)

In this notation wi j t is the log wage of worker i in firm j at time t . µ
h j t

i j indicates that

the job-spell fixed effect could differ with export status, where h j t = {E , N E } gives

firm j ’s export status at time t , and E and N E denote exporter and non-exporter,

respectively. xi j t contains observable characteristics and can be partitioned into xF
j t ,

which is firm level time-varying characteristics, and xW
i t , which are worker level time-

varying characteristics. β can be further partitioned into returns to worker and firm

observables, βW and βF . In the appendix section A.1.2 we show that our results below

are not changed fundamentally when we allow for export status specific returns, i.e.

βN E 6=βE . We include year fixed effects and up to a cubic worker and firm age profiles

in xi j t . This combination means, that we must exclude the linear term of the age

profiles, as both worker and firm age increase mechanically within job-spells leading

to collinearity with year dummies (the classical problem of having cohort, time and

age effects, see e.g. Card, Cardoso, Heining, and Kline (2018)). The estimated model

therefore includes worker age squared, worker age cubic, firm age squared, firm age

cubic, year fixed effects and job-spell fixed effects.16

As we show later, unobservable heterogeneity is important in explaining the log-

wage variation. The R2 for a regression with year effects, industry-gender-education

effects, gender-education age profiles and industry-specific firm age profiles is only

15Note, that if a particular match between a worker and a firm is interrupted by a period of unemploy-
ment or employment in a different firm, the original match keeps the same fixed effect when it starts again.
We use the terminology of job-spell fixed effect to separate it from the “match fixed effects” that we define
below.

16Excluding the linear terms implies that part of the age profile is captured by the job-spell fixed effects,
while another part is captured in the quadratic part. This introduces a negative correlation between the
fixed effects and the observables. To deal with this we follow the convention and recenter worker and
firm age variables at the point where the profiles are flat (see also Card et al. (2018)). For worker age this
happens at age 40, while firm age profiles are flat around age 18.
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0.36. The R2 for the job-spell fixed effects regression is, in comparison, 0.93 (adjusted

R2 is 0.88). Thus, time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity that can be linked to

workers and firms is important. However, equation (1.1) is uninformative of whether

any differences in job spell fixed effects for exporters and non-exporters arise due to

firms, workers, or the particular match combination of the two. To address this, we

decompose the job-spell fixed effects into worker, firm and match fixed effects in a

second step.

1.4.1 The Exporter Wage Gap: Benchmark model

We decompose µ̂
h j t

i j into a worker, a firm component and a residual job spell effect.

I.e.

µ̂
h j t

i j =ψ j +θi +τh j t

i j t (1.2)

for h j t = {E , N E }. The residual job spell effect is just the average of the residual τ
h j t

i j t

over the length of the particular (i , j )-match.17 We thereby essentially recover the

AKM model with the addition that residual match effects may correlate with included

observables and that a firm-worker match is treated as a new match when export

status changes. This setup is similar to Woodcock (2008). The model is estimated

under the assumption of strict exogeneity, i.e. E(εi j t |xi t ,h j t , i , j , t ) = 0, which is also

referred to as exogenous mobility as in e.g. Abowd, McKinney, and Schmutte (2015).

Workers are not allowed to react to particularities (i.e. draws of εi j t ) of either current

or future matches, beyond how this is related to observed characteristics.18

Consider the following decomposition of the log-wage difference between ex-

porters and non-exporter, where x̄ denotes within group average of x:

E(wi t |E)−E(wi t |N E) =w̄E
i t − w̄ N E

i t

=
[

x̄E
i t − x̄N E

i t

]
β

(1)

+
{
ψ̄E

j − ψ̄N E
j

}
(2)

+
{
θ̄E

i − θ̄N E
i

}
(3)

+
{
τ̄E

i j − τ̄N E
i j

}
(4)

(1.3)

The first term describes differences in observable firm and worker components, as

well as differences in general conditions (year dummies). The last three terms describe

the differences in unobservable firm, worker and residual match components. The

decomposition allows us to assess the importance of each component and thus

17Formally we decompose the entity wi j t −xi j t β̂ based on the estimates from equation (1.1) therefore
we have variation across t.

18See also Card et al. (2018) for further discussions and analysis of this assumption. Compared to the
AKM model, our model relaxes the exogenous mobility assumption. This happens in two dimensions.
First, workers are allowed to react to the export status of the firm and second, observable characteristics
of matches may be correlated with residual match effects (time-invariant for the duration of the match),
generating an otherwise “endogenous” decision to move. See also Krishna et al. (2014) who use a similar
assumption and discuss exogenous mobility.
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describe which sources are important determinants for the average exporter wage

gap.

The results from the decomposition are shown in Table 1.3. Out of the total

exporter wage gap of 3 percent, different observable time-varying characteristics

account for 22 percent of the gap. Firm effects account for 93 percent, while worker

effects have a negative contribution to the overall gap of -16 percent. Match effects

account for around 1 percent of the gap. 19

In the table we also show to what extent the differences in worker and firm effects

can be related to time-invariant observables. Only a small part of the firm fixed effects

gap can be explained by industry differences. Decomposing worker fixed effects into

time-invariant observables (gender and education) makes the unexplained part of

the worker fixed effects gap more negative. The R2 from the regressions of worker

and firm fixed effects on gender-education and industry dummies, respectively are

relatively low. It is only 0.05 for the firm fixed effects regression meaning that industry

differences cannot account for the observed firm differences in wages. The R2 for the

worker fixed effect regression is 0.27 meaning that the combination of gender and

education does account for some of the worker heterogeneity, but far from all of it.

Finally, by examining the components of
[

x̄E
i t − x̄N E

i t

]
β we find that exporters have

both higher worker and firm components (0.006 and 0.004, respectively) consistent

with the descriptives outlined above.

As a robustness check we examine the importance of the definition of an exporter.

In our analysis we have defined an exporter in a certain year as any firm with any

export within that year. However, this means that firms that sell even a small amount

outside EU borders will be termed “exporter” on the same terms as large firms with

large exports. In the appendix (Section A.2.4) we show that our results are very robust

across the different definitions of export status. In particular, we change the minimal

requirement for being an exporter from 0 to 100.000 DKK per year and 500.000 DKK

per year. The results do not change qualitatively.20 Furthermore, we show in the

appendix section A.1.2 that the decomposition delivers the same insights if we extend

the job spell fixed effects specification by allowing for export-specific returns to

observable characteristics in the tradition of Oaxaca-Blinder (Oaxaca, 1973; Blinder,

1973). In the extended specification the firm effects become even more important in

explaining the exporter wage gap.

19From equation (1.2) it is clear that match effects absorb the within firm,worker wage changes
associated with a change in export status. The small role for match effects therefore underlines that this
variation is a very small driver of the unconditional exporter wage gap which is the center of most of the
policy debate and our analysis.

20We have also tried to define exporting firms as the firms, where the exports are e.g. 50 percent or more
of the total revenue and non-exporters as those that are not exporting at all. Our results are qualitatively
the same across all different specifications. We do not show these in the paper, but they are available upon
request.
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Table 1.3: Exporter Wage Gap Decomposition

In Equation (1.3) Gap %

Total 0.031 100%
Time-varying observables (1) 0.007 22%
- Worker 0.006
- Firm 0.004
- General -0.003
Firm Effects (2) 0.029 93%
- Unexplained part 0.025
- Time-invariant observables 0.005
Worker Effects (3) -0.005 -16%
- Unexplained part -0.008
- Time-invariant observables 0.003
Match Effects (4) 0.000 1%

The table shows the decomposition of the raw export wage premium decomposed into factors accruing to
observable characteristics, firm fixed effects, worker fixed effects and match effects. Time-varying worker
observables are age squared and age cubic. Time-varying firm observables are firm age squared and firm
age cubic. Time-varying general observables are year dummies. See Equation (1.3) for the decomposition.

1.4.2 Export-Specific Worker and Firm Skills

As a next step we augment the model to allow for export-specific returns to unobserv-

able worker characteristics. This is relevant if different time-invariant worker skills

and traits are valued differently in the export and the non-export sector. The extended

model allows for both export-specific worker and firm fixed effects to separate out

the role of self-selection on unobservables of workers into the export sector. Formally

we decompose µ
h j t

i j : 21

µ̂
h j t

i j =ψ
h j t

j +θh j t

i +τh j t

i j t . (1.4)

This equation implies a problem of disconnected sets. Connected sets are central

to identification of firm and worker fixed effects, see Abowd et al. (2002). Intuitively,

in this setup both workers and firms are treated as different entities, when the em-

ploying firm changes export status. Thus, the set of exporting firms and the set of

non-exporting firms can never be connected by the same worker visiting both types

of firms as the worker is viewed as two different workers depending on the export

status. This implies that there is no immediate way to anchor the fixed effects across

these two samples and thus meaningfully compare e.g. firm fixed effects under export

and non-export.22 Note that equation (1.4) limits the role of match effects in the wage

21To be as flexible as possible we allow the return to observables to differ with export status when
estimating the job spell fixed effects from Equation (1.1) (see also Appendix Section A.1.2). The conclusions
below are unchanged if we do not allow for different returns.

22The level of the fixed effects in a given sample is always set relative to a normalization (e.g. the last
firm effect in the sample is normalized to 0 or the grand mean is taken out). This is not a problem in one
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gap decomposition as they are now residual job spell fixed effects and by construction

zero. However, as we showed in Table 1.3 their role was already very small.

1.4.2.1 Normalization of the Firm Effects

The problem of disconnected sets is similar to that faced by Card et al. (2016) in

the context of different wages for men and women within firms. However, where

Card et al. (2016) observed men and women across the same firms, we observe (at

least some of) the same workers in different sectors (exporting and non-exporting)

with potentially varying returns. The challenge is still to credibly find a group of

firms, where the returns (for men and women or in the exporting and non-exporting

sectors) are the same. We follow the solution procedure proposed by Card et al.

(2016) and use the least productive firms in each sample to anchor the fixed effects.23

In particular, we assume that firms with value-added per worker below a certain

estimated threshold create so little surplus in excess of the workers contribution, that

they are unable to pay any additional rent to their workers, i.e. we normalize the firm

fixed effects below this threshold to be the same across exporting and non-exporting

firms. We provide evidence in favor of this assumption below. One interpretation of

this assumption is that in low productivity firms the surplus from a match is so low

that workers are just paid their marginal product, i.e. the return to their observables

and the export-specific worker fixed effect. However, in more productive firms the

match generates a surplus which the worker can capture a part of. These additional

rents show up in the wage regression as high firm fixed effects.

The procedure requires selecting the largest connected set of exporting and non-

exporting firms where we have information on value added. We therefore use a subset

of the full sample referred to as the value-added (VA) sample. See Table (1.1) for

descriptives of this sample. The VA sample is smaller than the full sample. Roughly

95 percent of the lost observations are due to missing or poor quality value-added

data. Only 5 percent of the lost observations are due to lack of connectivity. The

unconditional exporter wage gap is 0.028 in the VA sample, which is very comparable

to the gap of 0.031 in the full sample. Furthermore, the results presented so far are

the same for the VA sample as we show below.

To determine the set of normalizing firms we use a data-driven approach. Follow-

ing Card et al. (2016), we run a series of regressions using the firm fixed effects (ψ̂h
j )

from the two non-connected sets (separate AKM regressions in the export and non-

connected sample as the normalization applies to both export and non-export firms. But in two different
samples we will need two different normalizations. A natural thought is to normalize the same firm in
each sample, but this implies that the “normalized” firm has the same firm fixed effect under export and
non-export and this normalization is therefore not innocent and may bias the analysis. Below we argue
that a set of firms can be used for this normalization such that these firms have the same firm fixed effect
under export and non-export.

23Note that compared to Card et al. (2016) who focus only on firms employing both a man and a
women, we do not have the same normalizing firms in each sample. Only very few normalizing firms
(those who change export status and are low productivity) will in both sectors.
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export samples) and average firm value added per worker ( ¯va j ).24 We then regress ψ̂h
j

on export status dummies (ch) and export status specific returns to the value-added

per worker fixed effects, ¯va j , where firm fixed effects under a varying threshold τ are

set to zero (importantly the threshold is independent of export status). That is, for

different values of τ and for each h = {E , N E } we estimate

ψ̂h
j = ch +γhmax{v̄a j −τ,0}.

ch is the intercept of the regression for h = {E , N E }, while γh is the slope. τ is the

value under which value added per worker does not influence the wage the worker

receives through the firm fixed effect. We select the τ that minimizes the root mean

squared error. Note that the regressions are employment weighted such that an

observation is a worker-year. We end up using a quadratic specification, as it gives

the most appropriate normalization (the lowest RMSE, see also Appendix A.1.4.1).

Figure 1.1 shows the mean un-normalized firm fixed effects for different percentiles of

value-added together with the quadratic fit plotted for exporters and non-exporters,

respectively.25

The figure also illustrates that the economic intuition behind the procedure works

very well in our data. The assumption that firms with very low value-added per worker

have no surplus to share with their workers, is essentially testable in the data - and

not rejected in our case. In the figure this is seen from the fact that for low value

added firms there is no relation between value-added and firm fixed effects. The

normalization applies to 8.2 percent of the non-exporting firms and 2.9 percent of the

exporting firms. It accounts for 4.5 percent of observations in non-exporting firms

and 0.9 percent of observations in exporting firms.26

The normalization does not enable us to identify the effect of changing exporter

status for the firms that are always either exporters or non-exporters. However, using

this methodology we can identify if e.g. a firm that is always an exporter have a higher

firm effect effect than a firm that switches exporter status. Intuitively, identification

of the relative effect between the two exporting firms is achieved using workers that

are present in both firms. Our framework allows us to answer questions about what

24Note that the value-added we use is detrended in logs such that the mean log value added is the
same for all years. For a more detailed step-wise explanation of the normalization procedure see Appendix
A.1.4.1.

25Note that as firm effects are un-normalized in Figure 1.1 the level of the firm effects cannot be
compared (they can simply reflect that very different firms, not necessarily due to exporting, constitute
the normalizing firm (with firm fixed effect set to 0) in the two samples), see also Card et al. (2016). The key
point of the figure is that a set of firms with low value added have very similar fixed effects (fixed effects do
not change with value added for these firms), this linked with the assumption that such low value added
firms do not have any surplus to share neither as exporters nor non-exporter implies that we can anchor
fixed effects across samples (strictly speaking we only need that these firms do not change their firm effects
with a change in export status, a firm effect different from 0 is allowed).

26Note that the exporting firms lie systematically above the flat line in Figure 1.1. This is because of the
two major outliers, both of which come from very large firms. The graph suggests that the value added per
worker measure we use for these firms is most likely too low.
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Figure 1.1: The Relation between Value Added and Firm Fixed Effects
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The figure shows the mean firm fixed for different percentiles of the value-added distribution for both
exporters and non-exporters. The solid lines plot the best square fit for exporters (E) and non-exporters
(NE).

would happen to workers if they where reallocated to firms that we see in the data.

However, we cannot say anything about what will happen to firms if assigned with a

counterfactual exporter status that they never had.

1.4.2.2 Results

Column (1) in Table 1.4 shows the decomposition of the model from Section A.1.2

into observables, firm fixed effects, match fixed effects and worker fixed effects for

the VA sample. The results in Column (1) are very similar to those estimated on the

Full sample (see Table A.1 in the appendix for βN E 6= βE and Table 1.3 previously

shown for βN E = βE ) confirming that moving to the VA sample does not alter our

main conclusions. Column (2) shows the results from the model where workers (and

firms) are allowed to have export-specific fixed effects. The results suggest that what

the baseline model interprets as higher firm fixed effects is instead the result of

workers in export sector having higher worker fixed effects on average in this sector

compared to the non-export sector. If we compare Column (1) to Column (2), worker

effects account for -0.006 and 0.031 for the baseline and value-added normalization,

while firm effects account for 0.028 and -0.011. Thus, worker and firm effects play

opposite roles in the two models. In the baseline model, where worker fixed effects
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cannot change with export status, firm effects are the main driver of the gap while

worker effects close the gap. This implies that exporting firms are high wage firms,

but employ low wage workers. This conclusion is, however, reversed in Column (2) in

the model with export-specific worker skills. Here workers in the export sector are

paid more because of their unobserved skills, while exporting firms actually pay a

lower wage overall. If we interpret wages as a proxy for productivity this implies that it

is not exporting firms that are positively selected. Instead, workers in exporting firms

have skills that are more valuable in the export than in the non-export sector. For the

counterfactual experiment of moving a random worker from a random non-exporter

to a random exporter, this is extremely important. If the firm fixed effects are generally

higher in the export sector, we would expect the worker to get a higher wage. However,

if the exporter gap is driven by differences in export-specific worker fixed effects, we

cannot make such a claim: The workers are probably already selected into the sectors,

where they have a comparative advantage.

To understand this result, recall that the firm effect is identified from workers

moving between two firms. In the estimation where we did not allow for export-

specific worker effects the higher wage that worker’s on average received transiting

from a non-export firm into a specific exporting firm was automatically interpreted

by the model as higher firm effects in that firm. However, with export-specific worker

effects this no longer happens automatically; instead the change in wages may now

reflect export-specific worker effects or export-specific firm effects. Distinguishing

between the two mechanisms is possible due to the scope of the variables: workers

always get paid their worker fixed effects regardless of the firm whereas the firm

always “pays” its firm fixed effect to all its workers. Hence, to distinguish between

the two sides of heterogeneity the distribution of wage changes in the firm (and

the normalization above) becomes important; if all workers who make the same

transitions from a non-exporting into an exporting firm also experience similar wage

changes then the model interprets this as evidence in favor of firm effects. Oppositely,

when there is heterogeneity in the wage changes for workers moving from the non-

exporting into the exporting firms the model interprets this as evidence in favor of

exporter-specific worker effects which the worker then always gets in exporting firms

(below we provide some evidence of this heterogeneity).27

To test the robustness of the above results to the normalization we consider an

alternative normalization where firms in the transport sector are normalized to have a

27Interestingly, Macis and Schivardi (2016) find results which are similar in their analysis of the changes
in the wage structure in response to an Italian currency devaluation. Their analysis shows that in a version
with fixed worker effects the AKM regression attributes a too large part of the change in wages after the
devaluation to a change in firm fixed effects (a rent sharing effect in their framework). However, when
worker effects are allowed to change this rent sharing channel is much less important. Note that our setup
is different as we allow the market value of worker unobservables to differ depending on the export status
of the firm and not just as a response to a change in the economic environment (currency devaluation).
Note further that a meaningful quantification of export-related skills or export-specific firm and worker
effects in either setup (i.e. in the devaluation setup or in ours) crucially relies on the assumption about the
normalizing firm.
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Table 1.4: Export-Specific Worker Skills

Baseline (1) VA-norm. (2)

Raw gap 0.028 100 % 0.028 100 %
Observables 0.006 20 % 0.007 26 %
Firm effects 0.028 101 % -0.011 -38 %
Match effects 0.000 0 % 0.000 0 %
Worker Effects -0.006 -22 % 0.031 112 %

The table shows the decomposition of the wage gap into worker, firm, match and observables for different
models. The baseline model (Column (1)) refers to the model from Section A.1.2. The VA-norm. (Column
(2)) refers to the model using the value-added normalization introduced in Section 1.4.2. Both models are
based on the VA sample (see Table 1.1).

firm fixed effects of zero. Contrary to our preferred data driven normalization reported

above the reason for selecting the transport sector is that the unconditional exporter

gap is almost zero in this sector. A reason for the absence of a gap in this sector could

be because firms within this sector cannot afford to pay an export wage premium.

The basic economic intuition is the same as in the argument by Card et al. (2016):

There exists a set of firms for which rent extraction by workers is impossible, because

there is no surplus to extract. The results from this alternative normalization is shown

in the appendix Table A.2. Unsurprisingly the different terms in the decomposition

change with this alternative normalization but nevertheless the same overall pattern

emerges: differences in worker effects are by far the most important driver of the

wage gap.28

1.4.2.3 Comparative advantage

To further illustrate the mechanism behind our result, we focus on workers who

experience a change of export status either as a result of a move between two firms or

because the firm changes export status. We then investigate the change in the worker

effects associated with this change.

The subsample consists of 22 percent of all workers (27 percent of all worker-year

observations). We can decompose the change in worker effects as follows:{
θ̄E

i − θ̄N E
i

}
=E

[
θE

i |E
]
−E

[
θN E

i |N E
]

u.e= E
[
θE

i −θN E
i |N E

]
+

{
E

[
θE

i |E
]
−E

[
θE
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[
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]
+

{
E

[
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i |E
]
−E

[
θN E

i |N E
]} (1.5)

where u.e and u.ne refer to under export and non-export returns, respectively. Con-

sider the decomposition under export: E
[
θE

i −θN E
i |N E

]
. It shows the difference in

28The same results hold for the linear or cubic fits of the value-added regressions which we do not
report here.
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Table 1.5: Export-Specific for “movers”

Worker subsample

Raw gap 0.012
Observables 0.007
Firm effects -0.026
Match effects 0.000
Worker Effects 0.031
Worker effect decomposition

Return (rent sharing)under u.e 0.034

Composition under u.e -0.003

Return under u.ne 0.040

Composition under u.ne -0.008
The table shows the decomposition of the wage gap into worker, firm, match and observables for different
models. The table focuses on the decomposition of the worker component. The table is based on the
sub-set of workers in our VA sample (see Table 1.1), who during the sample window work in both the
export and non-export sector.

returns to unobservables between working in an exporting and a non-exporting firm

weighted by the number of worker-years in the non-export sector. Thus, it answers

the question: How much higher wages would a worker in non-export on average

get if she moved to the export sector due to comparative advantage in this sector.{
E

[
θE

i |E
]
−E

[
θE

i |N E
]}

shows composition differences, i.e. whether high wage ex-

port workers spend more time in the export or non-export sector. The decomposition

of the gap under non-export returns has a parallel interpretation.

In Table 1.5 we show the new decomposition of the worker effects shown in

Equation (1.5) for the sub-sample of workers that we observe in both the export and

non-export sector. In Column (1) the total worker fixed effect gap is 0.031 for workers

who change export status. Interestingly, the gap is driven entirely by differences

in worker fixed effects, i.e. the first term of the decomposition in Equation (1.5)

under both the export and non-export distributions. This term accounts for a gap of

0.034-0.040, while there is a small adverse composition effect. Thus, the model with

export-specific worker fixed effects may have similar implications for the workers

who do change sector, as the model without export-specific effects: They get higher

wages on average in exporting firms. But importantly, where the baseline model

extrapolates this to hold for all workers by capturing it in the firm effects, the model

with export-specific worker effects attributes this wage increase to differences in

worker effects for those working in the export sector.

We interpret the difference between the worker effect in export and non-export

as a sign of a comparative advantage leading to differential returns in one sector

over the other. We do not find evidence suggesting that the comparative advantage

gap is linked to any specific industry or occupation. Figure A.1 in the Appendix

shows the mean comparative advantage for different industries and occupations. The
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health industry is the only industry with a very large gap, but this industry has few

observations. We therefore conclude that the distinction between the exporting and

non-exporting sector is not just capturing industry or occupational differences, but

something more fundamental. The same picture emerges when we compare the 20

% worst workers in terms of comparative advantage (in this case disadvantage) to the

20 % best. The two groups are very similar in terms of observables. The best workers

are slightly older, more likely to be males and work in top management or manual

labor, but none of the differences are large and it shows that the usual sub-group

investigations of the impacts of export will miss substantial heterogeneity in the

returns to export.29 The largest difference is that the best workers have larger worker

effects under export and smaller worker effects under non-export - this highlights

that the “best” workers really have comparative advantage and are not just better

workers.

As a sanity check of the economic content of our finding we show that workers

react to the differential returns by selecting into the sector, where they are relatively

best. We provide two pieces of evidence below: First, Figure 1.2 shows the sample

likelihood of working in the export sector conditional on the size of the compara-

tive advantage in the export sector (θE
i −θN E

i ). The figure shows clear evidence of

workers exploiting their comparative advantage. Workers with a positive comparative

advantage in the export sector also tend to work significantly more in the export

sector.30

Second, instead of looking at the stock of employed workers, we look at the

job-to-job transitions in our sample and analyze whether workers who have a large

comparative advantage in a sector are more likely to move to this sector. I.e. we

investigate whether the transitions we actually observe are directed towards the

sector, where the worker has a comparative advantage. We regress the export status of

the destination job on the size of the comparative advantage, where the gap has been

standardized to have mean zero and standard deviation one. We control for origin

firm fixed effect and destination firm fixed effect, since these factors are allowed to

affect mobility in our model. In addition, we control for export status of the origin

firm. This is important, as we are conditioning on a job move as well as workers

having worked in both export and non-export firms. This combination will make

cross-sector moves over-represented in the sample. Table 1.6 shows the result of this

regression. A comparative advantage in the export sector statistically significantly

increases the probability that the destination firm is an exporter. In particular, a one

standard deviation increase in comparative advantage increases the probability that

29Macis and Schivardi (2016) also document substantial heterogeneity in the returns to export which is
not captured by common observables.

30Note that the fact that our sample window covers only 6 years and that a worker needs
to be present in both export and non-exporting firms to be included in this graph makes the
scope for large differences in likelihood limited. Therefore it is remarkable that we get such a
clear and significant difference.
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Figure 1.2: Probability of Working in the Export Sector Conditional on Comparative Advantages
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The figure shows the probability of working in the export sector as a function of the size of the comparative
advantage (θE

i −θN E
i ). The table is based on the sub-set of workers in our VA sample (see Table 1.1), who

during the sample window work in both the export and non-export sector. We trim the (θE
i −θN E

i )-gap at
the 1th and 99th.

the receiving firm is an exporter with 1.1 percentage points. Furthermore, the effect

is larger than the effect of a corresponding one standard deviation increase in the

origin firm’s firm fixed effect and 20 % of the effect of the receiving firm’s firm fixed

effect. Thus, it has real economic content.

In conclusion, this section shows that workers have unobserved skills with sector-

specific (differential) returns. The worker-specific differential returns is the most

important driver of the overall exporter wage gap. Workers react to differential returns

by selecting into the sector, where they are relatively best.

1.5 Non-Additive Worker and Firm Effects

So far, we have shown that allowing for flexibility in the interaction between layers of

heterogeneity, in particular worker effects, firm effects, and export status, is important

for a credible prediction about the drivers behind the exporter wage gap. To this point

a key assumption in the analysis has been the additive link between worker, firm,

and match effects. Also, the assumption that match effects should be orthogonal to

worker and firm effects might explain why they so far have not been important in

explaining the exporter wage gap. Finally, the AKM model has some known problems

such as limited mobility bias and the fact that the fixed effects are not consistently

estimated except if workers are observed for an infinite amount of time (see e.g.
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Table 1.6: The Effect of a Comparative Advantage on Transitions

Dependent variable: Export Status of Destination Firm
Standardized Values of Gap 0.0109***

(11.75)
Export status of Origin Firm -0.314***

(-162.95)
Destination Firm FE -0.0580***

(-59.53)
Origin Firm FE 0.00230*

(2.37)
Constant 0.614***

(465.56)
Observations 241,868

Note: The table shows the effect of the worker fixed effect gap on the export status of the destination

firm conditional on a job-to-job transition with a number of control variables. The Export Status variable

takes the value 1 if the firm is an exporter. Origin and Destination Firm FE are standardized. t statistics in

parentheses, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.
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Andrews, Gill, Schank, and Upward (2012)). In this section we investigate to what

extent our results are driven by these assumptions and the particular model that

we have used. We adapt a novel framework recently developed by Bonhomme et al.

(2019) (henceforth BLM) to our setting. In the BLM framework wage profiles can be

non-linear and the result of unrestricted interactions between particular worker types

and firm classes. Note that in the AKM framework studied until now such interactions

are not allowed: the wage is simply the addition of worker and firm components and

there is no additional term dependent on the worker-firm match except the so-called

match effect, which was assumed orthogonal to the worker and firm effects. In the

BLM framework match effects are unrestricted and workers are allowed to act on

the match specific effects and this may lead to specific composition patterns. In

our implementation workers can have different transition patterns depending on

the firm’s export status. Thereby, we allow exporting firms of a certain class to be

able to attract particular worker types with a different probability than their non-

exporting counterparts. This may happen either because these workers are simply

better workers or because there is some complementarity between firm and worker

types. We also allow exporters and non-exporters to pay different wages to a specific

worker type instead of paying the same to all workers as is the case with the firm fixed

effect in the AKM model.

The setup of the BLM model is as follows. We assume that the world is well de-

scribed by a set of firm classes K and worker types L (later we analyze whether our

results are robust to the choice of K and L). The fact that there is a fixed number

of firm classes and worker types makes the estimated parameters consistent. All

interaction effects result from particular wage schedules for each worker type-firm

class pair. Differences in wage schedules can arise for multiple non-modeled reasons

such as complementarities in production, preferences, bargaining power, etc. The

BLM procedure assumes that firm class membership can be determined in an initial

step prior to estimation and therefore it is treated as observed in the final estimation.

Worker types, on the other hand, are treated as unobserved data, and group member-

ship is estimated.31 As in the AKM model wage changes associated with job moves

are crucial for identification in the BLM model. Differences in wage schedules are

identified by workers of different types moving to and from each firm class. This is

similar to the notion of connected sets in the AKM framework. If worker types are

“different” in different firms (i.e. worker and firm effects are non-additive), we must

require that firms are connected for each worker type. This would be impossible if

not for the assignment of workers and firms into a number of groups. Intuitively, this

allows us to observe the “same” worker (worker type) making multiple transitions

at the same point in time, hence creating additional degrees of freedom needed

31This essentially amounts to treating workers’ classification as a random effect (i.e. we get a probability
distribution across types), whereas firm are treated as fixed effects (we can “fully” recover the type). BLM
argue that this asymmetry can be justified by the observation that in the data we see many “observations”
for each firm, whereas the number of spells for each worker is limited.
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to estimate interaction effects between worker and firm types. The grouping also

implies that we only need two years of data to estimate the BLM model, which also

relaxes the implicit assumption that firm and workers fixed effects do not change in

our sample window.

We assume that log-wages are drawn from a firm-class/export-status/worker-type

specific (i.e. (k,h, l )-specific) distribution.32 Thus,

wi j t =λk( j ),h( j ),l (i ) +σk( j ),h( j ),l (i )δi j t

where wi j t is the log wage of worker i in firm j at time t . Sometimes we will omit

subscript j as the structure of our data is already completely specified by the i , t-

notation. h( j ) is the mapping from firm identifier to the firm export status, which is

either h( j ) = {E , N E }. k( j ) is the mapping from firm identifier to firm class k. Similarly,

l (i ) is the mapping from worker identifier i to worker type l . The mapping functions

are important as we work with a limited number of worker and firm types. Hence,

several firms in the data map into the same firm type and likewise for workers. We

will sometimes use the notation j (i , t) to map worker i to her employer j at time

t . λk,h,l and σ2
k,h,l denote the firm-class/export-status/worker-type specific means

and variances of wages. Following BLM, we assume that δi j t follows a standard

normal distribution. These assumptions imply serial independence in wi j t once

conditioning on worker type, firm class and export status. Let {O,D} denote origin

and destination firm class for movers. We assume that, conditional on worker type,

origin firm class kO
t and origin export status hO

t , the decision to move and where to

move to (for those that move), i.e. {kD
t+1,hD

t+1}, is independent of the current draw of

wi j t . Thus, we allow transitions and wages to explicitly depend on the export status

of the firm.

Let mi = 1{ j (i , t) 6= j (i , t +1)} indicate whether a worker moves or not and let

Ji t = 1 if the worker was employed at time t and zero otherwise. Note, we include

moves to and from non-employment. Using the above assumption, we derive the

32We do not include observables in the model as this separation is not essential for our main purpose,
namely to assess whether the exporter wage gap comes from different workers, different firms or different
matches. In fact the BLM model does not include any direct effect of observable characteristics on wages.
Hence, in the most direct formulation it is not possible to make the distinction between observed and
unobserved differences. Differences in worker type could therefore also partly capture cross sectional
differences in experience (or age), and firm class could be correlated with firm age. Note, that the BLM
estimator only uses two periods of data, so time-trends and experience accumulation are of limited
importance in the sample.
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following log-likelihood function for our two period sample:33

L(θ) =
N∑

i=1

K∑
k=1

K∑
k ′=1

1∑
s=0

1∑
s′=0

1{kO
i 1 = k}1{kD

i 2 = k ′}1{hO
i 1 = s}1{hD

i 2 = s′}

· log

 L∑
l=1

pk,k ′,s,s′ (l )mi p̄k,s,s′ (l )1−miφ

(
wi 1 −λksl

σksl

)Ji 1

φ

(
wi 2 −λk ′s′l

σk ′s′l

)Ji 2


where hi t indicates the export status of the employer of worker i at time t and φ

is the standard normal density. pk,k ′,s,s′ (l ) is the worker type-specific probability of

transitioning from firm class k to firm class k ′ with export status s and s′, respectively.

p̄k,s,s′ (l ) is the counterpart for stayers in firm class k. Note that pk,k ′,s,s′ (l ) includes the

transition probability in and out of unemployment for each firm class. As proposed by

BLM we maximize the log-likelihood function using the EM-algorithm (see Dempster,

Laird, and Rubin (1977)).

We include firms and workers from the VA sample used for estimation of the

model in Section 1.4.2. Note that the BLM framework only requires two years for

estimation. We use the years 2009 and 2010 and set the number of firm classes to K = 5

(and an additional unemployed state) and the number of worker types to L = 5. We

have tested the robustness of our results to these choices. In particular, we have tried

using years 2006-2007 (see Table A.7 in the Appendix) and we have also estimated

the model with K = L = 2 and K = L = 10 (See Table A.6 in the Online Appendix) and

the results are very stable. For the initial assignment of firms into firm classes we use

the value-added data and classify firms into quintiles of the distribution of average

value added per worker. After the initial assignment we interact class membership

with export status. Thus, the classification implies that we allow firms with the same

productivity to have different wage and hiring policies depending on their export

status.34 We include an unemployment state in the model, keeping workers from the

connected set, if they are employed at least one of the sample years. In the case of

unemployment in the first period, we require that workers have been in the connected

set during the previous two years. In the case of unemployment in the second period,

we require the worker to return to employment within the following two years. These

restrictions are imposed to avoid issues of long term unemployment and attrition

from the labor market.

33Note that Bonhomme et al. (2019) model the joint distribution of wages, wi j t , for job movers over
two periods, i.e. the joint distribution of (wi 1, wi 2). We also include stayers in the estimation as suggested
by Lentz, Piyapromdee, and Robin (2016) to utilize the full set of wage data.

34BLM classify firms based on their within-firm empirical wage distributions (see Bonhomme et al.
(2019)). For our agenda using wage information to classify firms while distinguishing them by export status
does not seem credible - this essentially amounts to saying that firms are of the same type if they pay the
same wages which then assumes that the wage distribution of the firm does not change with export status.
As the firm classification is done prior to estimation in the BLM framework we can easily change this and
instead group firms by value added per worker. The assumption then is that the wages in e.g. low value
added non-exporting firms are a good counterfactual for exporting firms (after having taken into account
any selection effects coming from the fact that matches in the firms could be very different).
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1.5.1 Decomposition

If the true wage equation is non-additive as outlined above, AKM would lead to

biased estimates which would affect the decompositions above essentially because

we risk assigning heterogeneity to the wrong side of the market. Instead the BLM

estimation procedure allows us to consistently estimate worker and firm types when

the true wage equation in non-additive. The resulting expected wages
(
λkhl

)
are

match specific. However, we are still interested in the decomposition of the exporter

wage gap into worker, firm and match effects, where match effects are now seen as

interaction effects as opposed to the orthogonal match effects in the AKM framework.

Therefore, as a next step in the analysis, we project the estimated worker, firm, and

match type indicators onto λkhl . This allows us to analyze to what extent the non-

additive formulation changes the conclusions outlined above.

Before we decompose the wage gap, note that the expected wage conditional on

export status h = {E , N E } is

E
[
wi t |h

]= K∑
k=1

P
[
ki t = k|h] L∑

l=1
P

[
li = l |ki t = k,h

]
λkhl

We may non-parametrically represent λkhl as

λkhl =ψkh +θlh +τklh (1.6)

where ψkh represents the firm fixed effect of the class k with export status h, θlh

represents the worker fixed effect of a type l worker in a export status h firm, while

τklh represents the non-linear interaction effect for a type l worker in a class k

firm with export status h. As in the two-way fixed effect model of AKM, we need

some normalizations to recover the full set of fixed effects. In the AKM framework

we needed one normalization to separate the level of the firm and worker effects

- in the current context we need further restrictions. λklh contains 2 ·K ·L cells or

different wage observations (exporter status interacted with worker and firm types),

but (1.6) above involves 2 ·K +2 ·L+2 ·K ·L parameters. Thus, for estimation we need

2 · (K +L) normalizations. Below we present two alternative sets of normalizations to

recover the worker, firm and match effects, which are designed to mimic the type of

decompositions we made in the additive model:

N1: Standard Normalization: In this specification we require the interaction ef-

fects to lie around the corresponding worker and firm effects, such that match effects

are zero in expectation within a worker/firm type. Thereby, the interaction effects

get the appealing interpretation of deviations from additive wages. Furthermore,

we assume that workers do not have export-specific returns. These restrictions are

therefore similar to those used in the models in Section 1.4 and A.1.2. Formally,

we normalize the interaction effects τklh such that for each k = {1, ..,K } we have

E
[
τklh |k,h

] = 0 within each sector h = {E , N E }, while for each l = {1, ..,L} we have
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E
[
τklh |l

] = 0. In addition, we assume that workers do not have export-specific re-

turns, i.e. θlE = θl N E . The assumption gives the 2·(K +L) restrictions needed. Lastly, in

order to separate worker and firm effects we normalize an arbitrary firm effect to zero.

This does not affect the decomposition and amounts to the usual AKM assumption.

We refer to Section A.3.1 in the appendix for a derivation of the full decompositions

and wage function. It is worth noting that the restrictions on the interaction effects

are weaker than the AKM requirement of orthogonal match effects, which would

correspond to assuming E
[
τklh |k, l ,h

]= 0 for each set of k,l and h.

N2: CCK-Style Normalization: In this specification we treat worker, firm, and

match effects as if they came from two separate BLM models. In this spirit, we there-

fore assume that: E
[
τkhl |k,h

] = 0 for each k and h, and E
[
τkhl |l ,h

] = 0 for each

l and h. This is equivalent to 2 · (K +L) restrictions. The restrictions imply that we

interpret match effects as deviations from the export-specific combination of worker

and firm effects. To separate worker and firm effects we need one normalization

within each sector. Here, we will assume that the lowest firm class has so low pro-

ductivity that their firm effect is zero both when exporting and not. This mirrors the

normalizing assumption of Section 1.4.2 pioneered by Card et al. (2016) (CCK). As in

Section 1.4.2 this is an economic assumption that influences the decomposition. The

normalization allows us to do a full decomposition. We refer to Section A.3.2 in the

Appendix for the technical details given these normalizations.

Note that both types of normalizations by construction will be limiting the role

of match effects in the mean wage decomposition as the normalizations in various

ways set the sample weighted mean to zero within e.g. firm types. This ensures that

the decompositions are more comparable to the decompositions in the linear model,

but note that workers in the BLM framework are allowed to act on these interaction

effects and the estimation allows us to take this composition effect into account.

1.5.2 Results

Table 1.7 shows the results from the decompositions. The BLM model explains the

unconditional wage gap between the export and non-export sector of 4.6 percent

based on the years 2009 and 2010. We present the decompositions under the return

of exporters. However, the decompositions under the returns of non-exporters are

very similar, see Table A.5 in the Online Appendix.

Column (1) in Table 1.7 presents the results under the Standard Normalization

(N1 above), Column (3) presents the results under the CCK-type Normalization (N2

above). Column (2) and Column (4) present the AKM versions of two normalizations,

respectively (i.e. the models from Sections 1.4 and 1.4.2, respectively, rerun on the

same sample as the BLM model). Looking at Column (1), the gap is explained by

the firm component and the workers component. This is qualitatively similar to the

AKM results in Column (2). Turning to Column (3) of Table 1.7 we also get results very
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Table 1.7: Decomposition of the Exporter Wage Gap with Non-Additive Wages under Exporter
Returns

2009-2010 BLM N1 (1) AKM (2) BLM N2 (3) AKM (4)
under exporter returns

Total 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046
Worker 0.015 0.003 0.044 0.040
- Composition 0.015 0.004
- Return 0.028 0.035
Firm 0.031 0.028 0.002 -0.009
- Composition 0.020 0.003 0.020 -0.005
- Return 0.011 -0.004 -0.017 -0.031
Match 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
- Composition 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000
- Return 0.000 -0.001 0.000 -0.001

The table shows the decomposition of the exporter wage gap from the BLM model estimated on the years

2009-2010 under the assumptions of Section 1.5.1. Column (1) is based on the restrictions N1 (see Section

1.5.1), while Column (2) shows the AKM equivalent (the decomposition in Section 1.4 on the BLM sample).

Column (3) is based on N2, while Column (4) shows the AKM equivalent (i.e. the decomposition from

Section 1.4.2). All decompositions are under the non-exporter returns (the similar decomposition under

non-exporter return delivers very similar results see A.5 in the Appendix). For the AKM decompositions

(Column 2 and 4) some elements of the decomposition are omitted and the detailed decomposition of

worker, firm and match effects is only based on the appropriate identifying sub-samples, therefore rows

do not sum the total.

similar to the equivalent AKM model in Section 1.4.2 shown in Column (4).35

The results imply that both worker and firm effects contribute to the total wage

gap, while the match effect does not matter much. This is of course partly a result of

the way we have set up the normalizations above, but Bonhomme et al. (2019) do

not find that match effects are important either. Interestingly, the worker component

is less important when returns are not allowed to vary with export status seen in

Column (1), but allowing for worker’s return to export-specific skills increases the

component from 0.015 to 0.044. Exporting firms are still positively selected, but in

accordance with the results in Section 1.4.2, we find that firms actually become less

important in export (the firm effects part falls from 0.031 to 0.002). This means that

an arbitrary worker would not benefit from working in export everything else equal,

only workers with the “right” unobservables will benefit.

Both normalizations imply that some worker type-firm class combinations are

more attractive in export than others. This is evidence in favor of our main conclusion:

35Keep in mind here that a firm type (or worker type) in the BLM framework is not defined at the level
of each individual firm as in the AKM model. Hence the decomposition also shows that although one
“aggregates” firms to 10 different types (5 non-export and export firm classes respectively) in the data our
model is still sufficiently flexible to generate differences between workers and firms within export status
and thus capture the important variation in the data.
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an important part of the exporter wage gap is explained by specific worker types

getting higher returns under export than they would under non-export. Again, we

stress that this is not a global statement as it does not hold for all workers. Thus, using

a very different framework than the more standard additive AKM model, we find

qualitatively the same results: Failing to account for differential returns to worker-

specific skills in the export and non-export sectors implies that the primary driver of

the exporter wage gap is firm selection. However, allowing for the returns to worker-

specific skills to differ in the two sectors changes the conclusion dramatically. The

primary driver is that workers with skills valuable in the export sector sort into this

sector. Our findings can be understood as comparative advantage - certain workers

have unobserved skills (for instance language or communication skills) that are either

more valuable or used more often in exporting firms, and therefore these workers

earn higher wages in such firms.

1.6 Conclusion

It has been widely documented empirically that workers in exporting firms earn

higher wages than workers employed in non-exporting firms. Similarly, there is a

large theoretical literature on the differences between exporting and non-exporting

firms and their workers. The empirical importance of different sources of heterogene-

ity in generating the exporter wage gap is likely to not only influence the credibility of

different theoretical trade models, but also public opinion on trade liberalization. We

apply two different econometric frameworks to asses the different sources generating

the exporter wage gap. In the baseline setting we use an AKM-type framework. Con-

trolling for observables as well as worker and firm effects, we find that differences in

observable characteristics account for 22 percent of the exporter wage gap, firm fixed

effects account for 93 percent of the gap, while worker fixed effects account for -16

percent of the gap.

However, the conclusion that firm effects are the most important driver of the

exporter wage gap is drastically altered when we allow workers to have export-specific

returns to unobservables (the worker fixed effect). In particular the selection on

differential returns to unobservables of workers is a key driver of the exporter wage

gap. Returns to unobservable skills for workers would differ, if for instance firms

valued time-invariant worker characteristics differently in the export and non-export

sector. Our results imply that they do. What looked like higher firm fixed effects in

the export sector in the baseline model is actually the result of workers in the export

sector having skills that are more valued in exporting firms than in non-exporting

firms. We also show that workers with a comparative advantage in the export sector

are more likely to be in this sector in the cross-section and are more likely to move

to the export sector conditional on making a job-to-job transition. Finally, since the

AKM model has various disadvantages, we show that using a non-linear random
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effects model as suggested by Bonhomme et al. (2019) we obtain qualitatively similar

results as in the AKM-style framework.

Our findings of comparative advantage for some workers in the exporting sector is

an important conclusion, and it changes the understanding of the exporter wage gap.

If the gap results from common firm effects, all workers should receive higher wages

when working in the export sector. However, if differences come from exporting

firms valuing specific skills or traits among workers more than the non-exporters,

only some workers will gain from moving to the export sector. Our findings are

strengthened by the fact that workers actually make labor market transitions based

on their comparative advantages. It is also an important point of the paper that

standard observables explain very little in terms of who benefits from working in

the exporting sector. This implies that the heterogeneous returns to export that we

have documented above is driven by something inherently unobservable and more

fundamental than e.g. education levels or the type of occupation/industry. We leave

to future work to investigate this further.

Our finding that the exporter wage gap results from worker selection and exporter-

specific returns is hard to reconcile with models that do not feature any worker

heterogeneity and worker selection. However, explicitly linking the observed exporter-

specific worker fixed effects to the underlying skills of the worker and, importantly,

to the technology and product quality of the firms is an important topic for future

research that will help distinguish further between different theoretical models.
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Main Appendix

A.1 Additive model:

In this section, we provide further details related to our analysis of the additive model

(i.e. Sections 1.4, 1.4.2 and 1.4.2). First, in Section A.1.1 we provide more detail in

relation to our estimation procedure. Next we explain how worker and firm fixed

effects can be related to time-invariant observables and we show the results of these

estimations (some of these results were also reported in the main text). Finally we

outline the estimation procedure which is used in Section 1.4.2 and show how the

difference in comparative advantage (difference in worker fixed effect under export

and non-export) varies across industries.

A.1.1 Estimation Procedure

In this section, we explain the estimation procedure for the baseline model and

the extension to different returns across export status (this amounts to the models

presented in Section 1.4). Our estimation procedure is as follows:

1. Estimate β̂ and µ̂i j from yi t =µi , j (i ,t ) +xi tβ+εi j t .

2. Decompose µ̂i j + ε̂i j t into ψ̂ j and θ̂i from µ̂i j + ε̂i j t =ψ j +θi +αi j +ξi j t , as-

suming E
[
ξi j t |ψ j ,θi ,αi j

]
= 0 and E

[
αi j |ψ j ,θi

]
= 0.

In the extension with export-specific returns (see Section A.1.2) step 1 is estimated

separately for the export and non-export samples.

In the estimation procedure we use the STATA routine reghdfe developed by Sergio

Correia (Correia, 2016). The routine solves high-dimensional fixed effects problems

with multi-way fixed effects. The reghdfe does not solve the least-square problem

by solving the normal equations directly. Instead it uses the Method of Alternating

Projections to solve the model (see Correia (2016)).

For step 1, the main reason for using reghdfe is that it standardizes the expectation

of each set of fixed effects to zero (i.e. it takes out the constant). In our case, the first set

of fixed effects is the job spell fixed effects and the second set of fixed effects is the year

effects. For these two sets of fixed effects we impose that the sample weighted sum of

each individual set of fixed effects is 0 (in reghdfe this amounts to “absorbing” these

fixed effects). This normalization is needed to solve the “omitted group problem”

explained in Jann (2008) and Fortin, Lemieux, and Firpo (2011). Thus, in case of

export-specific returns, the Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition is robust to the choice

of reference (or omitted) group. Thus, it no longer matters for the decomposition

which year dummy we omit. We add the constant from the regressions within export

and non-export to the match effects µ̂i j . Additionally, we add the normalized year

dummies to β̂.
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Step 2 is again solved using the reghdfe routine. This time we absorb the worker

and firm fixed effects. Note, that they too are normalized such that the sample

weighted sum of each individual set of fixed effects is 0. Note also, firms have trade-

specific firm fixed effects. An arbitrary firm effect is omitted in estimation. The con-

stant from this regression is treated as a separate entry which cancels out once we

look at the difference between exporters and non-exporters.

A.1.2 Decomposition with Export-Specific Returns

In Equation (1.1) we assumed that returns to observable characteristics are the same

in the export and non-export sector (βN E =βE ). However, if e.g. some skills are more

valuable in the export sector this could lead to higher returns. We therefore estimate

a version where observables have export-specific returns. The model structure now

allows for a decomposition of the part of the exporter wage gap accruing to the

observables into a part coming from differences in composition and a part coming

from differences in returns (Oaxaca, 1973; Blinder, 1973):

E(wi t |E)−E(wi t |N E) =w̄E
i t − w̄ N E

i t

u.e=
{
ψ̄E

j − ψ̄N E
j

}
+

{
θ̄E

i − θ̄N E
i

}
+

{
τ̄E

i j − τ̄N E
i j

}
+

[
x̄E

i t − x̄N E
i t

]
βE + x̄N E

i t

[
βE −βN E

]
u.ne=

{
ψ̄E

j − ψ̄N E
j

}
+

{
θ̄E

i − θ̄N E
i

}
+

{
τ̄E

i j − τ̄N E
i j

}
+

[
x̄E

i t − x̄N E
i t

]
βN E + x̄E

i t

[
βE −βN E

]
(A.1)

where u.e and u.ne refer to export and non-export returns, respectively. If returns to

observables do not differ, the last term in each formulation will simply be zero. We

present both representations (i.e. u.e and u.ne) such that the relative importance of

composition and returns can be credibly bounded. In order to separate the effect of

differences in fixed effects and differences in returns, we must impose an appropriate

normalization to obtain an Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition of the wage gap, which is

invariant to a change of reference group (e.g. the omitted year). This is the well known

problem associated with the so-called “detailed decomposition” (in our setup this

means distinguishing between unobservables and differences in returns) discussed

in e.g. Jann (2008) and Fortin et al. (2011). 36

36The intuition is that the export wage gap in the reference group will be captured in the job spell fixed
effects. Thus if, for example the gap varies over time, what is attributed to year dummies and job spell
effects, respectively, will vary conditional on the choice of reference year. This is an undesirable feature
and we therefore impose the normalization discussed in Jann (2008) and Fortin et al. (2011) to solve this.
In particular we estimate the model with a constant and omitting one year dummy and one job spell fixed
effect. We then standardize each set of fixed effects (year fixed effect and job-spell fixed effects under
export and non-export, respectively) such that their sample weighted sum is zero. This ensures that we
get the same constant regardless of the particular choice of which job spell fixed effect, µi j , and which
year effect we omit. The constants we obtain from the regressions are added back to the job spell fixed
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Table A.1: Exporter Wage Gap Decomposition

Oaxaca-Blinder u.e. u.ne.
Gap % Gap %

Total 0.031 100% 0.031 100%
Explained by observables 0.005 15% 0.011 33%
Unexplained due to returns -0.005 -17% -0.011 -35%
Firm Effects 0.038 120% 0.038 120%
Worker Effects -0.006 -18% -0.006 -18%
Match Effects 0.00 0% 0.00 0%

The table shows the Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition of the raw export wage premium decomposed into
factors accruing to characteristics, firm fixed effects, worker fixed effects, match effects and differences in
return (see Equation (A.1)). Observables include year dummies, worker age squared and cubic, and firm
age squared and cubic. Note that as in the decomposition with same returns (Equation (1.3)) the worker
and firm fixed effects terms can be decomposed further into the effect of time-invariant observables and
residual fixed effects. The effect of time-invariant observables is similar to the case with same returns (see
Table 1.3). Therefore, to keep things simple we leave this part of the decomposition out. A similar note
holds for the decomposition of observables into worker and firm side variables (see Table 1.3).

The results of the decomposition are presented in Table A.1. Worker fixed effects

still contribute negatively to the overall gap by -18 percent. Differences in observables

account for 15 (u.e) to 33 (u.ne) percent of the gap, while differences in return account

for -17 (u.e) to -35 (u.ne) percent of the gap. Firm effects are still the main driver

of the gap accounting for 120 percent. Accounting for industry is not sufficient to

remove the gap accounted for by firm fixed effects and still leaves a gap of 97 percent.

These results favor Melitz (2003) type models with some form of rent-sharing in the

sense that exporting firms simply seem to be better based on unobservables and that

this leads to higher wages. The combination of higher firm fixed effects in exporting

firms and lower returns to observables implies that exporting firms on average pay

higher wages, but compensate workers less based on observable characteristics. For

instance, while both workers and firms in the export sector are older on average (see

Table 1.2) the returns to age are lower in this sector.

Overall our results therefore show similar patterns as what was found earlier.

Differences in firm pay, unrelated to observables, seem to be the main driver behind

the exporter wage gap in specifications which do not allow for export specific worker

and firm fixed effects.

effects. For further details on the estimation procedure, see the Appendix, Section A.1.1. Note that the
normalization only affects which part of the gap will be explained by the job spell fixed effects, i.e. µi j , and
therefore the worker, firm, and match effects, and which part will be explained by differences in returns,

i.e. x̄N E
i t

[
βE −βN E

]
or x̄E

i t

[
βE −βN E

]
. The “explained” part of the decomposition, i.e.

[
x̄E

i t − x̄N E
i t

]
βE or[

x̄E
i t − x̄N E

i t

]
βN E , is the same independent of the normalization (Fortin et al., 2011).
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A.1.3 Decomposing the worker and firm effects

Following Woodcock (2008) we investigate how much of the variation in worker and

firm effects can be explained by observable time-invariant variables. In particular,

we clean the worker effect of the effect of the interaction of gender and education.

Similarly, we clean the firm effects of the effect of industry. These characteristics are

time-invariant, and hence not included in the main estimation. However, under the

assumption of orthogonality from any cleaned worker and firm effects, we can use

variation in the cross-section to estimate the effect of these time-invariant character-

istics. To formalize the above, assume that the firm effect consists of an observable

part xC ,F
j and a true unobservable fixed effect v j , then

ψ j = xC ,F
j βC ,F + v j +ξ j

where we assume E [ξ j |v j , xC ,F
j ]=0 and E [v j |xC ,F

j ] = 0. And the for the worker fixed

effect

θi = xC ,W
i βC ,W +ui +δi

where E [δi |ui , xC ,W
i ] = 0 and E [ui |xC ,W

i ] = 0.

We use 16 industry groupings corresponding to two-digit NACE codes, with some

categories merged to get a consistent mapping backward in time. Recall that 120

percent of the wage gap was due to differences in firm effects (see Table A.1). When

we use these industry categories it accounts for 18 percent of the firm fixed effects gap.

Put differently 22 percent of the exporter wage gap is accounted for by industry. This

still leaves 97 percent to pure unobserved firm characteristics. Our results suggest

that there are both between firm within industry and between industry differences,

but within differences are more important.

Worker fixed effects contributed negatively to the total exporter wage gap by -18

percent (-0.006). Interestingly, the decomposition of worker fixed effects into gender-

education-specific effects suggests that these characteristics would increase the total

wage gap by 0.003, meaning that worker unobservables actually contribute -0.008

or -27 percent. This strengthens the point made earlier that controlling for worker

unobservables is important, when testing theories of firm self-selection into export.

A.1.4 Export-Specific Worker and Firm Skills

In this section of the appendix we present the normalization procedure along whit

supplementary results for the extended additive model presented in Section 1.4.2.

A.1.4.1 The normalization procedure

In this section we present the step wise procedure to estimate the model presented

in Section 1.4.2.

We proceed as follows:
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1. We select all firms with valid value-added data. We trim the data at the 1st and

99th percentiles of the value added per worker distribution. Next, we create

a set of firms selecting the largest set of connected firms in the export and

non-export sector, respectively. We refer to this set as the dual-connected set.

2. To account for nominal trends in value-added (and potentially smooth out

any measurement error), we estimate a firm-level fixed effects model of log-

average value-added per worker on year dummies. Firms are represented by

their value-added fixed effect, ¯va j .

3. We re-estimate the model of Section A.1.2 on the dual-connected set applying

the usual normalization in an AKM model. We run two regressions, one for the

exporters and one for non-exporters. At this stage the fixed effects from the two

models are not comparable. Denote the firm fixed effects from this regression

ψ̂h
j

4. We then follow Card et al. (2016) and run a series of regressions using the

firm fixed effects from step 3, ψ̂h
j , on export status dummies (ch) and export

status specific returns to the value-added fixed effects, ¯va j , where firm fixed

effects under a varying threshold τ are set to zero (importantly the threshold is

independent of export status). That is, for h = {E , N E } we estimate

ψ̂h
j = ch +γhmax{v̄a j −τ,0}.

varying τ. ch is the intercept of the regression for h = {E , N E }, while γh is the

slope. τ is the value under which value added per worker does not influence

the wage the worker receives. We select the τ that minimizes the root mean

squared error. Note that the regressions are employment weighted such that

an observation is a worker-year.

a) We also run a version of the regression, where we allow for a quadratic

and a cubic term in max{v̄a j −τ,0} to get a better fit to data. This does not

alter the assumption, i.e. firms below a certain threshold have no surplus

for its workers to bargain over. The more flexible form is only used to get

a more credible kink-point (i.e. the last firm for which the firm fixed effect

is the same under export and non-export).

5. Finally we re-estimate the model of Section A.1.2 on the dual-connected set.

We run two regressions, one for the exporters and one for non-exporters. The

regressions apply the usual normalization in an AKM model but we now make

sure that the “normalizing firm” is now the set of firms (we treat the set of firms

as one firm) that have ¯va j < τ in step 4. This last step essentially anchors the

fixed effects from the two samples and makes them comparable. The assump-

tion essentially implies that the firm effect for the normalizing firm does not

change with export status. We do not require that the firm effect is 0.
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Table A.2: Export-Specific Worker Skills

Baseline (1) VA-norm. (2) Transport norm. (3)

Raw gap 0.028 100 % 0.028 100 % 0.028 100 %
Observables 0.006 20 % 0.007 26 % 0.007 25 %
Firm effects 0.028 101 % -0.011 -38 % 0.003 11 %
Match effects 0.000 0 % 0.000 0 % 0.000 0 %
Worker Effects -0.006 -22 % 0.031 112 % 0.018 64 %

The table shows the decomposition of the wage gap into worker, firm, match and observables for different
models. The baseline model (Column (1)) refers to the model from Section A.1.2. The VA-norm. (Column
(2)) refers to the model using the value-added normalization, and the Transport norm. (Column (3)) refers
to the model using the transport sector normalization (both normalizations are introduced in Section
1.4.2). All three models, Column (1)-(3) are based on the VA sample (see Table 1.1).

a) The change in worker effects going from export to non-export is now our

measure of comparative advantage. We can only quantify this for workers

who appear in both the export and non-export sample. Identification of

this object comes from the fact that we observe these workers making

job moves from/to the normalizing firm to/from all the other firms. The

“normalizing firm” serves as the unit that connects the two samples (export

and non-export). Given a connected set of workers and firms the usual

identification arguments for separating worker and firm fixed effects

apply.

A.1.4.2 Supplementary Results

In this section we present supplementary results to the model presented in Section

1.4.2. Table A.2 compares the results presented in the main text to the results from

using the transport sector to normalize firm effects. Figure A.1 shows the size of the

average comparative advantage by
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Figure A.1: Comparative Advantage by Industry and Occupation
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i ) for NACE one digit industries and ISCO
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A.2 Data

This part of the appendix provides further details on the value-added data we use for

the analysis. We also provide more information about our sample selection procedure.

Finally we repeat our baseline decompositions for different definitions of export

status.

A.2.1 GF

The VA sample and BLM sample introduced in the main text consist of firms which

can be found in the General Firmastistik (GF) database. GF contains firm level ac-

counting data and value added tax (VAT) records. GF is only available for a selected

subset of Danish firms, i.e. those who are sufficiently active. The activity requirement

excludes firms that have mandatory pension contributions equivalent to less than

half a year of full-time employment and firms with low earnings. In the sample period

roughly 15-20 percent of worker observations have missing productivity measures

each year before evoking the connectivity criterion. The equivalent number for firms

is roughly 25-30 percent each year. Thus, we only have information on productivity

(value added) for a sub-sample of the universe of Danish firms, i.e. the larger firms.

A.2.2 Sample Selection

This section describes the sample selection and provides basic description of the

sample. As explained in Section 1.3.1 we focus on the period 2004-2010 to ensure

a consistent definition of export on the extensive margin. Firms are defined as ex-

porters if they have positive outside-EU export within a given year. Table A.3 gives the

number of workers and firms for the total sample. First, we discard jobs that are not

considered main employment. Second, we discard all public sector jobs. Third, we dis-

card individuals with no or poor quality educational information. Fourth, we define

labor market to be the time of completion for the highest education obtained in 2010

and discard all observations before labor market entry or where the worker is younger

than 19. Fifth, we delete observations with no or invalid firm identifiers or where

the hour wage measure is of bad quality. Finally, we trim the 1 and 99 percentiles in

the wage distribution each year in order to mitigate the effect of outliers. Since we

will estimate a model that is similar of nature to the AKM model, we focus on the

largest set of connected firms as described by Abowd et al. (2002). Our final sample

has 7.355.114 person-years. 20.3 percent of all firms are dropped when considering

the connected set. However, only 3.4 percent of all person-years are dropped, so the

firms in the connected set still account for almost all employment and aggregate

export.
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Figure A.2: Firms changing export status.
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(a) firm level
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(b) worker level

Panel (a) shows the number of firms changing export status each year . Panel (b) shows the same number
weighted by the sample firm size.

A.2.3 Export Status

In this section we describe patterns on the extensive margin of export status, i.e. how

many firms and workers change export status and in which direction? Figure A.2

shows that roughly 2 percent of all firms (or 3 percent of all workers) change export

status in each direction each year. Firms starting to export are somewhat larger than

those that stop exporting.
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Table A.4: Decompositions with Alternative Export Definitions

Baseline Export-Specific
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
>0 >100,000 >500,000 >0 >100,000 >500,000

Raw Gap 0.031 0.028 0.03 0.031 0.028 0.03
Observables 0.007 0.007 0.011 -0.001 0.002 0.007
Firm FE 0.03 0.03 0.032 0.038 0.036 0.037
Worker FE -0.005 -0.009 -0.013 -0.006 -0.009 -0.014
Match FE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

The table replicates the decomposition of Section 1.4 with alternative definitions of an exporter.

A.2.4 Changing the definition of export

In our analysis we have defined an exporter in a certain year as any firm with any

export within that year. However, this means that firms sending anything outside

EU borders will be termed a exporter on the same terms as large firms with large

exports. To check whether our results are affected by these marginal and potentially

noisy exporters, we increase the minimal requirement for being an exporter from 0 to

100.000 DKK per year and 500.000 DKK per year, respectively. The results from Section

1.4 are reproduced with the alternative export definitions in Table A.4. Columns (1)

to (3) compare the baseline decomposition, while Columns (4) to (6) compare the de-

composition for the model with export-specific returns to observable characteristics.

The decompositions are very robust across the different definitions of export status.
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A.3 Non-additive model

This appendix provides some more details about the decompositions we use in the

BLM model presented in the main text.

A.3.1 Version 1: Standard

The normalizations are:

• we normalize the interaction effects τkhl such that for each k = {1, ..,K } we have

E
[
τkhα|k,h

]= 0 for h = {E , N E } and for each l = {1, ..,L} we have E
[
τkhl |l

]= 0.

• in addition we assume that workers do not have export-specific returns, i.e.

θl E = θl N E .

Given these normalizations presented in the main text we can write the expected

wage conditional on export status h = {E , N E } as

E
[
wi t |h

]= K∑
k=1

P
[
ki t = k|h]

ψkh +
L∑

l=1
P

[
li = l |h]

θl

+
K∑

k=1
P

[
ki t = k|h] L∑

l=1
P

[
li = l |ki t = k,h

]
τkhl

Thus, the exporter wage gap is composed of

E
[
wi t |E

]−E
[
wi t |N E

] u.e=

1. firm composition

[
K∑

k=1

{
P

[
ki t = k|E]−P

[
ki t = k|N E

]}
ψkE

]

2. differential firm returns +
[

K∑
k=1

P
[
ki t = k|N E

][
ψkE −ψkN E

]]

3. worker composition +
[

L∑
l=1

{
P

[
li = l |E]−P

[
li = l |N E

]}
θl

]

4. match composition +
[

K∑
k=1

L∑
l=1

{
P

[
ki t = k|E]

P
[
li = l |ki t = k,E

]
−P

[
ki t = k|N E

]
P

[
li = l |ki t = k, N E

]}
τklE

]
5. differential match returns +

[
K∑

k=1

L∑
l=1

P
[
ki t = k|N E

]
P

[
li = l |ki t = k, N E

]
·{τklE −τkl N E

}]
where u.e. refers to the fact that the shown decomposition is carried out under the

returns “under export”. Similarly to the Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition, a decompo-

sition under the returns “under non-export” also exists. We interpret the first term
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as differences in firm composition, the second term is the effect of firm wage policy

(“returns”), the third term as differences in worker composition, the fourth term is

the differences in the composition of match specific effects, while the fifth term is dif-

ferences in the size of match specific effects. Thus, the exporter wage gap is explained

by differences in composition and return of firms and matches, and differences in

worker composition. We add to the baseline decomposition, by allowing exporting

firms to form more beneficial matches.

Note that P
[
ki t = k|h]

can be recovered after the firm classification step, while

P
[
li = l |ki t = k,h

]
can be recovered from the estimated model.

A.3.2 Version 2: Card-Style

In this section, we allow for export-specific worker effects as in Section 1.4.2. Intu-

itively, we treat worker, firm and match effects as if they came from two separate BLM

models. In this spirit, we assume that for each h = {E , N E } we have E
[
τkhl |k,h

]= 0

for each k and we have E
[
τkhl |l ,h

]= 0 for each l . Thus, we interpret match effects

as deviations from the export-specific combination of worker and firm effects. To

separate worker and firm effects we need one normalization within each sector. Here,

we will assume that the lowest firm class has so low productivity that their firm effect

is zero both when exporting and not (therefore the first two summations for k = 1 are

not included below). This mirrors the normalizing assumption of Section 1.4.2. As in

Section 1.4.2 this is an economic assumption that influences the decomposition. The

normalization allows us to do a full decomposition:
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E
[
wi t |E

]−E
[
wi t |N E

] u.e=

1. firm composition

[
K∑

k=2

{
P

[
ki t = k|E]−P

[
ki t = k|N E

]}
ψkE

]

2. differential firm returns +
[

K∑
k=2

P
[
ki t = k|N E

][
ψkE −ψkN E

]]

3. worker composition +
[

L∑
l=1

{
P

[
li = l |E]−P

[
li = l |N E

]}
θlE

]

4. differential worker returns +
[

L∑
l=1

P
[
li = l |N E

]{
θl E −θl N E

}]

5. match composition +
[

K∑
k=1

L∑
l=1

{
P

[
ki t = k|E]

P
[
li = l |ki t = k,E

]
−P

[
ki t = k|N E

]
P

[
li = l |ki t = k, N E

]}
τklE

]
6. differential match returns +

[
K∑

k=1

L∑
l=1

P
[
ki t = k|N E

]
P

[
li = l |ki t = k, N E

]
·{τklE −τkl N E

}]
where u.e. refers to the fact that the shown decomposition is done under the re-

turns “under export”. Similarly to the Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition, a decompo-

sition under the returns “under non export” also exists. We interpret the first term

as differences in firm composition, the second term is the effect of firm wage policy

(“returns”), the third term as differences in worker composition, the fourth term is

differences in return export-specific worker skills, the fifth term is the differences in

the composition of match specific effects, while the sixth term is differences in the

size of match specific effects. Thus, the exporter wage gap is explained by differences

in composition and return of worker, firms and matches.
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Table A.5: Decomposition of the Exporter Wage Gap with Non-Additive Wages under Non-
Exporter Returns

2009-2010 Standard (1) - AKM (2) CCK-type (3) - AKM (4)
under non-exporter returns

Total 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046
Worker 0.015 0.003 0.044 0.040
- Composition 0.014 0.002
- Return 0.029 0.036
Firm 0.031 0.028 0.002 -0.009
- Composition 0.025 -0.004 0.026 0.005
- Return 0.006 0.003 -0.024 -0.042
Match 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
- Composition -0.002 -0.001 -0.003 -0.001
- Return 0.002 0.000 0.003 0.000

The table shows the decomposition of the exporter wage gap from the BLM model estimated on the years
2009-2010 under the assumptions of Section 1.5.1. All decompositions are under the non-exporter returns
(the similar decomposition under exporter return is presented in the main text, see Table 1.7). Column (1)
is based on the restrictions N1 (see Section 1.5.1), while Column (2) shows the AKM equivalent. Column
(3) is based on N2, while Column (4) shows the AKM equivalent. For the AKM decompositions (Column 2
and 4) some elements of the decomposition are omitted and the detailed decomposition of worker, firm
and match effects is only based on the appropriate identifying sub-samples, therefore rows do not sum the
total.

A.4 Additional Tables

Table A.5 shows the same decompositions as Table 1.7 but under the returns of

non-exporters.

Table A.6 shows the BLM style decomposition from Table 1.7, i.e. Column (1) and

(3), using a smaller number of firm classes and worker types. The conclusions are

very robust.
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Table A.6: Decomposition of the exporter wage gap with Non-Additive Wages

K = L = 2 Standard (1) CCK-type (2)
under export returns

Total 0.046 0.046
Worker 0.021 0.032
- Composition 0.022
- Return 0.010
Firm 0.025 0.014
- Composition 0.027 0.027
- Return -0.002 -0.013
Match 0.000 -0.000
- Composition 0.000 0.000
- Return -0.000 -0.000

K = L = 10 Standard (1) CCK-type (2)
under export returns

Total 0.046 0.046
Worker 0.010 0.030
- Composition 0.010
- Return 0.020
Firm 0.036 0.016
- Composition 0.025 0.026
- Return 0.011 -0.010
Match -0.000 -0.000
- Composition -0.002 -0.000
- Return 0.002 0.000

The table shows the decomposition of the exporter wage gap from the BLM model estimated on the years
2009-2010 under the assumptions of Section 1.5.1 and with either 2 or 10 worker and firm types. Column (1)
is based on the restrictions N1 and Column (2) is based on N2. All decompositions are under the exporter
returns (the similar decomposition under non-exporter return delivers very similar results).

Table A.7: Decomposition of the Exporter Wage Gap with Non-Additive Wages under Exporter
Returns

2006-2007 Standard (1) CCK-type (3)
under exporter returns

Total 0.021 0.021
Worker 0.000 0.014
Firm 0.021 0.007
Match 0.000 0.000

The table shows the decomposition of the exporter wage gap from the BLM model estimated on the

years 2006-2007 under the assumptions of Section 1.5.1. Column (1) is based on the restrictions N1, while

Column (3) is based on N2. All decompositions are under the exporter returns.
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Abstract

This paper studies wage and mobility dynamics in the Danish labor market using a

flexible estimation framework recently developed by Bonhomme et al. (2019). Wages

in the economy are well approximated by a relatively limited set of worker and firm

types. I find that additive log wages between worker and firm contributions is a good

approximation of the wage structure of the Danish economy. The results imply strong

sorting between workers and firms that is strengthened dynamically through down-

ward mobility of low type workers placed in high type firms. Finally, I contribute

to the literature on increasing assortative wage sorting by applying the framework

sequentially over a 30 year period. Compared to the two-way fixed effect model of

Abowd et al. (1999) I find much higher levels of sorting (0.3 to 0.4), but a similar

pattern of increasing sorting.

JEL: J31, J62, C38

Keywords: AKM decomposition, job mobility, sorting, firm classification
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2.1 Introduction

The causes of wage dispersion are highly debated both among economists and in

the general public. At its core, cross-sectional wage dispersion can arise from either

differences between workers or differences between the firms in which they work. The

cross-sectional matching pattern of workers to firms, in turn, arises through mobility

dynamics. Understanding wage dispersion through the lens of worker heterogeneity,

firm heterogeneity and mobility dynamics is the aim of this paper.

I present novel evidence on the structure of wages in the Danish labor market

using a flexible estimation framework recently developed by Bonhomme et al. (2019)

(hencefort BLM). I make two key contributions. First, I use the framework to study

the wage and mobility patterns in the Danish labor market. Second, I show how

increasing sorting between workers and firms has contributed to increasing wage

inequality over the last 30 years. I apply the mixture model framework of BLM to

Danish matched employer-employee data. Primary attention will be given to the

period 2003 to 2006. However, I also access the general evolution of sorting and wage

composition in Denmark from 1980 to 2010.

For the period 2003 to 2006 I find that worker heterogeneity accounts for 57

percent of total log wage variation, which makes it the most important contributor.

Further, I find that additivety of log wages is an appropriate assumption. This implies

that match-specific effects between certain workers and firms do not contribute sig-

nificantly to log wage dispersion. This result is remarkable since the model explicitly

allows for the existence of flexible non-uniform match effects. On the other hand,

the additivity of log wages implies that wages in levels are increasing exponentially

in both the worker type and firm type space. This provides a clear rational for why

the distribution of worker types across firms shows a clear sorting pattern: high wage

workers work in high wage firms. Thus, the model shows clear evidence of sorting

and provides a rational for this sorting pattern in terms of the wage structure. In

addition, I find clear evidence that sorting happens dynamically in the sense that

low type workers placed in high wage firms tend to move down the firm ladder. I

also find evidence of endogenous mobility in the sense that workers with extreme

conditional wage realizations are more likely to move. In a variance decomposition

based on a linear projection of the estimated log wage schedules sorting contributes

significantly and accounts for 17 percent of total wage variation. The correlation

between the worker and the firm wage component is 0.42, the equivalent number

from the two-way fixed effects regression of Abowd et al. (1999) (henceforth AKM) is

0.13. Thus, the BLM model implies sorting of a much larger magnitude.

Finally, I show that wage sorting is increasing over time from 1980 to 2010. This

pattern is consistent with the findings using an AKM model, but the levels are very

different. In the AKM model sorting increases from just below zero to just above 0.11,

1This is similar to what Bagger, Sørensen, and Vejlin (2013) find using the AKM model.
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in the BLM model sorting ranges from around 0.3 to around 0.4.2 This suggests that

although the level of sorting using AKM is downward biased, the general trend of

increasing sorting holds.

The BLM framework can estimate potentially non-linear wage complementarities

between workers and firms using a short panel of matched employer-employee (MEE)

data. In addition, the framework allows for more flexible mobility assumptions and

serial correlation in wages which further increases the realism of the model. For

instance, the model allows for correlation between current wages and the decision

to move (and where to move to), even after conditioning on worker type and firm

type.3 I refer to the existence of such correlation as endogenous mobility. In order

to estimate the potential non-linearities the method relies on grouping firms into

a relative small number of classes, and estimating a random effects model over a

limited set of worker types. Thus, the BLM framework offers three improvements over

AKM: First, the assumption of additive wages between worker effects and firm effects

is disposed with. Second, only four (or even two) periods of MEE data are needed.

Third, the framework allows for some degree of both serial dependence in wages and

endogenous mobility. This means that workers are allowed to make mobility choices

that directly depend on their current and future wage realizations.

In addition to these three improvements, the grouping of workers and firms into

a limited set of types effectively deals with the incidental parameter problem that

leads to the limited mobility bias discussed in Andrews, Gill, Schank, and Upward

(2008) and Andrews et al. (2012). This bias causes the correlation between worker

and firm effects from an AKM regression to be downward biased. Thus, in the context

of wage sorting the benefits of the BLM model are especially large, because it deals

with three major concerns with the AKM model voiced in the sorting literature: 1)

limited mobility bias (Andrews et al., 2008, 2012) 2) endogenous mobility bias (Abowd

et al., 2015) and 3) mis-specification of the linear and additive model (Eeckhout and

Kircher, 2011; Lopes de Melo, 2018).

To see the benefit of moving beyond additive (log) wages consider the implications

of the linear additive AKM model. By assumption the model abstracts from the

possibility that workers are better suited in some firms compared to others, at least

if this leads to higher (non-additive) log wages. Thus, the linear model precludes a

non-uniform ranking of firms by workers in terms of log wages, which could be a

potential reason for specific workers to sort into specific firms.

Labor market sorting has received much interest both theoretically and empiri-

cally during the last two decades. The empirical strand starts with the two-way fixed

effects model of AKM.4 AKM is in essence a linear decomposition of wages into ob-

2This is similar to Lentz, Piyapromdee, and Robin (2018). They find that sorting increases from 0.24 in
1987-1989 to 0.31 in 2011-2013.

3Such correlation would violate the assumption of exogenous mobility which is implicitly embedded
in the AKM model (Abowd et al., 2015).

4See e.g. the original papers Abowd et al. (1999, 2002). Also see Card, Heining, and Kline (2013); Bagger
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servables, worker fixed effects and firm fixed effects. Labor market sorting is then

measured as the correlation between worker fixed effects and firm fixed effects. The

theoretical strand starts with Shimer and Smith (2000) based on a Beckerian idea of

assortative matching with transferable utility (Becker, 1973). This model features het-

erogeneity on both sides of the market. Matches are more or less beneficial depending

on the production technology. If the technology has positive complimentarity it leads

to positive assortative matching as high types on each side of the market stand to

gain more by matching.

Hagedorn, Law, and Manovskii (2017) take a structural approach and prove non-

parametric identification of sorting in the presence of a wage statistic that is mono-

tonic in worker type. A potential concern with the implementation of this procedure

is that, when job-to-job transitions are present, only wages out of unemployment

can be used as a monotonic wage statistic within firms (since wages resulting form

job-to-job transitions will be influenced by outside options). Thus, identification of

sorting relies on observing multiple transitions from unemployment to employment.

On the other hand AKM and BLM utilize differences in wages for job-movers. Thus,

the estimation strategies rely on very different sources of wage variation for identifi-

cation.5 Bagger and Lentz (2018) also take a structural approach. They estimate a full

structural model on Danish data with two-sided heterogeneity and wages resulting

from sequential bargaining using indirect inference.6 In related work, Lopes de Melo

(2018) uses a structural model with two-sided heterogeneity to show that the wage

functions are non-monotone, which invalidates the AKM estimator as discussed

above. Also related to this research agenda Lise, Meghir, and Robin (2016) study mis-

match of workers and firms in the economy and the potential of policy to improve

output from the labor market.

Lentz et al. (2018) study changing sorting patterns in Denmark over time in a

framework that is related to BLM. However, they extend the BLM framework in some

dimensions and restrict it in others. Notably, they infer worker types from the entire

period of data holding the type fixed. This is very different from what I do in this paper.

In addition, they impose structure on the transition probabilities of workers to move

between firms in order to limit the number of parameters they estimate. Finally, they

impose a re-classification step which implies that firms are assigned to new classes

during estimation as to maximize the likelihood function. On the other hand, Lentz

et al. (2018) do not allow for any serial dependence nor endogenous mobility. Further,

the structure of the model is completely fixed in three years intervals. Suppose a

business cycle peak is reached within a cycle: In this case Lentz et al. (2018) will be

et al. (2013) for changing sorting patterns over time, and Woodcock (2015) and Sørensen and Vejlin (2013)
for studies that allow for match effects in the model.

5It should be noted, that Lentz et al. (2018) use both sources of movers for identification in a framework
that resembles BLM. I discuss this paper in more detail below.

6The main statistic to identify the ranking of firms is a “poaching index”, i.e. the fraction of new hires
that come from other firms relative to total hires. In theory, if sequential bargaining is present, higher types
firms should hire a larger fraction of their workers from other firms, than should lower type firms.
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less flexible than BLM in terms of capturing instant changes to the labor market.

I find more sorting than Bagger et al. (2013) who use the linear AKM framework to

estimate a correlation between worker and firm effects of 0.07. However, I find sorting

of similar magnitude to other “non-linear” estimates using Danish data. Bagger and

Lentz (2018) structurally estimate the correlation between underlying worker and

firm types to be 0.37 using data from 1985 to 2003. Lentz et al. (2018) estimate a

correlation of 0.29 over the year 1987 to 2013 using a framework related to BLM. The

results are also very similar to what BLM find for 2001 to 2005 using Swedish data.7

For the most similar specification the correlation is around 0.38.

I proceed as follows: Section 2.2 gives an overview of the data and sample section.

Section 2.3 outlines the estimation framework. Section 2.4, then, compares it to the

benchmark AKM model. Section 2.5 gives the details on the implementation of the

model. I present an in-depth results of the analysis of the years 2003 to 2006 in Section

2.6, while Section 2.7 extends the analysis to the years 1980 to 2010 focusing on wage

sorting. I do robustness checks in Section 2.8. Finally, Section 2.9 concludes.

2.2 Data

I use Danish register data for the years 1980 to 2010. The data includes information

on hourly wages, sex, age, education level, occupation, firm size, industry and value

added data. In addition, I have information on whether the firm is a public or private

firm.

I include all privately employed workers in my sample. Compared to the BLM

I study wages rather than earnings. In this way I can abstract from differences in

hours worked. It should, however, be noted that I only consider high quality wage

observations, as measured by Statistics Denmark. This restriction excludes part time

workers. In addition, I exclude workers still under education, and consider workers

aged 18 to 55. Thus, my sample consists of privately employed prime aged full-time

workers.

In addition to these sample selection criteria I impose two additional restrictions:

workers must be in the connected set of firms, and workers and firms must be in a

balanced panel, i.e. workers in the sample are employed for four consecutive years.

The latter restriction has to hold for each four year interval. This is strictly due to the

estimation procedure that requires a balanced panel of workers and firms. I focus on

7Denmark and Sweden are both Nordic countries characterized a comprehensive welfare state fi-
nanced by high income and consumption taxes, high public investment in human capital and strong
labor market institutions (Andersen, Holmstrom, Honkapohja, Korkman, Söderström, and Vartiainen,
2007). There are, however, subtle differences that are important for the application. As I document in
Appendix A.1 Danish firms are on average smaller than Swedish firms. In addition, Table A.1 of Appendix
A.1 documents that Swedish workers are more likely to be employed in manufacturing and construction,
while Danish workers are more likely to be employed in agriculture and services. These differences are
likely to be important both for the implementation of the estimation framework, and for the results.
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the years 2003 to 2006, but I construct a sample for each running four year period

between 1980 and 2010. In the following I describe the restrictions in further detail.

Connected set I only consider workers the in largest connected set of firms as

defined in the AKM litterateur (Abowd et al., 2002) in the years 1980 to 2010. Firms are

in the same connected set if workers move between them or between firms that they

are already connected to. I impose this restriction to foster the comparison between

the AKM and the BLM models. See Sub-section 2.6.5 and Section 2.7. From Table 2.1

it is clear that this is a very minor restriction that only excludes roughly 1 percent of

the workers.

Balanced panel Finally, for each four year period, e.g. 2003 to 2006, I construct a

balanced panel of workers and firms. To be in the sample workers must be employed

in four consecutive years. In addition, they have to either be employed in the same

firm in all four years or be employed in one firm the two first years and a different

firm in the last two years. Thus, workers move at most once in the sample. Further, I

only include firms that have workers with the mobility pattern as described above in

all four years. Thus, the sample selection is iterative as removing a worker my lead a

firm to fail the sample criteria - and vise versa. The selection criteria on workers is

imposed based on the estimation strategy, while the criteria for firms is imposed to

avoid firm attrition.

Table 2.1 shows the results from applying the sample selection criteria for all years

and for a specific sample from 2003 to 2006 which is the sample I focus on in this

paper. In particular, I focus on the year 2004. The 2004 sample has 371,743 workers

employed in 48,871 firms.

2.3 Estimation Framework

In this section, I outline the estimation framework by BLM. I stick as closely as

possibility to both the notation and vocabulary of BLM, but I provide additional

information and intuition of the framework where it is needed for the current purpose.

I focus on the most flexible version of the model presented in BLM: the dynamic

mixture model.

The estimation framework consists of two steps: a classification step and an es-

timation step. In the classification step firms are grouped into a limited number of

firm classes K . In the estimation step parameters governing wages, transitions and

worker type probabilities are estimated by maximum likelihood. Throughout, firm

heterogeneity is assumed to be summarized by K different classes and worker het-

erogeneity is summarized by L latent worker types. Firm class membership is treated

as a fixed characteristic denoted by k ∈ {1, ..,K }. Worker type, however, is treated as
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missing data problem with an estimated worker-specific posterior distribution over

the type space. Latent worker types are denoted by α ∈ {1, ...,L}. This notion of worker

type is conceptually very different from the AKM model, where the worker type is

thought of as a fixed wage component.

The economy has N workers employed in J firms. i denotes the worker, j denotes

the firm and t denotes time. αi ∈ {1, ...,L} denotes the type of the worker, while

ki t ∈ {1, ...,K } denotes the class membership of the firm where worker i is employed

at time t . Note that k( j ) is the mapping of firm j into firm class k. yi t is the log wage of

worker i at time t and xi t is a vector of observable characteristics of worker i at time

t . mi t is the indicator of whether worker i moved between two firms from period t to

t +1, i.e. mi t = 1{ ji t 6= ji t+1}. For a given variable zi t let z t
i denote the entire history

of zi t from period 1 to t , i.e. z t
i = {zi 1, ..., zi t }. I stick to the convention that k denotes

class of the origin firm of a mover, while k ′ denotes the destination firm class. Note

that it is entirely possible that k = k ′ even for workers who move.

I focus on a balanced panel of four consecutive years, i.e. T = 4. As described in

the Section 2.2 I follow BLM and focus only on workers who are employed in all four

years. To be in the sample workers must either stay in the same firm all years in which

case m3
i = {0,0,0} or only move between period 2 and 3 in which case m3

i = {0,1,0}.

I refer to workers who stay as “stayers” and workers who move as “movers”. There

are Nm movers and Ns stayers, where N = Nm +Ns . Finally, note that all firms in the

sample are by construction present in all four periods.

In the following, I present the classification and the estimation steps in detail.

2.3.1 The Classification Step

I group firms into a discrete number of classes K . In principle, it is possible that K = J

and each firm is their own class. However, the model is identified under assumptions

of connectivity that are stricter than the AKM model (Abowd et al., 2002). Thus, in

practice, I use a limited number of firm classes. Connectedness of two firms in the

AKM model is achieved if they are connected by a worker, who moves between them.

A third firm is added to the set of firms if a worker moves to or from the original

two firms to or from the third firm. Firms continue to be added to the connected

set by moves. BLM identification requires that firm classes at all levels of the wage

distribution are connected for each worker type. This stricter requirement is needed

to 1) capture non-linearities of the wage schedule and 2) allow for wage dependent

mobility decisions.8 I discuss identification in more detail in Section 2.3.2.1, but note

8To understand the first point, consider the case where worker type is observed. Wages within a firm
class for different worker types are completely unrelated. Thus, to recover the worker type-specific fixed
wage components associated with each firm class workers of each type have to move between classes. The
second point extents this logic. The simplest way to understand endogenous mobility is to think of the
case where future wage realizations depend on current wages for workers who decide to move. In this case,
wage schedules for different worker types vary flexibly not only between firm classes, but between firm
classes at specific levels of the wage distribution. Thus, to capture the non-linear wages in this very flexible
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that identification clearly requires a lot of mobility between firm classes. This is much

more likely to hold for a small K . The trade-off is that a low K will lead to classes

with more within class heterogeneity. I discuss this trade-off further in Section 2.5.

The between firm wage variation marks the upper bound of the variation that can be

explained by classes without considering worker level differences. In practice, even

with a low K the classification captures the bulk of the between firm variation.

Intuitively, the classification should group together firms with similar wage setting

policies. To achieve this, BLM propose to use the entire wage distribution of the firm

for classification. The assumption is that firms with similar wage distributions have

similar wage policies. However, the unconditional within firm wage distribution is

not net of worker effects. Thus, this classification rests on the implicit assumption

that two firms have the same wage distribution due to their underlying class and

not because of the workforce compositions. As noted by BLM, the assumption is

not based on only the mean wage, which could, perhaps, more easily result from a

composition effect. Rather, the classification is based on the entire within firm wage

distribution.

Let F̂ j denote the empirical within firm cumulative wage distribution (CDF) of

firm j . Further, let Hk denote the class distribution of firm class k. Intuitively, the idea

is to group firm j into the class k where F̂ j is most similar to Hk for all k = {1, ..,K }.

The challenge is that the class distributions also are unknown and depend on which

class firm j is grouped into. Thus, membership of firm j and the class distributions

Hk must be estimated simultaneously.

This classification is done using a k-means clustering algorithm which works

iteratively between assigning class membership and re-estimating class wage distri-

butions . For this purpose the within-firm wage distribution is discretized at D levels

for y . The algorithm minimizes the following equation with respect to class member-

ship k( j ) for each firm j = {1, ..., J } and the class distributions Hk for k = {1, ...,K }:

N∑
i=1

∫
(F̂ ji t (y)−Hk( ji t )(y))2dµ(y).

See Appendix A.2 for more details on the k-means procedure.

Note that this is a very specific classification of firms. Generally, the estimation

step requires some classification that is treated as given. This could be based on other

observables of the firm such as value added in production. In other contexts, such as

cities, the classification might be given directly as the city itself in which case K = J .

As I show in Section 2.6.1 the ranking based on within-firm wage distributions tends

to agree with a ranking based on AKM firm fixed effects or value added per worker:

when classes are ordered based on mean wages then AKM firm fixed effects and value

added per worker increases in the rank of the firm.

setting a relatively strict notion of connectedness is required.
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2.3.2 The Estimation Step

This section introduces the estimation procedure that recovers wage schedules,

worker types and mobility patterns conditional on the classification of firms. The

sample of movers is the key source of identification of the model. For this purpose a

likelihood function describing the observed wages and mobility in four consecutive

periods for movers is formulated. The formulation allows for endogenous mobil-

ity and serially correlated wages. The estimation recovers worker-type-firm-class-

specific wages and the worker types of movers. Using the estimated wage schedules a

second likelihood function is formulated for stayers. From this likelihood function

worker types of stayers are recovered.

As noted, this section takes the classification of firms k( j ) as given. I let G f
yi 2,k,α(yi 1)

(superscript f denotes “forward”) be the cumulative distribution of wages in pe-

riod 1 conditional on period 2 wages, firm class and worker type. In addition, I let

g f
yi 2,k,α(yi 1) be the corresponding pdf. Similarly, Gb

yi 3,k ′,α(yi 4) (superscript b denotes

“backward”) is the cumulative distribution of wages in period 4 conditional on the

period 3 wage, firm class in period 4 and worker type, while g b
yi 3,k ′,α(yi 4) is the corre-

sponding pdf. pyi 2,yi 3,k,k ′ (α) is the probability of worker type α conditional on wage

realizations (y2, y3) for workers who stay in the same firm of class k in periods 1 and 2

and then move to a new firm of class k ′ and stay there in period 3 and 4. pyi 2,yi 3,k,k ′ (α)

is central to identification, which I discuss further below. I let pkk ′ (yi 2, yi 3) be the

pdf of the joint distribution of wages in period 2 and 3 for movers. Note that this

object can be estimated as simple frequencies in data conditional on firm classes

(discretizing the distributions of yi 2 and yi 3). In other words, it is purely a data object

since it does not depend on the the worker type. The joint probability of a worker

being of type α and having wage realizations (y2, y3) conditional on being a mover is

py2,y3,k,k ′ (α)×pkk ′ (y2, y3). This probability is straightforwardly reversed using Bayes

rule into the “unconditional” probability that the worker is of type α given the transi-

tion history described above (a mover) and the “conditional” distribution of wages

for workers of type α with the transition history described above (a mover). I refer to

these objects as pkk ′ (α) and g m
kk ′α(y2, y3) respectively.

Ultimately, the goal is to form a likelihood function of y4
i conditional on k4

i , x4
i

and m3
i . For this purpose I follow BLM with the following assumption

Assumption (dynamic mixture model)

1. (mobility determinants) mi t , ki t+1 and xi t+1 are independent of y t−1
i , k t−1

i , mt−1
i

and x t−1
i conditional on yi t , αi , ki t and xi t .

2. (serial independence) yi ,t+1 is independent off y t−1
i , k t−1

i , mt−1
i and x t

i condi-

tional yi t , αi , ki t , ki t+1, xi t+1 and mi t−1.

The assumption allows mobility (mi t ) and destination firm class (ki t+1) to correlate

with current wages (yi t ) even after controlling for worker type (αi ), current firm class
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(ki t ) and observable characteristics (xi t ). This correlation implies that endogenous

mobility is allowed as long as mobility is only affected by current wages. Theoretically,

this is an important improvement over the AKM model, where such correlation is

ruled out by assumption. In addition, the assumption allows wages to be (condition-

ally) correlated in a first order Markovian way, i.e. serial dependence in wages. To see

the benefit of the assumption, consider the joint probability of the wage sequence

y4
i for a mover between k and k ′, i.e. m̄ = m3

i = {0,1,0} and k̄ = k4
i = {k,k,k ′,k ′} (I

abstract from observables)9:

P
[

yi 1, yi 2, yi 3, yi 4|m̄, k̄
]
=

∫
pkk ′ (α)P

[
yi 1, yi 2, yi 3, yi 4|m̄, k̄,α

]
dα

1) =
∫

pkk ′ (α)g b
yi 3,k ′α(yi 4)×

P
[

yi 1, yi 2, yi 3|m̄, k̄,α
]

dα

2) =
∫

pkk ′ (α)g b
y3,k ′,α(y4)×

P
[

yi 1|yi 2, yi 3,m̄, k̄,α
]
×

g m
kk ′α(yi 2, yi 3)dα

3) =
∫

pkk ′ (α)g b
yi 3,k ′,α(yi 4)×

g f
yi 2,k,α(yi 1)×

g m
kk ′α(yi 2, yi 3)dα.

(2.1)

Since worker type is unobserved it must be integrated out. In Sub-section A.3.1 of the

appendix I go through all the equation signs in detail. To provide some intuition for

Equation (2.1) note that joint probabilities are split into a conditional and a marginal

probability. Further, 1) follows from the assumption that wages are first order Marko-

vian, i.e. periods more than one period apart are conditionally independent. Thus, the

joint distribution of wages in periods one to four is equal to the marginal distribution

of wages in periods one to three multiplied by the conditional distribution of period

four wages. However, the latter distribution only depends on the wage in period three

by the assumption that the dependence in wages is only first order Markovian. 2)

follows from directly from splitting the joint distribution of period one to three wages

into a conditional distribution of period one and a marginal distribution of period

two and three wages. 3) requires more work. However, the intuition is that future wage

and mobility realizations are uncorrelated with current wages once conditioning

on the immediate future. Intuitively, this follows from reversing the assumptions in

Assumption “dynamic mixture model”. Hence, the conditional distribution of period

one wages only depends on period two wages, not wages further into the future.

9For notional convenience I formulate the probability in terms of pdf’s. Clearly with continuous
variables the correct notation is in terms of cdf’s. However, I find the exposition below very instructive
with a clear mapping to the likelihood function.
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As I show below, the likelihood follows directly from Equation (2.1). Turning

to Stayers, they stay in the same firm for all four periods, thus, m̃ = m3
i = {0,0,0}

and k̃ = k4
i = {k,k,k,k}. A decomposition akin to Equation (2.1) holds for stayers as

well. Wages in the first period still follow G f
y2,k,α(y1) and wages in period 4 follow

Gb
y3,k ′,α(y4). Wages en period 2 and 3 for stayers follow in a similar manner as for

movers, see Appendix A.3.2.

Before turning to the formulation of the likelihood function I briefly discuss

identification.

2.3.2.1 Identification

In addition to the assumption of the dynamic mixture model above, BLM give a formal

identifying assumption for Gb
y2,k,α(y1), G f

y3,k ′,α(y4) and py2,y3,k,k ′ (α). The additional

assumption needed to prove identification (see Assumption 4 in BLM) amounts to a

very strong version of connectedness in the spirit of Abowd et al. (2002). It is strong in

the sense that firm classes at all levels of support of the wage distribution must be

connected for each worker type. As discussed, this is needed to allow for non-linear

wage schedules and endogenous mobility. Recall, endogenous mobility is understood

as the ex post (conditional) correlation between wages and the decision to move.

This is modeled by allowing wages after a move to explicitly depend on the wage

prior to the move conditional on moving.10 Thus, the wage schedule for any given

worker type moving between two firm classes depends both on the firm classes and

on the specific levels of wages. Put differently, an augmented firm class consisting of

a firm class and a wage level must be connected for all worker types to capture all

potential non-linearity of wages. The assumption is likely to be satisfied if workers

are very mobile across the firm classes at all levels of the wage distribution. However,

matching cannot be completely random or symmetric between classes and levels of

support, since identification relies on asymmetries in mobility patterns for different

worker types. Thus, transitions can neither be completely random nor completely

segmented. As discussed, the need for connectedness of all firm classes for all worker

types is needed to capture the non-linearities of the wage schedule. The combination

of connectedness at the class and wage levels comes from fact that wage schedules

can include endogenous mobility and serial dependence. To see this, suppose that

both worker type and firm class where observed. Further, suppose that the wage

distribution can be summarized by a limited discrete support, i.e. y1, ..., yD . Due to

the flexibility of the wage schedules and the endogenous mobility, identification

requires that combinations of firm classes and wage levels are connected for each

worker type. To rephrase, a “firm” in the AKM definition of a connected set is replaced

by a combination of firm class and wage level, i.e. (k, yd ), and the connectedness

must hold for each worker type.

10Note, the opposite is also allowed, i.e. the wage before the move is also allowed to the depend on the
wage after the move conditional on moving.
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With the assumption of the dynamic mixture model and the strong notion of

connectedness in hand BLM prove the identification Gb
y2,kα(y1) and G f

y3,k ′α(y4) for

all (k,k ′,α). Moreover, they prove identification of py2,y3,k,k ′ (α) for all α and for all

(k, y2,k ′, y3) for which there are job moves from (k, y2) to (k ′, y3).

The requirements for identification of Gb
y2,kα(y1) and G f

y3,k ′α(y4) are weaker than

for identification of py2,y3,k,k ′ (α). For the first objects the notion of a connected set

of firm classes for each worker type as is sufficient, while for the latter object direct

moves at all level of support of the wage distribution (y2 and y3) between all firm

classes are needed. As I show below mobility between high and low firm classes is

very low or non-existing when K increases. This challenges the ability to identify

py2,y3,k,k ′ (α) and, thus, g m
kk ′α(y2, y3) which is a central object to identify.

I now turn to the formulation of the likelihood functions.

2.3.2.2 Likelihood functions

The likelihood functions follow directly from Equations (2.1) and (A.3) (in the Ap-

pendix). Here I specify a general parameterization of the g functions above. Assume

that workers come from L different worker types. Let Gb
y2,kα(y1) be parameterized by

θ f b and ρ1|2, where ρ1|2 captures the effect of serial correlation between period 1 and

2 wages. Then F b
yi 2,kα(yi 1;ρ1|2,θ f b ) is the parameterized version of Gb

y2,kα(y1). Simi-

larly, G f
yi 3,k ′α(yi 4) is parameterized by θ f f and ρ4|3 captured by F f

yi 3,k ′α(yi 4;ρ4|3,θ f f ).

Again, ρ4|3 captures the effect of serial correlation between period 3 and 4 wages.

g m
kk ′α(y2, y3) is parameterized by θ f m and captured by f m

kk ′α(y2, y3;θ f m ). Finally, I

let pkk ′ (α) be represented without further parametric restrictions. Thus, the log-

likelihood function for the movers becomes

Nm∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

K∑
k ′=1

1{ki 2 = k}1{ki 3 = k ′}×

ln

[
L∑

α=1
pkk ′ (α) f b

yi 2,kα(yi 1; ρ̂1|2,θ f b ) f m
kk ′α(y2, y3;θ f m ) f f

yi 3,k ′α(yi 4; ρ̂4|3,θ f f )

]
(2.2)

where Nm is the total number of movers in the sample, i.e. with m3
i = {0,1,0}. 1{} is the

indicator functions. For convenience, let θm be a collection of all relevant parameters,

i.e.

θm = {pkk ′ (α)∀(k,k ′,α);θ f b ;θ f m ;θ f f }.

A similar expression is derived for stayers. Let g s
kα(y2, y3) be represented by f s

kα(y2, y3|θ f s ),

then

Ns∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

1{ki 2 = k}×

ln

[
L∑

α=1
qk (α) f b

yi 2,kα(yi 1; ρ̂1|2, θ̂ f b ) f s
kk ′α(y2, y3;θ f s ) f f

yi 3,k ′α(yi 4; ρ̂4|3, θ̂ f f )

]
(2.3)
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where Ns is the number of stayers. Also note that “hats” indicate that the parameters

have already been estimated and are, thus, taken as given. For convenience, let θs be

collection of all relevant parameters, i.e.

θs = {qk (α)∀(k,α);θ f s }.

2.3.2.3 Identification of ρ1|2 and ρ4|3

In the above likelihood functions I takeρ1|2 andρ4|3 as given. In this section, I describe

how they are estimated prior to maximization of the likelihood functions. I follow

BLM in the specification of the wages. In particular, ρ1|2 is the best linear predictor

of yi 1 given yi 2 across all worker types. Similarly, ρ4|3 is the best linear predictor of

yi 4 given yi 3 across all worker types. The assumption is that the serial dependence in

wages is constant across all firm classes and worker types. This is not strictly necessary

for identification, but for simplicity and because of data concerns this is a convenient

assumption. BLM propose to estimate these two parameters independently from the

maximum likelihood procedure using co-variance restriction. I refer the reader to

Appendix A.3.3 for further details.

2.4 Moving beyond additive (log) wages and exogenous mobility

In this section, I compare the BLM dynamic mixture model with the familiar AKM

two-way fixed effects model. The idea is to start with an AKM model and build up

the dynamic mixture model of BLM to see advantages and disadvantages of the two

frameworks. In particular, I discuss three concerns with the standard AKM model

and relate them to the BLM framework. The concerns are: 1) limited mobility bias

(Andrews et al., 2008, 2012) 2) endogenous mobility bias (Abowd et al., 2015) and

3) mis-specification of the linear and additive model (Eeckhout and Kircher, 2011;

Lopes de Melo, 2018).

Consider the AKM model (abstracting from observables)

yi j t = θi +ψ j +τi j +εi j t (2.4)

where yi j t is the log wage of worker i in firm j at time t . θi is the worker fixed ef-

fect, ψ j is the firm fixed effect and τi j is the match fixed effect of worker i in firm

j . Following Woodcock (2015) the model is identified under assumption of zero

conditional mean of the error term, i.e. E
[
εi j t |i , j , t

]
= 0, and orthogonal match ef-

fects, i.e. E
[
τi j |θi ,ψ j

]
= 0. In this model match effects are basically average residuals

within a match. The conditions imply that transitions between firms are exogeneous

conditional on the worker fixed effect and firm fixed in the sense of Abowd et al.

(2015). Basically, this rules out any correlation between current wage realizations and

mobility decisions conditional on worker type and firm type. This is exactly the type

of correlation that assumption “dynamic mixture model” in Section 2.3.2 allows for.
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Equation (2.4) imposes linearity in log wages: any worker in firm j receives ψ j . At

the same time worker i gets her worker fixed effect θi in any firm. Of course, some

workers will have higher match effects in some firms, but these match effects are not

allowed to vary in any systematic way with the type of the worker or the firm, nor may

it influence mobility decisions. Apart for the log-transformation that allows for a very

specific functional form of complementarity, this type of wage setting is at odds with

a model with comparative advantages that vary in any systematic potentially non-

monotonic way, and where workers respond to these differences.11 Note, however,

that if each worker worked in all firms the parameters of Equation (2.4) would be

identified: Worker-specific firm effects could be identified from moves between firms

even without imposing any assumptions on τi j . The idea that each worker should

work in all firms is, of course, rejected by data. However, building on this intuition

BLM estimate the model using dimension reduction. In essence, BLM group workers

and firms into a limited set of types and estimate the model. By grouping workers and

firms all workers (types) will work in all firms (classes). Thus, worker (type) specific

firm (class) fixed effects can be identified.

The challenge is to credibly group workers and firms, respectively. For this pur-

pose, BLM treat workers and firms differently. Firm types are treated as fixed leading

to a fixed effect type estimator, while worker types are treated as a missing data

problem leading to a random effects estimator. I consider first the worker types.

Suppose workers are of L different unobservable worker types. The idea is that wage

and mobility data can be used to form inference about the worker type as well as

the parameters of the regression. In essence, worker type is treated as a missing data

problem and integrated out. See Section A.4 of the Appendix for a formal treatment

of this.

For identification of this non-linear model, movers of each worker type must

move in each firm. At the firm level this seems unfeasible as some (smaller) firms

have a very limited number of movers, especially when only considering two periods

of data. In addition, even in the case with many moves per firm the task of estimating

firm-worker type-specific wage components is computationally daunting and is likely

to lead to incidental parameter problems. Thus, BLM propose to group firms in the

classification step. In accordance with BLM I treat the grouping of firms resulting

from this classification as fixed which makes estimation of non-linear wage schedules

feasible.12

The BLM framework achieves identification of the non-additive wage patterns

at the cost of descretizing the underlying heterogeneity into a limited number of

worker types and firm classes. There are, however, additional gains from descretizing

the unobserved heterogeneity. Intuitively, the econometrician now sees the “same”

11Consider e.g. a model with potential complementarities: yi j t =αi +β(αi )ψ j +εi j t where coefficient
on the firm fixed effect, β(α), is specific to the worker type.

12Thus, apart from in the definition of the mobility indicator mi t , I replace ji t with ki t in Equation
(A.4), where ki t is the firm class indicator.
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worker (type) many times at the same point in time and in all firms (classes). Thus,

concerns of limited mobility (Andrews et al., 2008, 2012) and the resulting bias of the

correlation between worker and firm effects can be eliminated. The BLM framework,

thus, successfully deals with two major shortcomings of the AKM model in relation

to the estimation of sorting.

I now turn to how the BLM framework deals with the issue of endogenous mobility.

I focus on a version of the BLM model that allows for a specific form of endogenous

mobility as well as serial dependence in wages, i.e the “dynamic mixture model”

discussed in Section 2.3.

Given Assumption “dynamic mixture model” I estimate a model where mobility

(mi t ) and destination (ki t+1) can correlate with current wages (yi t ), and wages can

be correlated in a first order Markovian way. Conceptually, this allows me to think

about an elaborate wage equation such as

yi k(i ,t )t = ρyi k(i ,t−1),t−1+αi+ψk(i ,t )+τi k(i ,t )+mi tξk ′(i ,t+1)+mi t−1ξk(i ,t−1)+εi kt (2.5)

where k(i , t) indicates that worker i works in a firm in class k at time t . Note that

observable characteristics (xi t ) may be included. In this is setup, wages are first order

Markovian (through ρ). Further, wages depend on the class of the prior employer

(through ξk(i ,t−1)). Importantly wages also depend on the class of the future employer

(through ξk(i ,t+1)). This introduces an ex-post correlation between current wages yi t

and the decision move to firm class k ′ even conditional on the current employers

firm class. Thus, transitions can be an endogenous by responses to these wage effects.

Compared to the AKM model the key assumption of exogenous mobility can be

loosened.

In conclusion, the BLM framework allows much more flexibility in both the

wage equation and the mobility decisions of workers. It effectively deals with con-

cerns of limited mobility, endogenous mobility, serial correlation in wages and mis-

specification of the wage equation. It does so using a shorter panel, which can be

valuable if the economy is structurally changing. This does, however, come at a cost.

First, in applying the model, one has to believe that the world, and in particular

wage sorting trends, is appropriately described by a limited number of worker types

and firm classes. The increased flexibility does, however, also come at an additional

cost: interpreting the results are inherently more challenging. The mere fact that

workers can have non-uniform rankings of firms suggests that the familiar language

of high wage workers and high wage firms, as introduced by AKM, may be incapable

of describing the results.

2.5 Implementation

In this section, I describe the implementation of the dynamic mixture model. A key

point is parameterizing the density functions of the the likelihood function. The
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main concern is allowing for as much flexibility as possible, but still respecting the

limitations of the data.

First, I discuss the implementation of the classification of firms. Then I move on

to discuss the implementation of the maximum likelihood procedure.

2.5.1 Implementation of the classification step

The theory of the clustering algorithm is discussed in Sub-Section 2.3.1. For the

implementation I choose K (the number of classes), D (the number of discrete points

of support of the empirical within firm wage distribution) as well as the periods of

time to do the clustering. As noted in Section 2.2 all firms are present in all periods

by construction. Thus, the clustering can in principle be carried out on only a single

time period. However, I demean wages using yearly mean log wages and use the

within firm wage distribution pooling period 2 and 3 for the analysis.13 I choose K = 6

and D = 20.

The number of classes is lower than in BLM who use Swedish data. However, due

to limited mobility between classes when K is increased I cannot go to K = 10 and

credibly identify all parameters of the model. The basic insight is that mobility is more

spread out (random) in Sweden, compared to Denmark, and Danish firms are smaller

on average. See Section A.1 of the appendix for a further discussion of differences

between Denmark and Sweden. As a robustness check, I show the results of running

the model K = 10 in Section 2.8. See Section 2.6.1 results and further discussion.

2.5.2 Implementation of the estimation step

2.5.2.1 Parameterization

In this section, I describe the choices of how to parameterize the likelihood functions,

i.e. Equations (2.2) and (2.3). I follow BLM, but for clarity I go through each of the

elements of the likelihood functions in turn.

Wages in period one The wages in period one are governed by the parameters θ f b

and ρ1|2. Following BLM, I model wages in period one net of the effects of period

two wages, i.e. wi 1 = yi 1 −ρ1|2 yi 2, which I assume are log-normal. Note that ρ1|2 is

estimated outside the maximum likelihood procedure using co-variance restrictions

(see Sub-section 2.3.2.3). θ f b consists worker type-firm class-specific (I refer to this as

(α,k)-specific) mean wages and and firm class-specific variances of wi 1. In particular,

the means of the distributions are parametrized as µ1,αk and variances as σ2
1,k .

Wages in period four The wages in period four are governed by the parameters θ f f

and ρ4|3. Again, I model wages in period four net of the effects of period three wages,

13Thus, workers who stay in the same firm are counted double in the calculation. In practice, the exact
choice of which periods to do the clustering are not important for the results.
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i.e. wi 4 = yi 4 −ρ4|3 yi 3, which I assume are log-normal. As above ρ4|3 is estimated

outside the maximum likelihood procedure using co-variance restrictions and GMM.

θ f f consists (α,k)-specific mean wages and and k-specific variances of wi 4, i.e. µ4,αk ′

and σ2
4,k ′ .

Wages in period two and three for movers The log-wages in period two and three

for movers are modeled as as bi-variate normal with (α,k,k ′)-specific means in the

period two and (α,k,k ′)-specific means in period three. I refer to these as theseµ2,αkk ′

and µ3,αkk ′ , respectively. However, to impose some structure for both the benefit of

estimation and interpretation I follow BLM and impose that

µ2,αkk ′ =µm
2,αk +ξ2(k ′)

and

µ3,αkk ′ =µm
3,αk ′ +ξ3(k).

This implies that the distribution has (α,k)-specific means specific to movers, but

allows for a direct effect of either the previous and future employer. The effect of

the future the employer on current wage, through ξ2(k ′), allows for endogenous

mobility in the sense that wages before the move correlate with the decision to move

as discussed in Section 2.4. In addition, the effect of the past employer on current

wages, through ξ3(k), allows for effects associated with e.g. climbing the firm ladder.

The assumption is that workers receive a wage that is specific to their worker type

and firm class, and the fact that they move. But they also have an additional potential

gain depending on their destination or origin firm class. Note, however, that these

gains are short termed. In period four wages will not depend directly on whether the

worker moved. The effect does, however, expand into the future through the serial

dependence in wages.

I assume that the co-variance only depends on the destination firm class k ′. Thus,

wages in period two have variance of σm,2
2,k ′ , wages in period three have a variance of

σm,2
3,k ′ , while the co-variance between wages in period two and three is assumed to be

ρm
23σ

m
2,k ′σ

m
3,k ′ . Note, this implies that the correlation between wages is assumed to be

the same across the worker types and firm classes.

Type probabilities for movers The probability of a mover between k and k ′ being

of type α is allowed to be completely flexible, i.e. pkk ′ (α) is a list of conditional

probabilities.

Wages in period two and three for stayers The log wages in period 2 and 3 for

stayers are modeled as as bi-variate normal with (α,k)-specific means in the period

two and (α,k)-specific means in period 3. I call these µs
2,αk and µs

3,αk , respectively.

I assume that the co-variance matrix depends only on k. Thus, wages in period

two have variance of σs,2
2,k , wages in period three have a variance of σs,2

3,k , while the
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co-variance between wages in period two and three is assumed to be ρs
23σ

s
2,k ′σ

s
3,k ′ .

Note, this implies that the correlation between wages is assumed to be the same

across the worker types and firm classes. However, the correlation for movers and

stayers can vary.

Type probabilities for stayers The probability of a stayer in firm class k being of

type α is allowed to be completely flexible, i.e. qk (α) is a list of conditional probabili-

ties.

2.5.2.2 Estimation

The log-likelihood functions are maximized using an EM algorithm as suggested by

BLM. The algorithm consists of two steps: an expectation step and a maximization

step. The algorithm iterates between the two steps until convergence. In Appendix

A.5 I give a rough sketch of how the algorithm runs.

2.6 Results

In this section, I present the results from running the model on the years 2003 to

2006.14 The number of workers in the sample is 371,743, where 19,663 workers

are movers defined as m3
i = {0,1,0}. In 2004 the variance of log wages is 0.086 and

the mean wage level is 5.2 (corresponding to 181 Danish Kroner). The mean wage

increases from 2004 to 2005 by 0.05 for movers and 0.06 for stayers.

First, I present the results from the initial clustering of firms into K = 6 classes.

Then, I present the results from estimating the wage distributions over L = 4 latent

worker types. The reason for keeping the results split in these two steps is that the ini-

tial clustering step could be used in many other models using different assumptions

on e.g. wage distributions, transitions or number of latent worker types. I discuss

three components that result from estimating the model, i.e. the estimated wage

distributions, worker type probabilities, and worker type conditional transitions, in

separate sections. Further, I do variance decompositions of wages to understand the

importance of different mechanisms such as complementarities and endogenous

mobility for the variation in wages.

2.6.1 Classification

In this section, I present the results of the initial classification of firms. The procedure

is explained in Section 2.3.1 and the particular implementation is discussed in Section

2.5.1.

14I choose to focus on these years because I need a four year window for estimation and the years 2003
to 2006 are relatively business cycle neutral.
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Figure 2.1: Class Centriods
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Note: The figure compares the centriods from the 6 classes resulting from the clustering of
firms into classes.

The total variation of wages can straightforwardly be decomposed into a within-

firm and between-firm component. Within-firm variation comes from worker level

wage differences after conditioning on the firm. Between-firm variation, on the other

hand, comes from differences in average wage levels between firms (which could, of

course, also come from a worker composition effect). The between firm-variation

accounts for 39 percent of total variation in log wages. The firm classes stemming

from the classification of firms cannot be expected to capture more variation than the

between-firm variation. Thus, the between-firm variation is a natural upper bound of

the variation that can be explained by firm classes. With 6 classes the between-class

variation captures 88 percent of the between-firm variation. Thus, the classification

is a useful approximation of firms when describing differences between firms. In

the presentation, firm classes are ranked based on mean wages in the class after the

clustering.

Figure 2.1 shows the estimated class wage distributions. The class wage distribu-

tions are well separated, and the ranking of firms holds at all level of support of the

distribution, i.e. there is first order stochastic dominance.

Table 2.2 presents descriptive statistics for the different firm classes. Firm classes

are very different in terms of average firm size, number of workers, number of firms,

as well at the ability to explain within-firm variation with within-class variation.

Firm class 1 seems to capture small firms. However, firms in this group are less
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homogeneous in terms of wages: The within-class-between-firm variation is higher

than for firm classes 2 to 5. Firm class 6 also has higher within-class-between-firm

variation. Thus, the “extreme” classes seem to capture some firms that do not fit in

elsewhere.

Both average value added per worker and average worker fixed effects from an

AKM regression are increasing in firm class.15 This suggests a strong connection

between the BLM ranking and alternative rankings.

I find large variation in worker characteristics such as education level and experi-

ence, but also AKM worker fixed effects. These results suggest the presence of sorting

between workers and firms. Finally, I find that around 5 percent of workers move in

all classes.

Table 2.3 documents that mobility does happen between all firm classes, but

tends to be centered around the diagonal. This suggests that workers tend to move to

firm classes similar to their origin firm class.

2.6.2 Wage Distributions

In this section, I present the estimated wage distributions from the preferred speci-

fication with K = 6 and L = 4. I focus on the wages in period two, i.e. year 2004. For

presentation I order worker types by their mean wage.

Figure 2.2 shows the estimated means of the worker type-firm class-specific

means in period two, i.e. µs
2,αk . The profiles are well separated and relatively parallel.

Workers agree on the ranking of firms, however, the lowest worker type does not

gain as much as other workers from working in the best firm classes. Parallel lines

suggest that a additive wage structure of worker (type) and firm (class) components

is a good approximation of log wages. The relative flatness of the lines compared to

how separated they are suggests that worker type is more important than firm class

for wages. Both these points are confirmed by the variance decomposition in Section

2.6.5.

Next, I turn to ξ2(k ′) and ξ3(k). The results are presented in Table 2.4. ξ2(k ′) is

almost uniformly increasing in the destination firm class. This implies that all else

equal people who will move to high firm classes have higher wages in the period

before the move compared to staying peers. Workers who move to the highest firm

class have on average 5 percent higher wages compared to workers who move to the

lowest firm class in the period before the move all else equal. ξ3(k) also increases

in the origin firm class, although with deviations. The picture that emerges is that

coming from the best firm class leads to a substantial increase of 10 percent in wages

all else equal. This could be due to better bargaining positions (search capital) as in

Postel-Vinay and Robin (2002) or simply due to higher human capital.

The correlation between wages in period two and three is only ρm
23 = 0.15 which

15Note that the AKM model is estimated on the connected set of firms for the years 1980 to 2010.
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Table 2.3: Mobility between firm classes

k\k’ 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 120 268 201 141 86 11
2 278 1139 1088 733 411 125
3 129 762 1208 1162 732 236
4 86 540 956 1309 1082 491
5 59 282 601 1061 1347 918
6 11 97 178 350 698 767

Note: The table shows mobility between firm classes.

Figure 2.2: Mean Wages
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Note: The figure shows the means of the worker type-firm class conditional normal distribu-
tions of log wages in period 2 (2004). This corresponds to µs

2,αk .

Table 2.4: Mobility Components of the Wage

k or k ′ 1 2 3 4 5 6

ξ2(k ′) 0 0.013 0.011 0.017 0.032 0.047
ξ3(k) 0 -0.000 0.024 0.043 0.041 0.096

Note: The table shows the components of the wage that are related to the mobility of the
worker. ξ2(k ′) shows the effect of the later employer on current wages for movers. ξ3(k) shows
the effect of the previous employer on current wages for movers.
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Table 2.5: Unconditional type probabilities

Worker type 1 2 3 4

Probability 0.165 0.513 0.244 0.079

Note: The table shows the unconditional type probabilities.

is much lower than the correlation between wages for stayers (ρs
23 = 0.44). This sug-

gests that wages are less serially dependent over a job-to-job transition. This makes

sense given that ξ2(k ′) and ξ3(k) also imply that wages correlate across the move. In

addition, ρ1|2 = 0.44 and ρ4|3 = 0.61, which also suggests strong serial dependence in

wages for workers who stay in the same firm.

2.6.3 Type Probabilities

In this section, I investigate the composition of matches in the labor market. In

particular, I document the unconditional probability of all worker types, as well as

composition of worker types in firm classes (qk (α)). The unconditional probabilities

are found in Table 2.5 and conditional proportions are found in Figure 2.3. The figure

shows the probability that a worker is of a given type conditional on the firm class. In

lower firm classes workers are likely to be low type workers, while at higher classes

they are more likely to be of high type. This is a clear indication of sorting. However,

all worker types work in all firm classes, which is reassuring for identification of the

wage parameters. Generally speaking, more than half of the workers are of type 2,

while only roughly 8 percent are of type 4.

2.6.4 Transitions

In this section, I consider transitions. Specifically, I consider the moving and destina-

tion probabilities. The results are presented in Figure 2.4. The results come through

simulation from the estimated model. Based on the qk (α) and pkk ′ (α) and the pro-

portion of firms of different firm classes a data set with S workers can be simulated.

The point is that for the simulated data the worker type is “known”. Wages are then

drawn from the estimated distributions. The simulated sample with S = 1,000,000

match mean and variances of the actual sample. From the estimated data I calculate

simple fraction of workers moving to higher or lower firm classes conditional on firm

class and worker type.16

The figure paints a clear picture: sorting is dynamic in the sense that low type

workers who are placed in high firm classes move with a high probability, and when

they move they move to a lower firm class. This is not the case for higher worker types.

16Note that this could also be recovered using qk (α), pkk′ (α). But the simulated sample offers a simple
way to do this calculation and is useful for other purposes.
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Figure 2.3: Conditional type probabilities
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Note: The figure shows the probability of different worker types conditional on the firm class.

Figure 2.4: Transitions
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Note: The figure shows the probability of moving and the direction of the move for different
worker types at different origin firm classes. The figure is based on simulation of 1,000,000
workers from the estimated model.
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Table 2.6: Variance Decomposition

var(yi 2) var(θα) var(ψk ) 2cov(θα,ψk ) var(εi 2)

Variance 0.086 0.050 0.006 0.015 0.016
Percent 100% 57% 7% 17% 19%

Note: The table shows the variance decomposition of yi 2 into a worker and a firm component
based on the estimated model.

2.6.5 Variance Decomposition

In this section, I consider the variance decomposition of the model implied log wage

schedules. Specifically, I decompose yi 2 into a worker and firm component using the

estimated worker distributions. This is done using the simulated data set in which

case the simulated log wages are simply regressed on worker type and firm class

identifies.17 I.e.

ys2 = θα+ψk +εs2.

Table 2.6 gives the result from the variance decomposition of wages into a worker

and a firm component. The variance of log wages in 2004 is 0.086. 57 percent of this

variation is attributed to the worker component, while only 7 percent is attributed

to the firm component. This confirms the interpretation based on the estimated log

wage schedules that where relatively flat across firms, but well separated between

workers (see Figure 2.2). Interesting, the result of substantial sorting is also confirmed

by the linear decomposition. Sorting between workers and firms (i.e. the co-variance

between the worker and the firm components) accounts for 17 percent of the log

wage variation. This corresponds to a correlation between the worker and the firm

effect of 0.42. This number is in line with both the results in BLM using Swedish

data and Bagger and Lentz (2018) using a structural approach and Danish data. The

number is, however, much higher than the corresponding AKM correlation of 0.13.18

Finally, to test the importance of non-linearities in the economy, I follow BLM and

run a saturated regression model of yi 2 on worker type-firm class-specific fixed effects

using to same strategy as above. Comparing the R2 from the two models is indicative

of the importance of complimentrities in the economy. The R2 from the restricted

model is 0.769 while the R2 from the saturated model is 0.773. Thus, the two models

explain almost the same amount of variation in wages. Hence, complementarities do

not seem important. This is not surprising given the relatively parallel wage schedules

in Figure 2.2.

17A different strategy for the variance decomposition is simply using the posterior worker type proba-
bilities of the workers in the sample based on the estimated likelihood function and then decomposing
yi 2 into θα and ψk using weighted least squares. The two procedures give the same results.

18This correlation is calculated by correlating the worker and firm fixed effects from an AKM regression
estimated on the years 1980 to 2010. While the fixed effects are estimated in the full sample, the correlation
is only estimated in the balanced panel used for the main analysis in 2004.
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Figure 2.5: Mobility patterns by income
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Note: The figure shows the mobility patterns of workers from different conditional wage deciles
where I condition on current firm class and worker type. High refers to classes 5 and 6 (green),
medium refers to classes 4 and 3 (yellow), while low refers to classes 1 and 2 (red).

2.6.6 Endogenous Mobility

In the section, I discuss the importance of endogenous mobility. In particular, I

follow BLM and present evidence of the importance of wages conditional on firm

class and worker type on the probability of moving to another firm class. Figure 2.5

shows exactly this. The figure shows the mobility patterns of workers from different

conditional wage deciles where I condition on current firm class and worker type.

High refers to classes 5 and 6 (green), medium refers to classes 4 and 3 (yellow),

while low refers to classes 1 and 2 (red). It is calculated based on the simulated data

set described in Sub-section 2.6.4. Following BLM, I take the deciles of the wage

distributions within each origin firm class (ki 2) and worker type. I then calculate the

probability of staying, moving to a low firm class, medium firm class or high firm

class within each decile. The figure suggests that workers with low wage realization

move more than the average, but especially workers with high wage realizations

tend to move with much higher probability. This is not entirely intuitive, since these

workers are better of than expected. However, the existence of the pattern highlights

the importance of allowing for such dynamics.

Generally, transitions are relatively sorted: workers who transition from high wage

firms tend to transition to new high wage firms with high probability.
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2.7 Dynamic Sorting Patterns

The question of whether sorting patterns have changed over the last three or four

decades has been discussed extensively in the literature. Multiple factors such 1)

improvements in communication technology through online job-postings, which

potentially limits search friction, and 2) more specialized production, associated with

e.g. outsourcing and winner-takes-all markets suggest that sorting patterns could

have changed. This intuition has been confirmed using the AKM framework, where

the general consensus seems to be that sorting indeed has increased over time, but

stagnated in the 2000’s.19 The correlation between worker and firm effects found in

the literature is, however, low, due to the biases associated with the AKM model (see

Section 2.4). I use the BLM framework to re-examine both the level and pattern of

sorting over time.

In this section, I present the results from the repeated estimation of the BLM

model on separate cross-sections running from 1980 to 2010. The sample consists of

separate running data sets of "movers" and "stayers". All firms come from the general

connected set for all year to foster comparison with the AKM model. See Abowd

et al. (2002) for a discussion of connected sets and the AKM model. Each sub-sample

of four years contains firms from the connected set that are also present in all four

periods and have workers who are present in all four periods. This is the standard

selection criterion employed by BLM and elsewhere in this paper (see Section 2.2).

Compared to an AKM analysis the current framework only needs four periods of

data to estimate the worker and firm effects. Thus, by continuously re-estimating

the model I am extremely flexible. This is the opposite extreme of a standard AKM

analysis; instead of holding worker and firm effects fixed over the entire period, I

allow them to change flexibly in each sampling window. The AKM model can, of

course, be made more flexible, at least if data allows it, by allowing worker or firm (or

both) effects to change over time. The consensus seems to be to re-estimate AKM

models in seven year intervals (see Card et al. (2013); Song, Price, Guvenen, Bloom,

and von Wachter (2018)). There are also ways of making the BLM analysis less flexible,

i.e. by keeping worker types “fixed” and modeling the joint behavior of transitions

and wages over more periods of time (see Lentz et al. (2018)). It is, however, very

interesting to examine sorting patterns in a flexible framework that allows both wage

and mobility patterns to change. This type of framework will be able to capture

both structural changes in the labor market, as well as business cycle fluctuations.

In addition, the current framework allows workers to make endogenous mobility

decisions. This might be important if mobility patters are structurally changing or if

they vary over the business cycle.

Figure 2.6 shows the variance decomposition from the BLM model. In each year

the decomposition is conducted exactly as described in Section 2.6.5 using weighted

19See Bagger et al. (2013) and Card et al. (2013).
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Figure 2.6: Variance Decomposition using BLM
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Note: This figure shows the decomposition of yi 2 into worker and firm components using the
worker type probabilities implied BLM. The linear decomposition is done using WLS.

least squares. The variance of log wages is increasing over time. It also seems that the

importance of the worker effect is increasing.

Figure 2.7 shows the variance decomposition using the AKM model. See Section

2.4 for a description of the AKM model. The AKM model is estimated on the largest

connected set of firms over the years 1980 to 2010. I include year effects and a squared

effect of age to account for experience. Note, however, I do not include age in the

BLM model. The decomposition is based on the BLM sample in the particular year.

When comparing the two models I add the effect of age to the worker effect since this

is likely to be in the BLM worker effects. However, this is not quantitatively important.

The general pattern for the entire AKM sample is very similar to the decomposition

based on the BLM sample. From Figure 2.7 it is clear that the importance of sorting is

increasing. However, the importance of the worker component is falling.20 Figure 2.6

20Note that the combination of a falling contribution of worker effects and increasing residual is due
to co-variance terms between residuals on the one hand an observables and worker effects on the other
hand within a given year. This makes the residuals hard to interpret. Residuals are of course uncorrelated
with other components over the entire sample period, but not necessarily within each year. This is one
argument in favor of performing the AKM model on shorter intervals, i.e. seven years as in Card et al.
(2013); Song et al. (2018), and then comparing patterns over discrete intervals. However, the choice of
seven years is somewhat arbitrary. With the AKM model it would not be possible to go to one year intervals
because there would be no movers. In fact, limiting the sample window limits the number of movers per
firm. Using the BLM model it is possible to go to one year windows, which is another advantage of the
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Figure 2.7: Variance Decomposition using AKM
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Note: This figure shows the decomposition of yi 2 into worker and firm components using
AKM.

and Figure 2.7 give very different stories of the change in variation over time.21

Figure 2.8 compares the correlation between worker and firm effects from the

BLM and the AKM model. The AKM model produces a very clear pattern of increasing

sorting. The results from the BLM model are more noisy. This is natural, since it

is estimated completely independently over the years. However, the BLM model

also suggests an increase in sorting from roughly 0.3 to 0.4. In the AKM model the

increase is from roughly 0.0 to 0.1. Thus, although both models suggest increasing

sorting, the starting levels are very different. The conclusion that the pattern of sorting

from the AKM model is correct, but the level is wrong, seems to be in line with the

standing believe in the literature. Song et al. (2018) note that following Andrews et al.

(2012) using a 10 percent sub-sample gives a similar sorting pattern, but a lower level.

This is due to the limited mobility bias. The level of sorting I find in this paper is of

similar magnitude to other “non-linear” estimates using Danish data. Bagger and

Lentz (2018) structurally estimate the correlation between underlying worker and

firm types to be 0.37 using data from 1985 to 2003. Lentz et al. (2018) estimate a

correlation of 0.29 over the year 1987 to 2013 using a framework related to BLM.

BLM model over AKM.
21It should be noted that the residual term in the AKM decomposition contains co-variance terms

between contemporary observables, worker effects and firm effects. This is because estimation of the AKM
model only requires that residuals are uncorrelated across all years, not within each year. Also note that for
the years 1982 and 1983 sorting is negative, which makes interpreting Figure 2.7 difficult for these years.
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Figure 2.8: Comparing Measures of Sorting
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Note: This figure shows the correlation between the worker and the firm component using
BLM and AKM..

In the appendix Section A.6 I show that the additive approximation of the BLM

model used to decompose worker and firm effects is an appropriate assumption that

is not likely to drive the results.

2.8 Robustness

In this section, I conduct a number of robustness checks. In particular, I consider the

robustness of my results, when running a more elaborate specification with more

firm classes and worker types. The choice of the number of firm classes and worker

types is a trade off between flexibility and fit of the model on the one hand, and

computational and identification concerns on the other. The model estimated model

in the main analysis is relatively parsimonious with K = 6 and L = 4. However, as I

show below, the model with more firm classes and worker types delivers a very similar

result. With this in mind, I prefer the simpler model that is easier to estimate and

understand. In the following, I provide results from running BLM as above but with

K = 10 and L = 6. This is the specification chosen by BLM.

2.8.1 A more generous model

I run the model with K = 10 and L = 6 as BLM for year 2003 to 2006. I have relegated

relevant figures and tables to Appendix A.7. The main take-away is that in terms of the
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variance decomposition my baseline model and the more generous model give very

similar results. This is seen by comparing Table 2.6 and Table A.4. The generous model

unsurprisingly has a lower residual variation. This variation is instead attributed to

the worker, although the importance of workers are of very similar magnitude in the

two models. Similarly, the correlation between the worker and the firm component is

also a bit lower, but again of very similar magnitude (0.419 in the baseline compared

to 0.411 in the generous model).

When I allow for more firm classes it seems that the classification leads to an

addition of what can be considered niche classes. I compare Figure 2.1 to Figure A.2

and Table 2.2 to Table A.2. Classes 3, 5 and 7 have lower variance and relatively small

firm size. For these classes it seems that firm size differentiates them from neighboring

classes that they were otherwise grouped with in the original classification.

From Table A.3 I see that mobility between extreme firm classes is much more

rare and may pose a threat to identification.

Turning to wages Figure A.3 shows that additivity is still a good approximation of

the log wage structure. The wage structure for worker type 3 does, however, deviate.

This worker type is very rare, and is primarily employed in firm class 3, which is seen

from Figure A.4. Apart from this worker type, everything looks very much like the

parsimonious model. This holds for endogenous mobility as well as seen from Figure

A.6.

2.9 Conclusion

In this paper, I study wage and mobility dynamics in the Danish labor market using

matched employer-employee data. I make two key contributions: First, I am the first

to apply the novel framework by Bonhomme et al. (2019) to investigate wage and

mobility dynamics in Denmark. Second, I contribute to the growing literature on

increasing sorting by applying the framework sequentially over the period from 1980

to 2010.

In my main sample, focusing on the years 2003 to 2006, I find that log wages are

well approximated by additive firm and worker effects. This implies that, at least in

terms of log wages, workers have a uniform ranking of firms. Although workers have

a uniform ranking of firms, wages increase exponentially in the worker type and firm

class space. This creates a clear rational for the observed sorting pattern. Although

everyone would like to work in the high wage firm class, the best workers have more

to gain from working there. This observation is in line with the predictions of a simple

model with production complementarities and some form of rent-sharing. On the

other hand, the results do not support an idea that skills of specific workers are extra

valuable in specific firm classes.

Looking at transitions, I document that sorting happens dynamically by throwing

low wage workers, who are initially placed in high wage firms, down the firm ladder.
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These results are in line with what Bonhomme et al. (2019) find using Swedish data.

A major improvement of the Bonhomme et al. (2019) model over the two-way fixed

effect model is the possibility that workers make endogenous mobility decisions

based on their wage realizations. This turns out to be important: workers who move

to high wage firms the next year have higher than normal wages before the move,

while workers coming from high wage firms have higher than normal wages after they

move. This suggests both the existence of endogenous mobility through correlation

between current wages and destination firms, as well as firm ladder effects through

the direct effect of previous employers on current wages even net of any indirect

effect on mobility.

I contribute to the literature on increasing sorting by documenting significant

wage sorting in the Danish economy using the non-linear framework developed by

Bonhomme et al. (2019). I am the first to use this framework to study changes in

sorting over time. The correlation between worker and firm components in period

1980 to 2008 is between 0.3 and 0.4. This is much higher than the correlation from

the two-way fixed effects model developed by Abowd et al. (1999). The correlation

is increasing during the period, and, interestingly, the level of the increase roughly

corresponds to the two-way fixed effects model. These results are similar to what

Lentz et al. (2018) find using similar data and a related framework.
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Table A.1: Employment by industry

Industry Denmark Sweden

AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHING 0.03 0.02
MINING AND QUARRYING 0.00 0.00
MANUFACTURING 0.10 0.13
ELECTRICITY, GAS, WATER AND WASTE MANAGEMENT 0.01 0.01
CONSTRUCTION 0.06 0.07
TOTAL SERVICES 0.80 0.76
Not available - -
TOTAL 1.00 1.00

Note: Source OECD (2017) and own calculations. The table shows employment shares by
industry in 2010 for Denmark and Sweden.

Appendix

A.1 Comparing Denmark and Sweden

In this section, I provide evidence of differences between the labor market in Denmark

and Sweden. Table A.1 shows employment shares by industry in 2010 for Denmark

and Sweden. Sweden has higher employment shares in manufacturing and construc-

tion, while Denmark has higher employment shares in agriculture and services. BLM

report that the mean firm size reported in their sample is 37.59 at the worker level.

In comparison, the mean firm size in my sample is 21.04 at the worker level (see

Table 2.2). Thus, Danish firms are on average smaller than Swedish firms. In addition,

mobility seems to be more directed in Denmark. I reach this conclusion by comparing

transition matrices in the case with K = 10. Table A.3 shows the numbers for 2004 to

2005 in my sample, while Table C1 in BLM shows numbers for movers between 2002

and 2004 (they include a gap year to be able to use earnings). Mobility in Denmark

is much more intense along the diagonal and has very low intensity far from the

diagonal. Thus, the identifying assumptions of the model are less likely to hold in

Denmark, which is one reason for choosing a lower number of firm classes K .

A.2 Clustering

To cluster the firms I keep observations on the firm level empirical CDF for each

individual. This means that larger firms will receive higher weight in the clustering.

The clustering is carried out using the “k-means” routine in Matlab. The empirical

CDF at each cut-off point are used as clustering variables. As such, I cluster based on

20 variables. The criterion that the default “k-means” routine in e.g. Matlab minimizes

is the squared deviations from cluster centriods. Suppose there are K clusters. In this

case the algorithm should find K centroid vectors Hk = {Hk,1, ..., Hk,d , ..., Hk,D } and
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assign J firm memberships to minimize

J∑
j=1

n j (F̂ j −Hk( j ))
′
(F̂ j −Hk( j ))

Where n j is the number of workers in firm i and F̂ j = {F̂ j 1, ..., F̂ j D } is the discretized

empirical CDF. This is then equivalent to

N∑
i=1

(F̂ ji 1 −Hk( ji 1))
′
(F̂ ji 1 −Hk( ji 1))

Or
N∑

i=1

D∑
d=1

(F̂ ji 1,d −Hk( ji 1),d )2

Or scaling it by 1/D I get

N∑
i=1

D∑
d=1

(F̂ ji 1,d −Hk( ji 1),d )2 ∝
N∑

i=1

D∑
d=1

(F̂ ji 1,d −Hk( ji 1),d )2 1

D

Which is the discretized version of
N∑

i=1

∫
(F̂ ji 1 (y)−Hk( ji 1)(y))2dµ(y)

which is the object to be minimized. In section 2.6 I discuss the results from this

procedure.

A.3 Estimation step

In this section, I provide additional information on the estimation step.

A.3.1 Understanding Equation (2.1)

Equality 1) follows by serial independence and

P
[

yi 4|yi 3,mi 3 = 0,ki 3 = ki 4 = k ′,α
]= g b

y3,k ′α(y4).

To see this first note that

P
[

yi 1, yi 2, yi 3, yi 4|m̄, k̄,α
]
= P

[
yi 4|yi 2, yi 3, yi 4,m̄, k̄,α

]
P

[
yi 2, yi 3, yi 4|m̄, k̄,α

]
by splitting the joint distribution of wages into a marginal distribution of wages

in period 2 to 4 and a conditional distribution of wages in period 1. Now, by the

assumption of serial independence yi 4 is independent of y2
i , m2

i and k2
i conditional

on yi 3, mi 3, ki 3 and ki 4. This is due to the notion that wages are only first-order

Markovian serially dependent: once the nearest future is taken into account periods

further back do not matter. This assumption implies that

P
[

yi 4|yi 2, yi 3, yi 4,m̄, k̄,α
]
= P

[
yi 4|yi 3,mi 3 = 0,ki 3 = ki 4 = k ′,α

]
which I defined as g b

yi 3,k ′α(yi 4).
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Equality 2) follows from a simple splitting of the joint probability and

g m
kk ′α(y2, y3) = P

[
yi 2, yi 3|m̄, k̄,α

]
.

To see this that that

P
[

yi 2, yi 3, yi 4|m̄, k̄,α
]
= P

[
yi 4|yi 2, yi 3,m̄, k̄,α

]
P

[
yi 2, yi 3|m̄, k̄,α

]
by splitting the joint distribution into a marginal and a conditional. By definition, then

P
[

yi 2, yi 3|m̄, k̄,α
]
= g m

kk ′α(y2, y3) which is the joint distribution of wages in period 2

and 3 for movers of type α who move from k to k ′.

Equality 3) is less intuitive and follows from a bit more calculation. By Bayes

P
[

yi 1|yi 2, yi 3,m̄, k̄,α
]

is equal to

[
P

[
yi 3,mi 2 = 1,mi 3 = 0,ki 3 = ki 4 = k ′|yi 1, yi 2,mi 1 = 0,ki 1 = ki 2 = k,α

]×
P

[
yi 1|yi 2,mi 1 = 0,ki 1 = ki 2 = k,α

]]
/

P
[

yi 3,mi 2 = 1,mi 3 = 0,ki 3 = ki 4 = k ′|yi 2,mi 1 = 0,ki 1 = ki 2 = k,α
]

. (A.1)

The trick is to show that using the assumptions

P
[

yi 3,mi 2 = 1,mi 3 = 0,ki 3 = ki 4 = k ′|yi 1, yi 2,mi 1 = 0,ki 1 = ki 2 = k,α
]=

P
[

yi 3,mi 2 = 1,mi 3 = 0,ki 3 = ki 4 = k ′|yi 2,mi 1 = 0,ki 1 = ki 2 = k,α
]

(A.2)

i.e. I need to show that conditioning on yi 1 holds no additional information in this

probability. In this case I get that

P
[

yi 1|yi 2, yi 3,m̄, k̄,α
]
= P

[
yi 1|yi 2,mi 1 = 0,ki 1 = ki 2 = k,α

]
which is what I want to show. This means that conditioning on future periods wages,

firm classes and mobility holds no information once conditioning on the nearest

future. Note

P
[

yi 3,mi 2 = 1,mi 3 = 0,ki 3 = ki 4 = k ′|yi 2,mi 1 = 0,ki 1 = ki 2 = k,α
]

is equivalent to

P
[

yi 3|yi 2,m̄, k̄,α
]

P
[
mi 2 = 1,mi 3 = 0,ki 3 = ki 4 = k ′|yi 2,mi 1 = 0,ki 1 = ki 2 = k,α

]
by splitting the joint probability into a marginal and a conditional. In a parallel vein

P
[

yi 3,mi 2 = 1,mi 3 = 0,ki 3 = ki 4 = k ′|yi 1, yi 2,mi 1 = 0,ki 1 = ki 2 = k,α
]

is equivalent to

P
[

yi 3|yi 1, yi 2,m̄, k̄,α
]

P
[
mi 2 = 1,mi 3 = 0,ki 3 = ki 4 = k ′|yi 1, yi 2,mi 1 = 0,ki 1 = ki 2 = k,α

]
.
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Now by the assumption of serial independence

P
[

yi 3|yi 1, yi 2,m̄, k̄,α
]
= P

[
yi 3|yi 2,m̄, k̄,α

]
since by assumption yi 1 holds no additional information on yi 3 given yi 2(and worker

type and firm classes). This again shows the importance of wages being conditionally

first order Markovian. Now note that,

P
[
mi 2 = 1,mi 3 = 0,ki 3 = ki 4 = k ′|yi 1, yi 2,mi 1 = 0,ki 1 = ki 2 = k,α

]=
P

[
mi 3 = 0,ki 4 = k ′|yi 1, yi 2,mi 1 = 0,mi 2 = 1,ki 1 = ki 2 = k,ki 3 = k ′,α

]×
P

[
mi 2 = 1,ki 3 = k ′|yi 1, yi 2,mi 1 = 0,ki 1 = ki 2 = k,α

]
by splitting the joint probability into a marginal and a conditional. Note that by

construction of the sample

P
[
mi 3 = 0,ki 4 = k ′|yi 1, yi 2,mi 1 = 0,mi 2 = 1,ki 1 = ki 2 = k,ki 3 = k ′,α

]= 1

i.e. movers stay at least 1 period in the same firm after the move. This statement is

completely independent of whether I condition on yi 1. Thus,

P
[
mi 3 = 0,ki 4 = k ′|yi 1, yi 2,mi 1 = 0,mi 2 = 1,ki 1 = ki 2 = k,ki 3 = k ′,α

]= 1

also holds. Finally, then,

P
[
mi 2 = 1,ki 3 = k ′|yi 1, yi 2,mi 1 = 0,ki 1 = ki 2 = k,α

]
does not depend on yi 1 by the assumption on mobility determinants: only current

wage realizations can affect the probability to move to from firm class k to firm class

k ′. Thus,

P
[
mi 2 = 1,ki 3 = k ′|yi 1, yi 2,mi 1 = 0,ki 1 = ki 2 = k,α

]=
P

[
mi 2 = 1,ki 3 = k ′|yi 2,mi 1 = 0,ki 1 = ki 2 = k,α

]
.

Collecting these terms, where yi 1 has no information, shows that

P
[
mi 2 = 1,mi 3 = 0,ki 3 = ki 4 = k ′|yi 1, yi 2,mi 1 = 0,ki 1 = ki 2 = k,α

]=
P

[
mi 2 = 1,mi 3 = 0,ki 3 = ki 4 = k ′|yi 2,mi 1 = 0,ki 1 = ki 2 = k,α

]
.

This is exactly what I need to show. Then by equation (A.1)

P
[

yi 1|yi 2, yi 3,m̄, k̄,α
]
=P

[
yi 1|yi 2,mi 1 = 0,ki 1 = ki 2 = k,α

]
=g b

y2,kα(y1).

This implies that information on mobility, wages, firm class and worker type only

one period ahead holds all relevant information about yi 1. This implies that mobility,

firm classes and wages further into the future a conditionally independent of yi 1.
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A.3.2 Stayers

Define G s
kα(y2, y3) = P

[
yi 2 ≤ y, yi 3 ≤ y ′|m̃, k̃,α

]
as the joint probability of wages in

period 2 and 3 for stayers. Finally, qk (α) = P
[
α|m̃, k̃

]
is the probability that a worker

who stays in firm k is of type α. Then

P
[

yi 1, yi 2, yi 3, yi 4|m̃, k̃
]
=

∫
qk(α)P

[
yi 1, yi 2, yi 3, yi 4|m̃, k̃,α

]
dα

=
∫

qk (α)g b
y3,k ′,α(y4)×

g f
y2,k,α(y1)×

g s
kα(y2, y3)dα

(A.3)

Again the likelihood for stayers follows directly from this expression.

A.3.3 Co-variance restrictions

I follow BLM and assume to following wage structure for stayers

yi 1 =µ1,αk +ρ1|2 yi 2 + vi 1

yi 2 =µs
2,αk + vi 2

yi 3 =µs
3,αk + vi 3

yi 4 =µ4,αk +ρ4|3 yi 3 + vi 4

where the µ’s are worker type-firm class specific mean wages. ρ1|2 is the best linear

regressor of yi 2 on yi 1 and ρ4|3 is the best linear regressor of yi 3 on yi 4. Note by

assumption vi 1 is independent of (vi 2, vi 3, vi 4) and vi 4 is independent of (vi 1, vi 2, vi 3).

Further, the correlation between vi 2 and vi 3 denoted ρs
23. Finally, the variance vi t is

assumed to depend only on the firm class. Thus,

var(yi 1|k,m3
i = {0,0,0}) =σ2

1,k

var(yi 2|k,m3
i = {0,0,0}) =σs,2

2,k

var(yi 3|k,m3
i = {0,0,0}) =σs,2

3,k

var(yi 4|k,m3
i = {0,0,0}) =σ2

4,k .

I then consider all unique combinations of cov(yi a , yi b − yi c |k) for a,b,c = {1,2,3,4}

and b 6= c, as well as all unique var(yi a − yi b |k) for a,b = {1,2,3,4} and a 6= b. Writing

out this set of equations I get 30×K co-variance restrictions to estimate 4×K +3

parameters using GMM.22 As an example of a restriction consider cov(yi 1, yi 1− yi 2|k)

22The parameters are σ2
1,k , σs,2

2,k
, σs,2

3,k
and σ2

4,k for all k, as well as ρ1|2, ρ4|3 and ρs
23.
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which is equivalent to σ2
1,k +ρ2

1|2σ
s,2
2,k −ρ1|2σs,2

2,k . The estimation procedure minimizes

the distance between the model and sample moments by picking the parameters for

all restrictions jointly.

In practice, I estimate everything but ρ1|2 and ρ4|3 in the main estimation step, i.e.

when maximizing the likelihood function using the EM-algorithm.

A.4 AKM and BLM

This section provides additional details for the discusion in Section 2.4.

The following assumptions is a simplified version of assumption 1 in BLM:

Assumption (static mixture model) Let mi t = 1 be the mobility indicator if ji t 6=
ji t+1.

1. (mobility determinants) mi t and ji t+1 are independent of y t
i conditional on αi , j t

i
and mt−1

i .

2. (serial independence) yi ,t+1 is independent of y t
i , j t

i and mt−1
i conditional αi ,

ji ,t+1 and mi t = 1.

The assumption is straightforwardly extended to allow for observables. Part 1 states

that mobility and destination firm should be independent on the current wage condi-

tional on worker type, origin firm and past mobility. Part 2 states that wages should

be independent of previous wages, firm and mobility conditional on worker type,

destination firm and decision to move.

Under assumption 1 the joint probability of observing a pair of wages (yi ,1,yi ,2)

conditional on origin firm, destination firm and moving can be expressed as

P
[

yi ,1 ≤ y, yi ,2 ≤ y ′ | ji 1 = k, ji 2 = k ′,mi 1 = 1
]= L∑

α=1
P

[
yi ,1 ≤ y, yi ,2 ≤ y ′

| ji 1 = k, ji 2 = k ′,mi 1 = 1,αi =α
]

×P
[
αi =α | ji 1 = k, ji 2 = k ′,mi 1 = 1

]
=

L∑
α=1

P
[

yi ,1 ≤ y | ji 1 = k,αi =α
]

×P
[

yi ,2 ≤ y ′ | ji 2 = k,αi =α,mi 1 = 1
]

×P
[
αi =α | ji 1 = k, ji 2 = k ′,mi 1 = 1

]
(A.4)

With parametric assumptions on the conditional wage distributions a likelihood

can be formed as in Section 2.3.2.2. In BLM parameters are estimated at the firm

class level - not the firm level. Thus, apart from in the definition of the the mobility

indicator mi t , I replace ji t with ki t in Assumption “static mixture model”.
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A.5 Estimation

This section provides additional details on the estimation procedure.

I use sub-script g to count iterations. I focus on maximizing Equations (2.1), but

a similar algorithm is used for Equation (A.3). To understand the algorithm, define

P
[
α|y4

i ,m3,k4
i ;θm

g

]
= qi (α|θm

g )

to be the posterior probability that worker i is of type α in iteration g . Note that θm
g

contains all sets of parameters in likelihood function from Equation (2.1). In addition

define Q(θm |θm
g ) to be

Nm∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

K∑
k ′=1

L∑
α=1

1{ki 2 = k}1{ki 3 = k ′}qi (α|θm
g )×

ln
[

pkk ′ (α) f b
yi 2,kα(yi 1; ρ̂1|2,θ f b ) f m

kk ′α(y2, y3;θ f m ) f f
yi 3,k ′α(yi 4; ρ̂4|3,θ f f )

]
. (A.5)

The algorithm begins by guessing a set of starting values θm
1 .

Expectation Step In this step Q(θm |θm
g ) is updated. This is achieved by recalculat-

ing the posterior qi (α|θm
g ).

Maximization Step In this step Q(θm |θm
g ) is maximized with respect to θm . This

implies that

θm
g+1 = argmax

θm
Q(θm ,θm

g ).

Parameters are very intuitively estimated as the qi (α|θm
g )-weighted full sample equiv-

alents (such as means, variances and even linear regressions).

The algorithm continues until convergence of Q(θm |θm
g ) (or the likelihood func-

tion). Note that maximization of Q(θm |θm
g ) also leads to maximization of the like-

lihood function. However, as noted by BLM the algorithm only guarantees local

convergence. Hence, I follow BLM and initialize the algorithm at 50 starting values23.

To select the best parameterization I follow BLM and pick the parametization

that has the highest measure of connectedness out of the ten best likelihood values.

This choice is relatively arbitrary, but given the discussion of identification in Sub-

section 2.3.2.1 and the discussion in BLM, models with a lot of mobility of all worker

types between firm classes are likely to be better identified. Thus, to some extent

23The 50 starting values are selected following BLM. The procedure has 3 steps: 1) draw a sample of log
wages from a Gaussian distribution with mean equal to the mean of yi 2and a standard deviation of twice
that of yi 2. Then run a EM algorithm with fixed firm means, but flexible type probabilities and variances
2) use step 1 to initialize the same simple EM algorithm in data, i.e. on yi 2. 3) run the maximization step
of the EM algorithm of the full model using the type probabilities estimated in step 2. This gives θm

1 to
initialize the EM algorithm. I initially draw 250 random wages to initialize the procedure. Smaller numbers
give more variation in guesses, but also higher probability of bad guesses.
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Figure A.1: The Importance of Complimentarity

1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010

years

0.66
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0.74
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0.78
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0.82

Note: This figure shows the R2 from the restricted linear projection of wages and the saturated
projection of wages.

pkk ′ (α) contains information on how well the model is identified. Especially, some

versions of the estimated model will have too many zero (or almost zero) entrees in

pkk ′ (α) breaking connectivity of firm classes. These models should be avoided, which

is achieved by selecting the best connected top-ten model using the connectivity

measure of Jochmans and Weidner (2016).24 For a further discussion I refer the reader

to BLM. As a practical note, models with non-zero measures of connectivity, but with

top-ten likelihood values tend to lead to very similar results.

A.6 Additional figures for increasing sorting over time

Increasing sorting could manifest in the data because of increasing complementarity.

To test this hypothesis I compare the R2 from the restricted and the saturated regres-

sion of wages in yi 2 as described in Section 2.6.5. Figure A.1 plots the R2 from the

two regressions. Although the the R2 of the regressions vary across years they always

move together. There is no clear pattern that complementary is increasing.

24see BLM footnote 1 of the supplementary material for further details
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Figure A.2: Class Centriods
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Note: The figure compares the centriods from the 10 classes resulting from the clustering of
firms into classes.

A.7 Additional figures for robustness

Figures for the model with K = 10 and L = 6.
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Table A.3: Mobility between firm classes

k\k’ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 40 84 22 78 27 34 30 35 13 1
2 72 309 100 398 163 218 189 153 66 15
3 25 120 117 134 167 109 126 110 38 11
4 83 375 124 673 281 487 361 359 205 55
5 19 105 104 224 232 198 297 241 127 38
6 16 189 76 411 190 439 382 423 285 84
7 16 128 81 289 255 332 451 526 326 96
8 12 96 47 267 184 393 536 792 646 441
9 12 76 30 162 101 288 244 558 722 363
10 3 20 7 46 16 72 79 205 351 307

Note: The table shows mobility between firm classes.

Figure A.3: Mean Wages
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Note: The figure shows the means of the worker type-firm class conditional normal distribu-
tions of log wages in period 2 (2004). This corresponds to µs

2,αk .

Table A.4: Variance Decomposition

var(yi 2) var(θα) var(ψk ) 2cov(θα,ψk ) var(εi 2)

Variance 0.086 0.052 0.006 0.014 0.014
Percent 100% 60% 7% 16% 16%

Note: The table shows the variance decomposition of yi 2 into a worker and a firm component
based on the estimated model.
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Figure A.4: Type Probabilities
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Note: The figure shows the probability of different worker types conditional on the firm class.

Figure A.5: Transitions
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Note: The figure shows the probability of moving and the direction of the move for different
worker types at different origin firm classes. The figure is based on simulation of 1,000,000
workers from the estimated model.
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Figure A.6: Mobility patterns by income
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Note: The figure shows the mobility patterns of workers from different conditional wage deciles
where I condition on current firm class and worker type. High refers to classes 10 to 8 (green),
medium refers to classes 7 to 5 (yellow), while low refers to classes 4 to 1 (red).
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Abstract

This paper develops a search-matching model where heterogeneous workers pro-

duce in teams within heterogeneous firms. The combination of team production

and firm heterogeneity is novel and the model allows for a separate understand-

ing of the importance of firm heterogeneity and coworker heterogeneity for labor

market transitions, wages and productivity. I estimate the model using indirect infer-

ence and Danish matched employer-employee data. I find that production features

complimentary between workers and firms, but stronger complementarity between

coworkers. Interestingly, the traditional worker-firm sorting channel is almost absent

in the estimated model, while coworker sorting accounts for more than 10 percent of

wage variation.

JEL: D21, J24, J30, J31, J63, J64

Keywords: Sorting, coworker sorting, wages, job mobility
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3.1 Introduction

The people we work with influence our productivity in multiple, complex ways de-

pending on the nature and setting of the tasks we perform. Consider a junior aca-

demic economist: she gets inspiration and feedback from colleagues, sometimes she

works directly on joint projects with coworkers, but she also competes for tenure with

peers. These effects are likely to affect her academic output. Realizing this, the junior

economist considers where to work not only based on the reputation of the univer-

sity, but also who she will be working with. The example highlights three important

points: First, not only productivity, but also labor mobility and wages are affected by

coworkers. Second, it matters for the worker whether a job is attractive due to the

firm itself or the potential coworkers, as coworkers may lose their jobs or advance in

their careers. Third, some firms may improve over time simply due to the people they

have already hired. This improvement may, however, only be temporary and they will

fall in ranks again once loosing key employees.

This paper takes the first important steps to incorporate the type of workplace

dynamics described in the opening example into a search-matching model and

quantify the model using Danish data. I estimate the model using indirect inference

and document new features of the production function and sorting patterns in

the labor market. The complementarity between workers and firms documented

previously in the literature is still important, however, the complementarity between

workers and coworkers is of roughly three to four times the magnitude. This has

important implications for the observed sorting patterns: firms expand their potential

to attract new workers based on the hires that they have already made leading to

coworker sorting.

In the spirit of Shimer and Smith (2000) the model is a search-matching model

where heterogeneous workers and heterogeneous firms meet through random match-

ing. The equilibrium allocation of workers to firms is determined by matching sets

that describe mutually beneficial matches. The shape of the matching sets depend on

the production function. This creates a direct link between the production function

and the sorting pattern in the economy. This paper extents the Shimer-Smith frame-

work in two important ways: 1) firms hire multiple (two) workers and 2) workers

produce in teams. This implies that the matching sets are a function firm type and

workforce composition. The shape of these matching sets depend both on the nature

of complementarity between workers and firms, but also on the complementarity

between coworkers. This gives rise to two different types of sorting: the traditional

worker firm sorting and coworker sorting. Separating the effect of firms and coworkers

is essential for understanding quantitative aspects of production efficiency and wage

inequality. If coworkers are unimportant, we can expect increases in worker-firm sort-

ing to lead to production gains. If, on the other hand, coworkers are very important,

increasing worker-firm sorting may not be lead to the expected production gains,

because workers should sort only on coworkers and not firms to increase production.
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The main mechanism that allows me to separate firms from their workforce is

that they have non-degenerate matching sets because they face search frictions when

hiring workers. Thus, the same firm type may be observed with different composi-

tions of the workforce. Moreover, the same worker type within the same firm my be

observed with different coworkers. Because of search frictions, pure luck of who firms

match with will manifest itself and affect their ability to make future hires.

This paper is closely related to Herkenhoff, Phillips, Lise, and Menzio (2018) who

setup a search-matching model with team production. In their setting heterogeneous

workers work in teams of two in homogeneous firms. Workers accumulate human

capital on the job at a rate that depends on the coworker. Thus, their model creates

tension between the learning channel and the complementarities between coworkers.

In this paper, I abstract from the learning channel to simplify the mechanisms of

the model, but allow for firms with varying productivity. In terms of a quantitative

assessment of the importance of coworkers, a model without firm heterogeneity will

interpret between firm variation as solely coming from coworker complementarity.

Actually, Herkenhoff et al. (2018) use between firm variation as the main source of

identification of coworker complementarity. From the point of view of my model this

moment, however, contains both information on firms and coworkers.

I estimate the model using Danish matched-employer-employee data. The es-

timated production function features both complementarity between workers and

firms, as well as between coworkers. However, the importance of coworker comple-

mentarity is roughly three to four times that of traditional worker-firm complemen-

tarity. This is also reflected in the sorting pattern. I find that sorting between workers

and firms is almost absent in the Danish economy conditioned on the importance of

coworkers. However, the underlying firm type and the average coworker component

are strongly correlated. Including the average coworker component in the definition

of firm type allows me to decompose the sorting pattern into three channels: First,

the correlation between workers and firms (now including the average coworker

component). This sorting channel accounts for roughly 9 percent of explainable

wage variation. Second, within firm type a worker may face different coworkers. This

within-firm type variation in the coworker component shows the extent of coworker

segregation. This channel accounts for roughly 14 percent of explainable wage vari-

ation, which implies that workers have very different coworkers within a firm type.

Finally, firms may adjust their hiring policies conditional on the current workforce.

This channel is measured by the within firm type correlation between workers and

coworkers. The coworker sorting channel accounts for roughly 5 percent of explain-

able wage variation, which implies that firms adjust their hiring policies in response

to their current hires. The remaining variation is primarily explained by worker het-

erogeneity which accounts for 70 percent. Firms only account for 1 percent of the

explainable wage variation.

Interestingly, the estimated production function features a very low direct effect
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of worker quality. However, as described above, the worker component is very impor-

tant in the structural wage decomposition. This implies that the worker component

captures substantial elements of coworker complementarity and worker-firm com-

plementarity. This is interesting in light of the two-way fixed effects regression of

Abowd et al. (1999). The worker effect is often found to explain a substantial part of

wage variation (see e.g. Bagger et al. (2013)), which is interpreted as worker hetero-

geneity being very important. My results, however, suggest that this could also be due

to a combination of production complementarities and segregation of workers into

specific firms. My results further suggest that these production complementarities

are primarily acting between coworkers.

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 3.2 reviews the related literature. Section

3.3 develops the search-matching model with team production. Then, Section 3.4

introduces the data used for the estimation procedure which is discussed in Section

3.5. Section 3.6 presents the results from estimating the model, while Section 3.7

discusses the role of on-the-job search. Finally, Section 3.8 concludes.

3.2 Related literature

In this section, I discuss the related literature. First, I discuss the empirical literature

on the effect of coworkers on wage. Then, I discuss theories of how coworkers interact.

Finally, I discuss related search-matching models.

The search-matching literature has to this point primarily focused on the dy-

namics between workers and firms and how such dynamics affect production and

wages (see Shimer and Smith (2000); Eeckhout and Kircher (2010); Lise, Meghir, and

Robin (2016); Lise and Robin (2017); Bagger and Lentz (2019); Lopes de Melo (2018)).

This focus on worker-firm dynamics has been mirrored in the empirical literature

by studies employing the Abowd et al. (1999) framework to study the evolution of

sorting, i.e. the correlation between worker and firm fixed effect from a two-way fixed

effects regression (see e.g. Bagger et al. (2013) for Denmark and Card, Heining, and

Kline (2013) for Germany). However, a recent wave of empirical papers have sought to

go beyond this worker-firm focus and include the effect of coworkers in an Mincerian

wage regression (see Battisti (2017), Cornelissen, Dustmann, and Schönberg (2017)

and Cardoso, Guimaraes, Portugal, and Reis (2018)). These papers focus on finding

the effect of coworkers on wages in a setting that takes care of the reflection problem,

namely that the pivotal worker also affects her coworkers. The effects found in this

literature are generally limited. For instance Cornelissen et al. (2017) finds that a one

standard deviation increase in peer ability increases wages with 0.3 percentage points.

The definition of peer group in Cornelissen et al. (2017) is, however, relatively limited.

Only workers within a very narrow occupation category are counted as peers. It is,

however, not at all clear from my opening example that workers in other occupations

or managers should not be included. Some of the effects that we may expect from
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coworkers act across occupation groups and tasks within the firm. This intuition is

confirmed by the empirical analysis of Jäger and Heining (2019) who use the sudden

death of coworkers to get causal estimates of the effects of coworkers on wages. They

find that workers with low levels of skills are wage substitutes as losing a coworker

with similar low skills leads to wage increases. In contrast, loosing a higher skilled

coworker leads to a wage loss for low skilled workers.1 This highlights that coworkers

interact in heterogeneous ways. The model that I develop in this paper will allow for

heterogeneous wage responses to changes in the set of coworkers for different types

of workers working in different types of firms.

The interaction between workers within firms has been studied in different theo-

retical settings. The span of control literature focuses on managers ability to leverage

their skills to help solve problems for their subordinates. In this setting, managerial

time is constrained which creates a trade off between hiring more skilled workers,

who are less likely to need help, or hiring less costly workers with lower skills, who

are likely to need more help. The trade off has been studied by Lucas (1978) and in a

series of papers by Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg (2006; 2015) and Caicedo, Lucas,

and Rossi-Hansberg (2019). This literature provides a micro-founded constrained

production technology, where managers and middle-managers can leverage their

skills to subordinates. This implies that production workers inherit their managers

ability. High skilled production workers require less supervision, thus, allowing man-

agers to supervise more workers. Ferrall, Salvanes, and Sörensen (2009) estimate a

task-assignment model with multi-lateral bargaining among coworkers using Norwe-

gian data. They find that the model where workers interact empirically outperforms

a model without joint production.

The knowledge diffusion literature focuses on the potential for workers to learn

from their managers and coworkers. This is studied in Lucas (1978), Jovanovic and

MacDonald (1994) and Franco and Filson (2006). The knowledge diffusion literature

highlights workers potential to learn from coworkers (or managers). Finally, Cornelis-

sen et al. (2017) highlight peer pressure as the main mechanism by which coworkers

interact. This mechanism is especially important in manual and easy-to-observe

tasks such as cashiers.

In addition to Herkenhoff et al. (2018) discussed in the Introduction, who consider

both coworker complementarity and knowledge diffusion, other papers have also

considered the combination of search frictions, heterogeneity and multi-worker firms.

Acemoglu and Hawkins (2014) extent the search matching model to a setting with firm

heterogeneity and multi-worker firms. Goryunov (2017) extents this model further to

allow for both worker and firm heterogeneity and team production. However, in the

Acemoglu-Hawkins setup firms hire a continuum of workers. This implies that the

1In my model, this would happen if the option value of a vacant position from the point of view of the
match between the low skilled worker and the firm is higher than the value of producing with the high
skilled coworker, but lower than producing with the low skilled coworker. This happens if the high skilled
coworker can extract most of the rents from the team.
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search friction from the point of view of the firm simply act as a hiring cost. Due to

the law of large numbers, firms always hire exactly the workers they want. Thus, firm

type becomes a sufficient statistic for firm structure. Put differently, all firms of the

same type have the same firm structure. Thus, it becomes impossible to separately

understand the importance of firm productivity and firm structure.

3.3 Model

The search-matching literature often assumes either one-worker firms or constant

returns to scale production at the level of the firm. This is an attractive assumption

for tractability of the model, but it is unlikely to reflect the actual production process.

This paper relaxes the assumption by allowing firms to hire multiple (two) workers in

a setting with team production. The model builds on the framework by Shimer and

Smith (2000), who setup a model with heterogeneous workers and jobs (one worker

firms). This paper extends that model by allowing firms to hire two workers and make

hiring and firing decisions conditional on current employees.

The model consists of heterogeneous workers and firms that meet through a

random matching technology. Coworkers produce in teams with potential comple-

mentarities in production both between workers and firms, and between coworkers.

Firms decide whether to post vacancies along with optimal hiring/firing strategies.

Workers decide whether to accept jobs conditional on meeting. In the model, each

worker bargains as though she was the marginal worker in a way such that wage

bargaining ensures that workers and firms agree on whether or not to consummate

a given match. Thus, workers and firms agree on optimal strategies. This implies

that all matches are efficient. The production function is a central object of the

analysis as it specifies how worker, firms and coworkers interact. I follow the search-

matching literature on models with two-sided heterogeneity and assume a global

ranking of workers and firms: output is increasing in both worker and firm type

(i.e. the first order derivative of the production function wrt. quality parameters is

non-negative).2 If worker-firm complementarity exists output will increase more

in worker (firm) quality in higher quality firms (workers). For coworkers I consider

something similar: if workers and coworkers are compliments workers produce more

together than they do apart. The equilibrium distribution of matches is dictated

by the acceptance/continuation set, which is three-dimensional and describes all

mutually beneficial matches. Thus, the set dictates which worker types will work in

which firm types, and also who their potential coworkers are within a specific firm

type.

For the empirical implementation of the model I also introduce a free entry

condition for firms. Entrepreneurs pay a fixed cost to learn their type, and then

decide whether to post a vacancy conditional on the observed type. This implies that

2See e.g. Shimer and Smith (2000), Lise and Robin (2017) and Bagger and Lentz (2019)
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firms enter the market as long as the expected benefits of doing so exceed the costs.

The combination of the free entry condition and the initial vacancy posting decision

of firms implies that the equilibrium distribution of active firms is endogenous. I

discuss the free entry stage in more detail below. In the following, however, I present

the model without the entry game, i.e. i assume that the distribution of firms is fixed.

3.3.1 Model setup

This section presents the model without the entry game of firms which is added in

Section 3.3.3. The formulation of the model builds on Hagedorn, Law, and Manovskii

(2017) and their version of the Shimer-Smith model. In the following I go through all

the elements of the model.

3.3.1.1 Heterogeneity

x denotes worker heterogeneity with density dw (x) and y denotes firm heterogeneity

with density d f (y). In the implementation of the model I will assume that workers

and firms are drawn from uniform distributions. Thus, x and y can be interpreted

as rank. I will refer to the coworker type (rank) as z, which is drawn from the same

distribution as workers. Importantly, whenever I consider a team (a coalition) of a

firm y and two workers x and z, I consider this both from the point of view of worker

x in which case z is the coworker, and from the point of view of worker z in which

case x is the coworker.

3.3.1.2 Production

A worker of type x and a firm of type y have flow production f (y, x|;). Two workers x

and z together with firm y produce f (y, x|z)+ f (y, z|x). Note that firms are essential

to production. This implies that f (;, x|z) = 0 and workers have no incentive to meet

outside a firm.

An intuitive way to think about whether coworkers complement each other in

the production process is that they produce more in total when working together

compared to what they would if they where each producing on their own (in firm y).

Thus, coworker complementarity exists if

f (y, x|z)+ f (y, z|x) > f (y, x|;)+ f (y, z|;)

If this does not hold firms could simply have workers “work in different rooms”. In

this case there would be constant returns to scale in jobs within a firm.

To fix the interpretation of y as productivity rank I assume that the first derivatives

of the production with respect to firm type is positive. I.e.

f ′
y (y, x|z) ≥ 0 for all x and z.
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I make a parallel assumption for worker type. Higher rank workers are always more

productive within a firm.

3.3.1.3 States

To give an overview of the model, I consider the different states that the agents in the

economy can occupy. Figure 3.1 gives a graphical overview. Abstracting for a moment

from the feasibility of different matches, entrepreneurs outside the market decide

whether to pay a fixed cost and learn their (firm) type. This decision is represented by

state f .e. 3

Unmatched firms must decide whether to become active in the market by posting

a vacancy, or to stay inactive because the expected value of posting a vacancy is

negative. Similarly, firms matched with a single worker must decide whether to

continue search for a second employee by posting a new vacancy or to stop searching.

The notation in Figure 3.1 follows the logic that w denotes worker, while f denotes

firms. The first position denotes the number of workers in the firm (or coalition). The

second position (potentially) denotes the number of vacancies posted. I return to the

details of these decisions below. The decisions imply that firms can be in five different

states: f .0.0 unmatched and inactive. f .0.1 unmatched but actively searching. f .1.0

Employing one worker, but not posting an additional vacancy. f .1.1 Employing one

worker and looking for a second worker. f .2 Matched with two workers. On the flip

side of the matching market workers can be in four different states: w.u Unemployed.

w.1.0 Employed in a one worker firms that does not post a vacancy. w.1.1 Employed

in a one worker firm that posts a vacancy. w.2 Employed in a two worker firm. The

arrows in the figure denote the direction of flows in and out of the states. I return to

these below.

3.3.1.4 Measures of workers and firms in different states

This section introduces the distributions of workers and firms in different states. I use

A to denote the set of active firms, i.e. those that post a vacancy when unmatched.

Further, I use A(y) as the indicator of whether firm type y is in A. In a similar vain

V is the set of type y firms with a type x worker that post a vacancy and V(y, x) is

the corresponding indicator function. I return to the optimal decision below, but for

now I just assume that such decisions can be made. I let d̄ f (y) denote the density of

3I return to the free entry condition in Section 3.3.3. For now I assume that some firms have entered
and know their type.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of states

Unmatched firms

Post vacancy?
f.0.0 | f.0.1

One worker firms

Post additional vacancy?
f.1.0 & w.1.0 | f.1.1 & w.1.1

Two worker firms

f.2 & w.2

Unemployed 
workers

w.u

Potential firms

Enter market?
f.e

The figure shows the states that workers and firms in the economy can occupy. The
arrows show the direction of flows to and from each state. Unmatched and one worker
firms must decide whether to post a vacancy.

firms.4 Then, the measure of firms that are inactive (state f .0.0 in Figure 3.1) is

dn.a.(y) =
0 ify ∈A

d̄ f (y) ify ∉A

where n.a. stands for “not active”. This also implies that the active firms can be written

as da(y) =A(y)d̄ f (y). The active firms are either in state f .0.1, f .1.0, f .1.1 or f .2 in

Figure 3.1. Let d0.1(y) be the measure of type y firms that are unmatched but active.

Let d1.0(y, x) be the measure of type y firms that have matched with a type x worker

and decided not to post an additional vacancy (state f .1.0 and w.1.0 in Figure 3.1).

Further, let d1.1(y, x) be the measure of type y firms that have matched with a type

x worker and decided to post an additional vacancy (state f .1.1 and w.1.1 in Figure

3.1). Then

d1(y, x) = (1−V(y, x))d1.0(y, x)+V (y, x)d1.1(y, x)

4Note that I use the d̄ f (y) instead of d f (y) here. Without the free entry condition d̄ f (y) and d f (y) will

be the same for all y and fixed to some exogenous measure. With the free entry condition d̄ f (y) will be a
scaled version of d f (y), where the scaling factor is determined by the free entry condition.
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is the measure of type y firms that have matched with a type x worker. Finally,

d2(y, x, z) denotes the measure of type y firms that have employed two workers

of type x and z respectively (state f .2 and w.2 in Figure 3.1).

Note that for active firms it must hold that

da(y) = d0.1(y)+
∫

d1(y, x)d x + 1

2

∫ ∫
d2(y, x, z)d xd z.

The interpretation of this is that firms of type y are either unmatched, matched with

a worker of type x or matched with two workers x, z. However, since d2 is symmetric

in x and z I divide through with 2 to avoid double counting.

For workers let du(x) denote the measure of type x workers that are unemployed

(state w.u in Figure 3.1). Again, it must hold that

dw (x) = du(x)+
∫

d1(y, x)d y +
∫ ∫

d2(y, x, z)d yd z.

To see this, note that a worker of type x is either unemployed, employed in a firm of

type y with no coworker or employed in a firm of type y with a coworker of type z.

3.3.1.5 Meetings

All unemployed workers search for a job, while only unmatched active firms and one

worker firms that post an additional vacancy look for an employee.5

Unemployed workers and vacancies meet through random matching character-

ized by a CRS meeting function m(U ,V ). U = ∫
du(x)d x is the measure of unem-

ployed workers, while V = ∫ [
d0.1(y)+∫

d1.1(y, x)d x
]

d y is the measure of vacancies

in the economy. I let Mu = m(U ,V )
U denote the probability that an unemployed worker

meets a vacancy. Similarly, Mv = m(U ,V )
V denotes the probability that a vacancy meets

an unemployed worker. Finally, I define M= m(U ,V )
U ·V , which will be convenient when

writing conditional matching probabilities. As a side note, jobs are exogenously de-

stroyed at the level of a worker-firm match at a rate δ. Apart from the fact that some

matched firms post a vacancy the matching technology follows Shimer and Smith

(2000).

3.3.1.6 Value Functions

Each state in Figure 3.1 is associated with a value to the firm and the worker. The

value functions give the expected net present lifetime value of being in a certain state.

I return to the formulation of these value functions below. Inactive firms, i.e. those

who do not post a vacancy, have a value of 0. Active, unmatched firms have a value of

V f .0.1(y), while unemployed workers have a value of Vu(x). Firms of type y who are

employing a worker of type x and do not post a vacancy have a value of V f .1.0(y, x),

5Note that this implies that I abstract from on-the-job search. Below, I discuss the possibilities of
including search on the job which is a potentially important extension.
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where the subscript follows from Figure 3.1. The corresponding value to the worker is

Vw.1.0(y, x). Similarly, the value associated with the one worker firm that does post a

vacancy is V f .1.1(y, x) for the firm and Vw.1.1(y, x) for the worker, respectively. Finally,

firms of type y with two workers x and z have a value of V f .2(y, x, z), while the workers

have values Vw.2(y, x|z) for worker x and Vw.2(y, z|x) for worker z, respectively. Note

that V f .2(y, x, z) = V f .2(y, z, x), i.e. the value to the firm is symmetric in the worker

inputs. However, this is not the case for the value to the workers. I return to the

formulation of these value functions below.

3.3.1.7 Decisions

I assume that firms decide whether to post vacancies, both initially and when em-

ploying a worker. An unmatched firm posts a vacancy if the value of doing so exceeds

the value of staying inactive, i.e. 0. Thus, a firm of type y posts a vacancy if

V f .0.1(y) ≥ 0.

Similarly a firm of type y matched with a worker of type x posts an additional vacancy

if the value of doing so exceeds to value of not posting. Thus, the firms posts if

V f .1.1(y, x) ≥V f .1.0(y, x).

Throughout, I use the notation that “overbar” denotes the value associated with the

optimal choice of the firm. Thus, for the firm

V̄ f .1(y, x) = max
{

V f .1.1(y, x),V f .1.0(y, x)
}

.6

For the worker the notation is less straightforward as the posting decision is made by

the firm. For the worker the value is

V̄w.1(y, x) =
Vw.1.1(y, x) if V f .1.1(y, x) ≥V f .1.0(y, x)

Vw.1.0(y, x) if V f .1.1(y, x) <V f .1.0(y, x).

However, as I show below, given the bargaining solution, this corresponds to

V̄w.1(y, x) = max
{
Vw.1.1(y, x),Vw.1.0(y, x)

}
.

This means that the worker and the firm agree on the optimal posting decision.

Both workers and firms have the opportunity to leave a match if the value of

staying in the match is lower than the outside option. As I show below, this is incorpo-

rated into the bargaining solution. Thus, only matches or coalitions that have positive

terms of trade will be formed.

6Note that an alternative notation is V̄ f .1(y, x) = V f .1.V(y,x)(y, x).
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3.3.1.8 Surplus Sharing

This section describes the wage setting protocol, which is a key component of the

model. For tractability of the model I consider a wage setting that does not result

in path dependency, i.e. the order of which workers are hired should not matter.

To achieve this I assume that wages are set according to Stole and Zwiebel (1996),

which is a generalization of Nash bargaining to a setting with multi-worker firms and

non-constant returns to scale in production. Following this wage setting, each worker

bargains with the firm as though she is the marginal worker. The wage protocol

leads to surplus splitting. Each party of the coalition receives her outside option

and a share of the terms of trade. I let β denote the workers bargaining weight, as in

Nash Bargaining. In Appendix A.2 I describe a micro founded game in the spirit of

Brügemann, Gautier, and Menzio (2018) that results in this surplus splitting rule.

In one worker firms wages are set such that

(1−β)
(
V̄w.1(x, y)−Vu(x)

)
=β

(
V̄ f .1(y, x)−V f .0.1(y)

)
.

Vu(x) represents the outside option of the worker, while V f .0.1(y) represents the

outside option of the active unmatched firm. Similarly, in firms with two workers (for

worker x with coworker z, roles also reversed) the wage is set such that:

(1−β)
(
Vw.2(x, y |z)−Vu(x)

)=β

(
V f .2(y, x, z)−max

{
V̄ f .1(y, z),V f .0.1(y)

})
.

Here, Vu(x) is the outside option of worker x, wheres the outside option of the firm

when bargaining with worker x is max
{

V̄ f .1(y, z),V f .0.1(y)
}

. The firm can threaten

worker x to continue producing with only worker z. However, this is only a use-

ful threat point if the value of producing with worker z exceeds the value of being

unmatched. Note, that the firm bargains with each worker using the above rule. How-

ever, as noted V f .2(y, x, z) =V f .2(y, z, x) represents the same value. The point is that

although bargaining works by equating marginal contributions, it does so to split

total surplus of (y, x, z)-coalition and not to split the marginal increase in surplus of

adding, say, worker x to a (y, z)-coalition. This is important to keep in mind, as this

ensures that the firm does not end up giving too much surplus to the workers, who

each bargain as marginal the worker in a setting with potential complementarities in

production. That is, even though a particular bargaining session results in a bilateral

agreement, it does take into account that bargaining also takes place with the other

worker (the third coalition member). I refer the reader to the micro founded game in

Appendix A.2 for further details.

To make the relation between the bargaining protocol and surplus sharing clear, I

define s̄(y, x|;) as the marginal surplus created by the match of worker x and a firm

y with no coworkers, when the firm makes the optimal vacancy posting decision. I.e

s̄(y, x|;) =V(y, x)s1(y, x|;)+ (1−V(y, x))s0(y, x|;)
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where s0(y, x|;) is the marginal surplus of the (y, x)-coalition when no vacancy is

posted, and s1(y, x|;) is the marginal surplus if a vacancy is posted. Using the surplus

splitting rule total surplus can be written as a function of worker and firm value

functions, respectively. I.e.

s̄(y, x|;) =
{

V̄w.1(x, y |;)−Vu(x)
}
+

{
V̄ f .1(y, x)−V f .0.1(y)

}
= 1

1−β
(
V̄ f .1(y, x)−V f .0.1(y)

)
= 1

β

(
V̄w.1(x, y |;)−Vu(x)

)
.

Reversing this relationship the value functions of the workers and firms can be written

in terms of marginal surplus functions, which implies that I can focus on surplus

functions and implicitly also define the value to the worker and the firm. To be clear,

the value of the one-worker match to the worker is

V̄w.1(x, y |;) =Vu(x)+βs̄(y, x|;).

Hence, the worker receives her outside option plus aβ-share of total surplus. A similar

formulation holds for the firm.

Before defining surplus values relating to the (y, x, z)-coalition I show that workers

and firms agree on optimal posting decisions. To see this note that

V̄w.1(x, y |;) =Vu(x)+ β

1−β
(
V̄ f .1(y, x)−V f .0.1(y)

)
.

Clearly, V̄w.1(x, y |;) is increasing in V̄ f .1(x, y |;), which implies that workers and the

firms agree on optimal vacancy posting behavior. Thus,

V̄w.1(y, x) = max
{
Vw.1.1(y, x),Vw.1.0(y, x)

}
.

The intuition behind this result is that in the case where the firm prefers to post a

vacancy, but the worker initially does not, because she risks losing her job, she can

require compensation up front. The firm will find it optimal to pay a share of the

expected future value to the current worker in compensation now. I return to this

point again below.

Finally, I define s(y, x|z) as the marginal surplus of the match between worker x

and firm y that already has worker z and treats worker x as the marginal worker:

s(y, x|z) ={
Vw.2(y, x|z)−Vu(x)

}+{
V f .2(y, x, z)−max

{
V̄ f .1(y, z),V f .0.1(y)

}}
= 1

1−β
(
V f .2(y, x, z)−max

{
V̄ f .1(y, z),V f .0.1(y)

})
= 1

β

(
Vw.2(y, x|z)−Vu(x)

)
.
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The tricky part about this formulation is that the surplus depends on whether pro-

ducing only with worker z is a useful outside option to the firm. Thus, if the outside

option of producing only with z is very good, then the value of adding x will be low,

and worker x will only receive a low compensation.

3.3.1.9 Vacancy posting, matching and continuation sets

This section turns to the analysis of who will match with who. The answer to this

question is incorporated into the bargaining problem. However, there are some

subtleties that this section clarify. The shape of the matching sets determines the

allocation of workers to firms in the economy. Thus, they are central to the analysis

of labor market sorting.

I let B denote the initial matching set of unemployed workers and active, un-

matched firms. Matches in this set are mutually acceptable. Thus, formally,

B= {(y, x) : V̄ f .1(y, x) ≥V f .0.1(y)and V̄w.1(y, x) ≥Vu(x)}.

However, from the surplus sharing rule, this simplifies to

B= {(y, x) : s̄(y, x) ≥ 0}. (3.1)

Thus, all matches with positive joint marginal surplus are consummated. This implies

that all matches are efficient. Again, I use B(y, x) as the indicator of whether (y, x) is

in B. Thus, B(y, x) = 1 if s̄(y, x) ≥ 0 and 0 otherwise.

I now consider a firm that has matched with two workers. Given the assumption

about bargaining it does not matter who the incumbent and the new worker is. They

are both treated as the marginal worker. The firm must decide whether to keep both

workers or if not, who to keep. The firm keeps both workers if the value of doing

so exceeds that of only producing with either of the workers, where the firm makes

optimal vacancy posting decisions. I.e.

V f .2(y, x, z) ≥max
(
V̄ f .1(y, z|;),V̄ f .1(y, x|;)

)
.

Using the definitions of marginal surpluses this is equivalent to

s(y, x|z)+ s(y, z|;)+ ≥max
(
s̄(y, x|;), s̄(y, z|;)

)
where s(y, z|;)+ = max

{
s(y, x|;),0

}
. In this case a (y, x, z)-coalition is formed.7 The

firm decides to only keep worker x if

V̄ f .1(y, x|;) ≥max
(
V̄ f .1(y, z|;),V f .2(y, x, z)

)
7Note that the positions of x and z can be interchanged because (as I show below)

s(y, x|z)+ s̄(y, z|;)+ = s(y, z|x)+ s̄(y, x|;)+.
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which is equivalent to

s̄(y, x|;) ≥max
(
s̄(y, z|;), s̄(y, z|;)++ s(y, x|z)

)
.

An equivalent formulation holds for worker z. These conditions define the continua-

tion and replacement sets. The continuation set is defined as

C=
{

(y, x, z) : s(y, x|z)+ s̄(y, z|;)+ ≥ max
(
s̄(y, x|;), s̄(y, z|;)

)}
. (3.2)

The set contains all combinations of (y, x, z) where the firm keeps/continues pro-

duction with both potential employees, instead of keeping only the most beneficial.

Again, I let C(y, x, z) = C(y, z, x) be the indicator of whether (y, x, z) is in C. Finally,

I define the set of workers, where x is chosen as the only worker in firm y , when

employing z was also a possibility. I call the set P or the replacement set. It is defined

as

P=
{

(y, x, z) : s(y, x|;) > max
(
s(y, z|;), s(y, z|;)++ s(y, x|z)

)}
. (3.3)

Again I let P(y, x|z) be the indicator of whether (y, x, z) is in P.

3.3.1.10 Value functions, revisited

This section presents the value of unemployment to the worker, as well as the value of

being unmatched, but posting a vacancy for a firm. These objects are central for the

equilibrium solution of the model. Together with s̄(y, x|;) and s(y, x|z) they implicitly

define the value of both the workers and firms in all potential states. Consider first

the value of unemployment,

r Vu(x) =b(x)+βMu

∫ {
B(y, x)s̄(y, x|;)

d0.1(y)

V

+
∫ [

P(y, x|z)s(y, x|;)+C(y, x, z)s(y, x|z)
] d1.1(y, z)

V
d z

}
d y.

(3.4)

The equation is formulated as an asset equation where r is the discount rate. The

worker receives flow value of home production b(x) and meets vacancies at a rateMu .

At the rate Mud0.1(y)/V the worker meets an active, unmatched firm of type y . If the

surplus is positive the match is consummated in which case the value to the worker

increases with βs(y, x|;). Similarly, at a rate Mud1.1(y, z)/V the worker meets a firm

of type y already employing a worker of type z. Conditionally on meeting two events

change the value of the asset equation: In cases where P(y, x|z) = 1 worker x replaces

worker z which has value βs̄(y, x|;) to worker x. In cases where C(y, x, z) = 1 worker

x receives a value of βs(y, x|z). Note that below I use the relation that Mu/V =M to

ease notation.
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The value of opening a vacancy to an unmatched firm is

r V f .0.1(y) =−c + (1−β)Mv

∫
B(y, x)s̄(y, x|;)

du(x)

U
d x (3.5)

where c is the flow vacancy cost and Mv is the vacancy filling rate. At the rate

Mv du(x)/U the firm meets a worker of type x. If the surplus from matching is positive

a coalition is formed and the firm receives (1−β)s̄(y, x|;).

3.3.1.11 Value of a (y, x, z)-coalition

Equations (3.4) and (3.5) only depend on the expected marginal surplus from match-

ing with a partner. This is due to the surplus sharing feature arising from the wage

bargaining protocol. Thus, in this section I directly formulate value functions for

these surpluses. This bypasses the need to formulate value functions for both workers

and firms in all states. The details of the derivation are relegated to Sub-Section A.1.1

of the Appendix . The marginal surplus of adding worker x to a (y, z)-coalition is

(r +2δ)(1+β)s(y, x|z) = f (y, x|z)+ f (y, z|x)

+ [
(r +2δ)β+δ]

s̄(y, x|;)+− (r +δ)s̄(y, z|;)+

− r Vu(x)− r Vu(z)− r V f .0.1(y)

(3.6)

where δ is the exogenous job destruction rate. It is a function of the flow production of

the total coalition, i.e. f (y, x|z)+ f (y, z|x), as well as the changes in surplus when the

(y, x, z)-coalition splits for exogenous reasons either due to worker z or x separating.

The asset values of the respective outside options are subtracted. Finally, the marginal

surplus has an effective discount rate of (r +2δ)(1+β) which includes the discount

rate r and the probability that the (y, x, z)-coalition separates for exogenous reasons

2δ.8

3.3.1.12 Value of a (y, x)-coalition

I now consider the value of a (y, x)-coalition. Derivations are relegated to Sub-Section

A.1.2 of the Appendix.

The surplus of a (y, x)-coalition can be expressed as

γ(y, x)s̄(x, y |;) = f (y, x|;)−V(y, x)kc − r V f .0.1(y)− r Vu(x)

+ (1−β)V(y, x)M
∫ [

P(y, z|x)+C(y, x, z)
]

s̄(y, z|;)+du(z)d z

+V(y, x)M
∫
C(y, x, z)s(x, y |z)du(z)d z.

(3.7)

8The factor (1+β) is a result of the bargaining procedure and the formulation of the asymmetry of
s(y, x|z).
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where

γ(y, x) =
[

r +δ+V(y, x)M
∫

(P(y, z|x)+C(y, x, z))du(z)d z

]
is the effective discount rate of the (y, x)-coalition. Equation (3.7) can be interpreted as

an asset equation where the effective discount rate is γ(y, x), i.e. the discount rate plus

the endogenous and exogenous probability that the coalition dissolves. The flow part

of the equation consists of the coalition production net of potential vacancy posting

costs. Since this is a marginal surplus the asset value of each party’s outside option

is subtracted. In cases where the firm posts an additional vacancy, i.e. V(y, x) = 1,

the firm receives its share of forming a (y, z)-coalition whenever it hires worker z.

However, in cases where C (y, x, z) = 1 both workers are hired and the additional

marginal surplus of adding worker x to a (y, z)-coalition is also added. This is not

entirely intuitive. However, the value of adding worker x to a (y, z)-coalition gives

worker x a surplus of βs(y, x|z), while the firm receives (1−β)
[
s(y, x|z)+ s(y, z|;)+

]
.

The (1−β)s(y, z|;)+ has already been accounted for, thus, the remaining s(y, x|z) is

added when the (y, x, z)-coalition is formed.

In Section A.1.3 of the Appendix I discuss the explicit formulation of wages.

3.3.2 Steady State

In this section, I consider the flows between the states of the economy. The arrows

in Figure 3.1 summarize these flows. Because I only consider the steady state the

flows in and out of any state must balance. The construction of the flow equations

largely follow the intuition from the marginal surplus functions s̄(y, x|;) and s(y, x|z).

Basically, the flows must account for every possible way the coalitions can change

and then account for what happens to each of the original coalition members.

3.3.2.1 (y, x)-coalitions with no vacancy posting

Consider first the outflow from the (y, x)-coalition where the firm does not post a

vacancy: In this case, the coalition is only broken if an exogenous separation shock, δ,

hits the match. Thus, the total outflow from this state is δd1.0(y, x), where d1.0(y, x) is

the measure of (y, x)-coalitions where no vacancy is posted. The inflow into this state

is more complicated. It has three potential sources:

1. the case where an unmatched but active firm of type y meets an unemployed

worker of type x. If the (y, x)-coalition surplus is positive, i.e. B(y, x) = 1, a

matched is formed. However, only if the surplus from not posting an addi-

tional vacancy is highest, i.e. V(y, x) = 0, the match will count as an inflow into

d1.0(y, x).

2. the case where an unemployed worker of type x meets a (y, z)-coalition where

the firm has posted an additional vacancy, i.e. V(y, z) = 1. If the firm chooses
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to replace worker z with worker x, i.e. P(y, x|z) = 1, a (y, x)-coalition is formed.

However, once again, this only counts as an inflow into d1.0(y, x) if V(y, x) = 0.

3. the case where worker z separates exogenously from an (y, x, z)-coalition. If

the value of the (y, x)-coalition is positive, i.e. B(y, x) = 1, a match is formed. If

in addition the optimal decision is not to post a vacancy, i.e. V(y, x) = 0, this

will count as an inflow into d1.0(y, x).

Equation (3.8) balances inflows and outflows as described:

d1.0(x, y) =M(
1−V(y, x)

)
B(y, x)d0.1(y)du(x)

+M(
1−V(y, x)

)
B(y, x)

∫
P(y, x|z)d1.1(z, y)d zdu(x)

+δ(
1−V(y, x)

)
B(y, x)

∫
d2(y, x, z)d z.

(3.8)

3.3.2.2 (y, x)-coalitions with vacancy posting

The flow equation for the (y, x)-coalition where the firm posts a vacancy largely

follows the same logic. The inflow side is the same as in Equation (3.8) with the change

that (y, x)-coalitions flowing in must lead to a vacancy being posted, i.e. V(y, x) =
1. The outflow is more complicated: In addition to the exogenous destruction of

matches, δ, (y, x)-coalitions that post a vacancy can also dissolve if the vacancy

meets a new worker z from unemployment. In this case the (y, x)-coalition dissolves

either if the firm keeps both worker x and z leading to a new (y, x, z)-coalition, i.e.

C(y, x, z) = 1, or if the firm chooses to replace worker x with worker z, i.e. P(y, z|x) = 1.

This leads to the following flow equation:[
δ+M

∫ {
P(y, z|x)+C(y, x, z)

}
du(z)d z

]
d1.1(x, y) =MV(y, x)B(y, x)d0.1(y)du(x)

+MV(y, x)B(y, x)×∫
P(y, x|z)d1.1(z, y)d zdu(x)

+δV(y, x)B(y, x)
∫

d2(y, x, z)d z.

(3.9)

For each pair (y, x) there is a unique choice of V(y, x). Thus, the measure of (y, x)-

coalitions can be summarized simply as

d1(y, x) = (
1−V(y, x)

)
d1.0(y, x)+V(y, x)d1.1(y, x).

3.3.2.3 (y, x, z)-coalitions

I now turn to the (y, x, z)-coalition. Outflow from this coalition happens if either of

the two workers separate for exogenous reasons. Thus, total outflow is 2δd2(y, x, z),
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where d2(y, x, z) is the measure of (y, x, z)-coalitions. Note d2(y, x, z) is symmetric in

the worker inputs. I.e. d2(y, x, z) = d2(y, z, x). The inflow of (y, x, z)-coalitions happens

for two reasons:

1. (y, x)-coalitions that post an additional vacancy meet an unemployed worker

of type z and keeps both worker x and z, i.e. C(y, x, z) = 1.

2. (y, z)-coalitions that post an additional vacancy meet an unemployed worker

of type x and keeps both worker x and z, i.e. C(y, x, z) = 1.

Thus,

2δd2(y, x, z) =MC(y, x, z)
[
du(z)V(y, x)d1.1(y, x)+du(x)V(y, z)d1.1(y, z)

]
. (3.10)

Note that d2(y, x, z) correctly accounts for the number of workers of type x who

worker in firm y with coworker z. However, when considering the number of firms of

type y that employ a worker of type x and a worker of type z then d2(y, x, z) counts

workers twice, because each worker is counted both as a worker and as a coworker.

Thus, when considering e.g. the total number of firms of type y that have two workers,

I have to divide the integral by 2.

3.3.2.4 Unemployed workers and active firms

Instead of constructing flow equations for the unemployed state for workers and the

unmatched but active state for firms, I use that these are residually defined by the

adding up constraint. Recall that active firms of type y across all possible states must

add up to the total measure of active firms of this type. I.e.

da(y) = d0.1(y)+
∫

d1(y, x)d x + 1

2

∫ ∫
d2(y, x, z)d xd z.

Then, the number of unmatched active firms must be

d0.1(y) = da(y)−
∫

d1(y, x)d x − 1

2

∫ ∫
d2(y, x, z)d xd z. (3.11)

Similarly, the number of unemployed is found by the adding up constraint. Thus,

du(x) = dw (x)−
∫

d1(y, x)d y −
∫ ∫

d2(y, x, z)d yd z. (3.12)

3.3.3 Free entry of firms

In this section, I introduce the free entry of firms into the market as represented

by state f .e in Figure 3.1. The decision to enter the market for a firm should not be

confused with the firm’s decision to become active by posting a vacancy. When a

potential firm decides to enter it does not yet know its type. Only after paying the
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cost η does it learn its type. Only after learning its type does the firm decide whether

to become active by posting a vacancy. Thus, the free entry game determines the

total mass of both active and inactive firms, while the decision to post (or not post)

a vacancy determines the cut-off point of the actually observed firm productivity

distribution.

Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 solve the model for a fixed measure of firm types d̄ f (y).

However, as discussed, d̄ f (y) is an endogenously scaled version of the underlying

firm productivity measure d f (y). The endogenous scaling factor m f is determined

by the free entry condition. I assume that potential new firms not yet in the market

pay a annuitized cost η to learn their type. Entrepreneurs will pay the cost and learn

their type as long as the expected value of doing so is larger than the cost. Thus, free

entry ensures that

E
[

rA(y)V f .0.1(y)
]
= η

or ∫
A(y)

{
−c + (1−β)Mv

∫
B(y, x)s̄(y, x|;)

du(x)

U
d x

}
d f (y)d y = η. (3.13)

Note, I allow firms that have learned their type to not post a vacancy and stay inactive

if this is optimal. Importantly, the value of a vacancy, V f .0.1(y), is a function of the

mass of entering firms through the vacancy filling rate Mv . The larger the mass of

entering firms, the lower is the vacancy filling rate Mv . Thus, the entrance of new

firms congests the matching market from the point of view of the firm, which lowers

the value of a vacancy and, thus, the value of entering. Thus, Equation (3.13) pins

down the scaling of the measure of firm types, m f .

The firms do not internalize the externalities imposed to other firms (congestion)

and workers (improved job prospects) by their decision to enter which is a potential

source of inefficiency in the model. Thus, it is possible that the private decision of

firms to enter the market (and pay the cost η) is different from what the social planner

would choose.9

3.3.4 Equilibrium

In the section, I consider the equilibrium of the economy. The endogenous objects

of the economy can be broadly classified as value functions, optimal strategies, flow

equations, a meeting rate and a scaling of the measure of firm types.

Value functions The Bellman equations solve for the value of unemployment,

Vu(x), for a type x worker, the value of an unmatched vacancy, V f .0.1(y), for an un-

matched firm of type y , the marginal surplus of a (y, x)-coalition that does not post,

9In the standard DMP model this inefficiency would be removed by the Hosios condition. Even though
my parameterization of the matching technology and the bargaining power follow the Hosios condition, it
is not clear that the condition holds in my setting with two-sided heterogeneity and team production.
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s0(y, x|;), the marginal surplus of a (y, x)-coalition that does post a vacancy, s1(y, x|;),

and the marginal surplus of the (y, x)-match in a (y, x, z)-coalition, s(y, x|z). Equa-

tions (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7) (with V(y, x) = 0 and V(y, x) = 1) solve for the value

functions conditional on the optimal strategies, flow equations and the meeting rate

M.

Optimal strategies The optimal strategies describe the optimal choices condi-

tional on the value functions. The optimal strategies describe whether firms become

active by posting the first vacancy, A(y), whether a (y, x)-coalition is formed, B(y, x),

whether a formed (y, x)-coalition leads to additional vacancy posting, V(y, x), which

workers z that will replace x in a (y, x)-coalition conditional on meeting worker

z, P(y, z|x), and which workers z will be added to a (y, x)-coalition conditional on

meeting worker z, C(y, x, z). Note that

A= {y : V f .0.1(y) ≥ 0} and V= {(y, x) : V f .1.1(y, x) ≥V f .1.0(y, x)}

together with Equations (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) define the policy sets and hence the

optimal strategies by applying the indicator function. The optimal strategies are

purely a function of the value functions.

Flow equations The flow equations solve for measure of (y, x)-coalitions that do not

post a vacancy, d1.0(y, x), the measure of (y, x)-coalitions that post a vacancy, d1.1(y, x),

the measure of (y, x, z)-coalitions, d2(y, x, z), the measure of unmatched active firms

of type y , d0.1(y), and the measure of unemployed workers of type x, du(x). Equations

(3.8), (3.9), (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12) solve the flow equations conditional on the optimal

strategies and the meeting rate M.

Meeting rate The meeting rateMwas defined in Sub-Section 3.3.1.5. It is a function

of optimal strategies and flow equations and basically dictates how many matches

are formed in the economy.

Distribution of firm types The scaling of the firm type distribution, m f , was de-

fined in Section 3.3.3.

Equilibrium In the steady state equilibrium value functions, optimal strategies,

flow equations, the meeting rate and the scaling factor of the firm type distribution

are all solved simultaneously.

3.3.5 Solving the model

In Section 3.3.4 I described the steady state equilibrium of the model. In this section,

I give a brief description of how the model is solved in practice.
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The model is solved numerically using an iterative procedure. The solution algo-

rithm basically follows the definition of the equilibrium:

1. Provide an initial guess for the meeting rates M, the scaling of the firm type

distribution m f and the set of active firms A.

2. Provide an initial guess of the optimal strategies V, B, P and C.

3. Solve the flow equations d1(y, x), d2(y, x, z), du(x) and d0.1(y) using value func-

tion iterations.

4. Solve the value functions Vu(x), V f .0.1(y), s0(y, x|;), s1(y, x|;) and s(y, x|z) us-

ing value function iterations.

5. Update the optimal strategies V, B, P and C.

6. Iterate on steps 3 to 5 until convergence of the optimal strategies.

7. Update meeting rates M, the scaling of the firm type distribution m f and the

set of active firms A.

8. Iterate on step 2 to 7 until convergence of M, m f and A.

When solving the model I update all equations using a dampening parameter.10

3.3.6 On-the-job search

The model presented in this section does not feature on-the-job search. However, on-

the-job search is important for understanding both labor market mobility and within-

job wage variation (see Postel-Vinay and Robin (2002)). For a complete understanding

of wage variation and labor market mobility on-the-job search should be a feature

of the model. In Section 3.7, I discuss both the challenges and potential gains from

10To solve for m f note that

V = m f

∫ {
d0.1(y)

m f
+

∫
d1.1(y, x)d x

m f

}
d y

In terms of implementing the free entry condition when solving the model I update m f ,i in iteration i as a
function of m f ,i−1. Thus

V = m f ,i

∫ {
d0.1(y)

m f ,i−1
+

∫
d1.1(y, x)d x

m f ,i−1

}
d y

= m f ,i v̄i−1

.

Inserting this V into the free entry condition and assuming a specific form of the matching function it is
possible to solve for m f ,i . As an example, when the matching function is m(U ,V ) = m0

p
U ·V , then

m f ,i =
 (1−β)m0 v̄−0.5

i−1 U−0.5
i−1

∫
Ai−1(y)

∫
Bi−1(y, x)s̄i−1(y, x|;)du,i−1(x)d xd f (y)d y

η+∫
Ai−1(y)cd f (y)d y

2

.
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adding on-the-job search to the model. On-the-job search is an important extension

of the model and will be subject to further research.

3.4 Data

I follow Bagger, Hejlesen, Sumiya, and Vejlin (2018) closely both in terms of merging

Danish registers and sample selection.11 The data broadly contains three types of

information that are key to estimating the model: the length of jobs, information on

job wages (and that of coworkers) and information on job output.

This section proceeds with a description of the data sources and the sample

selection.

3.4.1 Sources

I use Danish register data for the years 2001 to 2012.12 The data come from two

primary sources: First, I use matched employer-employee data which contains the

length of job spells along with wage information. Second, I use value added tax (VAT)

data to calculate firm level value added.

The SPELL data is maintained by the Department of Economics and Business

Economics at Aarhus University and contains detailed matched employer-employee

data at the level of employment spells. It combines multiple registers and contains

information about employment and non-employment spells for the universe Danish

residents aged 15 to 74 for the years 1985 to 2012 at a daily level. The data set contains

information about annual earnings and estimated annual hours worked along with

spell, firm, workplace and worker identifiers. I follow Bagger et al. (2018) and define

job spells as continuous employment in a firm where the job is the primary job for the

worker. Periods where the worker does not have an attachment to a firm are counted

as non-employment spells. Following Bagger et al. (2018) non-employment spells of

less than two weeks between two job-spells are over-written and counted as part of a

continuous employment spell. Further, workers who return to a job within 12 weeks

(recall) are thought of as having a continuous job spell.

The VAT data comes from the register MOMM, which covers the universe of

Danish firms in the years 2001 to 2013. From the VAT data I calculate the difference

between the value of sales and the value of purchases, which I use as the measure of

the value added.

In addition to the spell data and VAT data, I use some additional variables from the

IDA database. From IDA-P I extract information on the sex, age and education status

of the worker (using worker-year as identifier). From IDA-S I extract information

11I refer the reader to Bagger et al. (2018) for a more detailed description of the data and merging
procedures. I am grateful to the authors for their help with getting started with using spell data.

12This period is chosen because the register that I use to infer value added runs from 2001. 2012 is the
latest available year.
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about the workplaces (using workplace-year as identifier). In particular, I extract

information to define whether a firm is private or public.

When merging the registers, I follow the description in Bagger et al. (2018). I start

out with all primary employment spells (and thus non-employment spells), which

are at the spell-id-year level. Using the appended person identifiers (PNR) and years I

merge information on sex, age and education status. I keep only spells pertaining to

workers found in IDA-P. Using the workplace identifiers (LBNR) and years I merge on

information on legal status of workplaces. Finally, using firm identifiers and years I

merge on information on value added.

3.4.2 Sample selection

The goal of the sample selection procedure is to define a well understood group of

workers and firms with high quality data. I focus on privately employed full time

workers aged 19 to 55 in the years 2001 to 2012. This implies that I drop the entire labor

market history for a worker, who has been employed in the public sector at any point

in the sample period. Further, I do not consider older workers because I do not model

retirement decisions. These restriction are imposed to define a well-understood and

coherent sample.

The sample selection procedure proceeds as follows. From the spell data and

IDA-P I track workers back to 1985. Person information such as sex, age and highest

attained education is available at a yearly level, but a single yearly observation is

enough to infer the information for other years (conditional on labor market entry).

Thus, I use data dating back 1985 to define personal information in case this data is

missing a later point in time. First, I drop workers who have age information always

missing. I then drop workers without education information, or with implausible

education information. Then, I move on to impose the age restrictions dropping

observations outside the age range of 18 to 55. After this, I drop observations outside

the sample window. I restrict attention workers who, when they work, have at least 25

hours of employment each week when they work. This restriction is imposed to focus

attention on workers who work full time. I drop all observations pertaining to workers

who do not meet this criteria. Further, I drop all observations pertaining to workers

who ever have missing or non-credible wage observations. As discussed, I drop the

entire history of workers who are ever publicly employed in the sample window.

Finally, I drop workers for who I at some point in the sample period cannot retrieve

information on value added. The results from the sample selection procedure are

presented in Table 3.1. The final sample has 6.292.900 unique yearly spells pertaining

to 618.814 workers. There are roughly 50.000 to 60.00 firms in each yearly cross-

section.

Table 3.2 shows some descriptive statistics for the workers in the sample. Work-

ers are on average 8.16 years in the sample, and are employed 86 percent of those

years. The sample consists primarily of men with vocational education, although all
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Table 3.1: Sample selection

Observations Workers
Initial 148,058,249 5,200,101
Age always missing 148,058,249 5,200,101
Education always missing 144,977,391 4,880,354
Implausible eduction 102,423,460 3,587,802
Older than 55 77,451,459 3,587,802
Younger than 19 65,765,105 3,587,802
In sample window 24,588,228 2,131,946
Strong labor market attachment 11,622,485 1,144,991
Wage information missing 11,621,214 1,144,910
Wage is zero 11,620,310 1,144,847
Not in idap 11,620,310 1,144,847
Never employed 11,620,310 1,144,847
Publically employed 7,301,473 706,966
VA info missing 6,292,900 618,814

This table shows the results of the sample selection procedure.

education groups and both sexes are represented.

3.5 Estimation

This section describes the estimation of the model and includes a description of the

estimation framework, the functional forms parameterizing the model, as well as a

discussion of parameters of interest. It also contains a description of how I simulate

from the model. Finally, I discuss identification of the model along with the auxiliary

statistics used.

3.5.1 Indirect inference

The model is estimated using indirect inference (Gourieroux, Monfort, and Renault,

1993). The estimation procedure minimizes the distance between auxiliary statistics

estimated in the data and their simulated model-based counterparts by optimizing

over the structural parameter values. Formally, the estimator is given by

ξ̂= argmin
ξ

[
m(ξ0)−m̂S (ξ)

]′
Ω

[
m(ξ0)−m̂S (ξ)

]
.

ξ is the vector of estimated structural parameters with the true value ξ0. m(ξ0) is the

value of the auxiliary statistics in the data, while m̂S (ξ) is the average over the model

generated parameters based on S simulations.13 Ω is a symmetric positive semi-

definite weighting matrix. To ensure that all auxiliary statistics are equally important

13In practice, I set S = 1.
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Table 3.2: Descriptive statistics

Mean Std.
Number of years in sample 8.16 4.17
Number of firms per worker 2.17 1.70
Employed 0.86
Wage (when employed) 210.72 134.89
Value added (when employed) 351.62 1504.91
Age 44.9 9.25
Female 0.32

Highest completed education
Primary 0.33
High school 0.05
Vocational education 0.46
Short tertiary education 0.04
Medium tertiary education 0.07
Bachelor 0.01
Master degree or longer 0.04

This table shows descriptive statistics for the estimation data set.

in estimation, I consider percentage deviations from the the auxiliary statistics in

the data rather than absolute values. Thus,Ω contains mi (ξ0)−2 in the diagonal for

i ∈ {1, ..., M } where M is the number of auxiliary statistics .14 The variance of the

structural parameters are estimated by

V̂N = (1+S−1)
[

J ′ΩJ
]−1 J ′ΩΣ̂NΩJ

[
J ′ΩJ

]−1

where Σ̂N is the estimated covariance matrix based on N observations. It is estimated

by block bootstrapping the data 200 times with replacement. This means that I re-

calculate the auxiliary statistics based on 200 samples, where each sample contains

the entire employment history of L workers (618,814), but where the workers are

drawn from the underlying population with replacement. Thus, in some samples a

specific worker may be drawn as e.g. three copies and in another sample the worker

may not be drawn at all. If the auxiliary statistics are very stable the inclusion or

exclusion of specific workers should not affect the value of the auxiliary statistics

which gives a low estimated variance of the auxiliary statistics. Finally, J is the jacobian

of the vector of auxiliary statistics based on the model with respect to the vector of

structural parameters.

14In addition to these, I weigh the mean wage and the total variance of wages by a factor 10 to ensure
that these parameters important for the decompositions are fitted more precisely.
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3.5.2 Parameterization

In this section, I parameterize the model such that it can be estimated. I assume that

vacancy costs are constant across all firm types and constant returns to scale. I.e.

c = c0.

To simplify the potential channels that generate differential labor market entry for

different worker types, I simply assume that all worker types have the same fixed

value of home production. I.e.

b(x) = b0.

This assumption is justified by the fact that most unemployed workers in Denmark

reach the ceiling of unemployment benefits.15

The matching function is assumed to be constant returns to scale Cobb-Douglas

with equal exponents and a single matching efficiency parameter m0. I.e.

m
(
U ,V

)= m0
p

U ·V .

I assume that the production technology follows a pruned first order polynomial with

interactions between the worker-firm and worker-coworker components respectively.

I.e.

f (y, x|z) = ρ0 +ρx x +ρy y +ρy x x y +ρxz xz.

Here ρ0 governs the general level of productivity. ρy and ρx control the pure effect of

firm and worker heterogeneity, respectively, while ρy x controls worker-firm comple-

mentarity and ρxz controls coworker complementarity. Note that if ρy x > 0 workers

and firms are compliments, and if ρxz > 0 workers and coworkers are compliments

in production.

3.5.3 Parameters of interest

The model as it is specified has 13 parameters:

• The parameter of the production function: ρ0, ρy , ρx , ρy x and ρxz and the

value of home-production b0,

• The parameters governing labor market transitions: the job destruction rate δ,

matching efficiency m0, the cost of labor market entry η.

• The parameters governing vacancy posting: the vacancy posting cost c0 and

the relative cost of the second vacancy k.

15Lentz (2009) finds that 96 percent of workers reach the ceiling. Thus, the unemployment benefit
system is well approximated by a constant unemployment level.
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• The workers bargaining power β.

• The discount rate r .

To make progress, I fix the yearly discount rate to r = 0.05 and the bargaining power

of workers to β = 0.5.16 In addition to this, I assume that b0 = 130. This implies

that unemployment benefits correspond to an hourly wage of 130 in terms of 2012

Danish kroner.17 Finally, I fix the additional cost of the second vacancy to k = 1. The

remaining nine parameters are the target of the estimation. I add a tenth parameter

to the estimation by introducing measurement error in log wages. That is, I assume

that the observed log wages in data have an additive normal measurement error with

variance σ2.

3.5.4 Simulating from the model

The estimation strategy requires that auxiliary statistics based on the true data are

compared to their counterparts from the artificial data generated by simulating from

the model. For a given set of structural parameters I solve model and draw a panel of

100.000 workers that are followed in the labor market for 12 years. Workers are initially

drawn from the steady state. For each worker I draw a type, a firm type and a potential

coworker type and a spell length (in days). This gives a corresponding yearly log wage

(with measurement error), a potential coworker wage (with measurement error) and

average value added in the job. Note that, similar to the underlying data, although

spells are at a daily level, wages only have yearly observations (for the spells that

cross the November cross-section). When comparing the simulated sample to the

data I treat the simulated coworker wage as the equivalent to the observed average

coworker wage. Thus, rather than trying find workers with only one coworker in the

data, I think of the coworker wage in the model as the equivalent to the average

coworker wage in the data.

3.5.5 Identification

In this section, I discuss identification of the parameters of interest based on the

auxiliary statistics. I introduce the auxiliary statistic in Section 3.5.6. The model

is exactly identified, i.e. the number of parameters and the number of auxiliary

statistics are both 10. Although, I have a specific structural parameter in mind when

introducing each auxiliary statistic, some structural parameters affect more auxiliary

statistics. Thus, I introduce structural and auxiliary statistics in blocks.

16It is possible to identify β from the data, which I plan to do in the future.
17Bagger et al. (2018) set b0 = 107 when wages are measured in 2003 Danish kroner. This corresponds

roughly to 130 in 2012 Danish kroner using the in sample wage growth as a deflator (or the CPI produced
by Statistics Denmark).
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Production function The production function has five structural parameters: ρ0,

ρx , ρy , ρy x and ρxz . In addition, I also I introduce measurement error in wages, σ,

in this block of parameters. These parameters are identified using information on

wages. Mean log wages are used to pin down the average productivity level in the

economy, i.e. ρ0. To pin down the effect of worker heterogeneity, ρx , I use between

worker wage variation as this measure is informative about how different workers are.

To pin down the effect of firm heterogeneity, ρy , I use within-worker between-job

variation. This measure is informative about how different wages a given worker

has in different jobs. This measure is clearly also affected by the effect of worker-

firm complementarities, coworker complementarities and the sorting pattern in the

economy. However, I introduce separate measures to pin these parameters down. To

understand the importance of coworker complementarity, ρxz , I use the correlation

between own and average coworker wages, because coworker-complementarity spills

over to wages in my model. To pin down the effect of worker-firm complementarity,

ρy x , I use the worker-firm correlation developed by Borovickova and Shimer (2017)

(see below). This correlation measures the tendency of high wage workers to work in

high wage firms. To generate this type of sorting the model must feature worker-firm

complementarity. Finally, because wages are noisy, I introduce measurement error

in wages. I use the total variation in wages to residually pin down the importance of

measurement error, σ. Conditional on the between-worker variation and the within-

worker between job variation the total variation captures the within-worker within-

job variation. In my model, this can only be affected by seeing the same worker with

different coworkers within a job. In reality, this component also features variation

related to both experience and tenure effects, as well as wage changes related to

on-the-job search (Postel-Vinay and Robin, 2002). Thus, it is to be expected that

the measurement error component will relatively important to capture total wage

variation. In a model with on-the-job search the accumulation of search capital is

likely to account for some of the wage variation. Including this type of mechanism is

a key part of my future research agenda.

Labor market flows Labor market flows and the composition of firms in the market

is determined by matching efficiency, m0, the job destruction rate, δ, the cost of

entering the market, η, and the vacancy posting cost, c0. To pin down these structural

parameters I use four auxiliary statistics. The job destruction rate is pinned down by

the average duration of jobs.18 The remaining parameters are likely to be more related

and have related effects on the auxiliary statistics. I use the unemployment rate as the

main source of identification of matching efficiency. Note, however, that lowering the

entrepreneurial cost, η, also lowers unemployment as, from the point of view of the

18Given that the model does not feature job-to-job transitions it is not clear whether job-duration or
employment duration is the correct moment to pin down the job destruction rate. However, given the
model the natural choice is job duration. The distinction between job duration and employment duration
will be more clear in a version of the model with on-the-job search.
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worker, the probability of meeting a vacant job has increased. This also suggests that

matching efficiency, m0, and the entrepreneurial cost, η, have different implications

for the worker and the firm: matching efficiency increases the probability that any

given vacancy will match with a worker, while lower entrepreneurial costs increases

the competition for the workers for a given vacancy due to congestion. This suggests

that the two parameters have differential effects on the bargaining position of the

firm: everything else equal higher matching probability increases the outside option

of the firm, while a lower entrepreneurial cost decreases the outside option. Thus,

to discriminate between the two parameters, I use the labor share as this measure

is affected by the outside option of the firm through the bargaining process. Finally,

the vacancy posting cost, c0, is pinned down by the underlying variation in firm

productivity (value added). For a given vacancy filling rate, a higher cost of posting a

vacancy will deter low productivity firms from posting a vacancy, thus, lowering the

underlying firm heterogeneity.

3.5.6 Auxiliary parameters

In this section, I introduce the auxiliary statistics used for estimation of the model.

As discussed in Section 3.4 I use two data sets. The first data set is an unbalanced

panel of employed workers which contains yearly wage, output and coworker wage

information. The second data set contains spell-lengths of both employed and non-

employed workers at a daily level.

In the following Wi j t to denotes the wage of worker i employed in job j in cross-

section t . wi j t is the the equivalent log wage. Similarly, yi j t denotes total production

of job j at time t . Further, W̃i j t denotes the average wage of worker i ’s coworkers

in job j at time t and w̃i j t denotes the average log wage of worker i ’s coworkers in

job j at time t . Note that worker i has ñi j t coworkers in firm j at time t . The panel

is unbalanced and a given worker is observed in Ti cross-section. Expanding this

notation Ti j denotes the number of cross-section, where worker i is employed in

firm j .

Mean wage I estimate the mean wage based on cross-section log wages wi j t .

Worker i is in observed in Ti cross-sections with one wage observation in each

cross-section. The mean wage is

w̄ =
∑

i
∑Ti

t=1 wi j t∑
i Ti

.

Variance of wages I estimate the variance of wages based on cross-section log

wages wi j t . The variance of wages is
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σ2
w =

∑
i
∑Ti

t=1(wi j t − w̄)2∑
i Ti

.

Between worker wage variation I estimate the between worker wage variation

based on cross-section log wages wi j t . Let w̄i be the mean wage of a worker, i.e.

w̄i =
∑Ti

t=1 wi j t

Ti
.

Then the between worker wage variation is

σ2
bet ween =

∑
i Ti (w̄i − w̄)2∑

i Ti
.

Within worker-between job wage variation Let Ti j be the number of periods where

worker i is in job j and let wi j t be the associated wage, then

w̄i j =
∑Ti j

t=1 wi j t

Ti j

is the mean job wage in job j for worker i . Note that

w̄i =
∑

j Ti j w̄i j∑
j Ti j

.

Then the variation of wages between jobs for worker i is

qi =
∑

j Ti j (w̄i j − w̄i )2∑
i j Ti j

.

Thus, the within worker-between job variance is

σ2
bet ween j ob =

∑
i Ti qi∑

i Ti
.

Correlation between worker and average coworker wage Let w̃i j t be the average

log wage of coworkers in job j for worker i at time t . Then ρcowor ker is simply the

correlation between w̃i j t and wi j t .

Borovickova and Shimer (2017) correlation The Borovickova and Shimer (2017)

(Henceforth BS) correlation measures the tendency for workers who on average

have high wages to work in firms that on average pay high wages. The wage types of

workers are defined by their average wage w̄i (defined above). The wage type of firms

is defined by their average wage paid

µ̂ j =
∑N j

n=1 Tn j w̄n j∑N j

n=1 Tn j
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where N j is the total number of workers in firm j across all time periods. w̄n j is the

average wage of worker n in firm j as defined above.

In addition to these type measures the BS correlation requires the estimation of

worker and firm specific Bessel correction factors to account for the fact that different

spells have different lengths. For workers

γw
i = T 2

i

T 2
i −∑

j T 2
i j

.

For firms the correction factor is

γ
f
j =

(∑N j

n=1 Tn j

)2

(∑N j

n=1 Tn j

)2

−∑N j

n=1 T 2
n j

.

The standard deviation of worker types is calculated as

σ̂w =

√√√√√∑
i
∑

j Ti j

(
w̄i j − w̄

)2 −∑
i γ

w
i

∑
j Ti j

(
w̄i j − w̄i

)2

∑
i Ti

.

The standard deviation of firm types is calculated as

σ̂ f =

√√√√√√∑
j
∑N j

n=1 Tn j

(
w̄n j − w̄

)2 −∑
j γ

f
j

∑N j

n=1 Tn j

(
w̄n j − µ̂ j

)2

∑
j
∑N j

n=1 Tn j

.

The co-variation between worker and firm types is estimated leaving out contempo-

raneous wage observations of the current match. Thus,

ĉ =
∑

i
∑

j Ti j

(∑
k 6= j Ti k w̄i k∑

k 6= j Ti k
− w̄

)(∑
n 6=i Tn j w̄n j∑

n 6=i Tn j
− w̄

)
∑

i Ti
.

Then, the BS correlation is

ρ̂bs =
ĉ

σ̂w σ̂ f
.

Note that when I simulate the model, I do not have firm identifiers (and firm size).

This is, however, used when calculated the BS correlation in data. When using the

estimated model I instead use the (unobserved) firm type as the firm identifier. This

is justified by the fact that the BS measure is independent of firm size.19

19I have verified this in two ways. First, I have grouped jobs into small arbitrary “firms” based on their
firm type which does not change the BS correlation from the model. Second, in the data I have split all
firms into two arbitrary (smaller) firms which does not change the BS correlation.
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Variance of productivity I use value added data and calculate the worker year

weighted variance of value added. ȳi j t is the average output per worker of of job j at

time t , then

σ2
y =

∑
i
∑Ti

t=1(ȳi j t − ȳ)2∑
i Ti

where the average productivity ȳ is calculated as

ȳ =
∑

i
∑Ti

t=1 ȳi j t∑
i Ti

.

Labor share ȳi j t is the average output per worker of job j at time t , while Wi j t is

the corresponding wage. The labor share is the total economy-wide wage bill across

all workers and periods, divided by the total production of all workers across all

periods. I.e. labor share is defined as

l s =
∑

i
∑Ti

t=1 Wi j t∑
i
∑Ti

t=1 ȳi j t

.

Job duration For this moment I use spell lengths at the daily level. Here Li , j is the

length of the job in days. Spells are censored at the beginning and end of the sample

window. Average job duration is measured as

L̄ =
∑

i
∑

j Li j

J

where J is the total number of jobs.

Unemployment rate Let Li ,u be the length in days of unemployment spell u for

worker j . Then the unemployment rate is measured as

û =
∑

i
∑

u Li u∑
i
∑

u Li u +∑
i
∑

j Li j
.

3.5.7 Fit

The data and model generated auxiliary statistics based on the best model are pre-

sented in Table 3.3.

The overall fit is very good with some minor deviations. The model has a hard

time generating enough within-worker between-job variation. To compensate for

this, the estimation trades off the length of jobs and the within-worker between-job

wage variation which are too low. By increasing the importance of measurement

error in wages the within-worker between-job variation increases. However, this also

increases total wage variation and squeezes out between-worker wage variation. In
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Table 3.3: Model fit

Moment Data Model

Mean wage 5.43 5.42
Variance wage (*100) 16.44 16.74
Between worker wage var. (*100) 13.27 11.29
Within worker-between job wage var. (*100) 1.84 1.75
Correlation between worker and avg. coworker wage 0.44 0.45
BS Correlation 0.66 0.63
Variance of value added (/10000) 4.84 4.85
Labor share 0.77 0.58
Job duration 2.81 2.70
Unemployment rate 0.14 0.14

This table shows the auxiliary statistics based on the true data and data simulated
from the model.

addition to this, the estimation procedure prefers shorter job-spells as this mechani-

cally leads to higher within-worker between-job variation. These shortcomings are

likely to be overcome in a model with on-the-job search, because workers can climb

the job ladder and, thus, generate more within-worker between-job wage variation.

In addition, the model generates a too low labor share. This implies that firms

are accruing too large a fraction of the output produced. I suspect that this happens

because with too high labor shares low type firms will leave the market. This will

have adverse consequences for almost all the variance based moments, because the

variance falls. Thus, the estimation procedure has a hard time increasing the labor

share without also increasing the objective function significantly.

3.6 Results

This section presents the results of the estimation. The structural parameter estimates

are presented in Table 3.4. I am particularly interested in the production function.

Baseline productivity, i.e. production by the lowest worker type in the lowest firm

type, is worth 136 DKK. Neither pure worker nor firm differences contribute signifi-

cantly to total production. However, both types of complementarity are important.

For the best worker, moving from the worst to the best firm increases the value of

production by 119 DKK, everything else equal, which roughly corresponds to the

baseline productivity. Similarly, for the best worker, moving from no coworker to

the best coworker increases the value of the production of the pivotal worker by

391 DKK which is almost three times the baseline productivity. Unsurprisingly, the

measurement error in wages in substantial. As discussed, this is expected because

the model does not feature experience, tenure and search capital effects.

The estimated model allows me to consider sorting patterns of the economy and
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Table 3.4: Parameter estimates

Description Parameter Estimate

Production function:
f (y, x|z) = ρ0 +ρx x +ρy y +ρy x x y +ρxz xz

Baseline productivity ρ0 136.129
(0.054)

Worker productivity ρx 2.761
(6.530)

Firm productivity ρy 0.030
(4.654)

Worker-firm comp. ρy x 119.473
(0.306)

Coworker comp. ρxz 391.426
(11.411)

Labor market:
Matching efficiency m0 1.338

(0.005)

Job destruction rate δ 0.278
(0.007)

Entry cost η 5.413
(0.522)

Vacancy posting cost c0 0.000
(0.208)

Wage measurement:
Measurement error σ 0.216

(0.006)

This table shows the estimated parameters and standard errors in parenthesis.
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discuss the role of workers, firms and coworkers. I do this in multiple ways: first,

I present the distribution of matches in the estimated model. I, then, consider a

structural variance decomposition of wages imposing linearity in the wage equation.

I consider two decompositions of wage variation with different interpretations of

the firm component. Finally, I consider wage variation in the economy when I shut

down worker-firm and coworker complementarity, respectively. Clearly, the way the

labor market is organized has important implications for aggregate production, but

also wage inequality. If the economy is sorted, the potential production gains from

a counterfactual reallocation will be low (but wage inequality will be high). If, on

the other hand, the economy is not very sorted the production function implies that

there are huge potential output gains to reallocation.

3.6.1 Sorting

In this section I consider sorting, both between workers and firms, and workers and

coworkers. Figure 3.2 shows the joint distribution of matches between workers and

firms integrating out coworkers. In the economy, low type firms can only match with

low type workers, because they cannot compensate higher type workers for giving up

their option value of continued search. High type firms, on the other hand, match

with all worker types. However, they match with higher type workers at a higher

frequency. This is because they rely on replacing low type workers initially hired upon

meeting a better worker. High type firms can easily compensate low type workers for

this increased unemployment risk.

Figure 3.3 shows the symmetric joint distribution of workers and coworkers

(conditional on having a coworker) integrating out firm types. Coworker matching

does seem to be sorted as matching happens along the diagonal. However, the range

of potential coworkers seems to increase in worker type (although the matching is

more intensive along the diagonal).

3.6.1.1 Structural variance decomposition

To understand how the joint distribution workers, firms and coworkers relates to

wages I consider a structural variance decomposition of wages. The structural vari-

ance decomposition is done by projecting the model implied wage schedules onto

dummies indicating worker, firm and coworker types using the joint distribution

of matches as weights in a weighted least square regression. Let wx y z be the model

implied log wage for a worker of type x in firm y with a coworker of type z (potentially

;). Similarly, let hx y z be the model implied mass of (y, x, z)-matches. Then the worker,

firm and coworker dummies θx , ψy and γz are estimated through a linear regression

of wx y z on θx , ψy and γz using the weights hx y z in a weighted least square procedure.

I.e.

wx y z = θx +ψy +γz +εx y z .
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Figure 3.2: Worker-firm sorting
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This figure shows the joint distribution of workers and firms integrating over cowork-
ers.

Figure 3.3: Coworker sorting
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This figure shows the joint distribution of workers and coworker integrating over
firms.
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Table 3.5: Variance decomposition

var(w) var(θ) var(ψ) var(γ) 2cov(θ,ψ) 2cov(θ,γ) 2cov(ψ,γ) var(ε)

Magnitude 0.170 0.084 0.000 0.019 -0.002 0.020 -0.001 0.050
Fraction 100 49.40 0.12 11.09 -1.36 11.53 -0.40 29.62

The table shows the results of the structural variance decomposition.

The total wage variance is then decomposed into variation in each of the terms as

well as their covariance. I refer to the covariance terms as sorting. Table 3.5 shows

the results from this variance decomposition. I find that worker heterogeneity is the

most important component of wage variation accounting for roughly 49 percent of

wage variation. The direct firm component is unimportant and essentially accounts

for non of the variation in wages. Coworkers account for 11 percent wage variation

and is, thus, more important than firms. The sorting between workers and firms

accounts for -1 percent of wages, while coworker sorting accounts for 12 percent

of wage variation. Thus, the observed match distribution does translate into wage

sorting. Interestingly, coworker sorting seems to be a more important phenomena

than worker-firm sorting. Finally, firm-coworker sorting does not matter for wage

variation and residual wage variation accounts for 30 percent of total variation.20

3.6.1.2 The role of firms

The results above suggest that firms are unimportant. This is surprising given the

important role of firms both in production and in organizing workers into teams.

To understand in more detail the role played by firms, I consider an alternative

decomposition of the model implied wages. It uses the same least squares procedure

as above but the components are interpreted in an alternative way. Following Bagger

and Lentz (2019) let w∗
x y z denote the explained part of wages, i.e. w∗

x y z = wx y z −
εx y z . In terms of total variation the explained variation accounts for 70 percent. The

explained variation in wages is decomposed in the following way

var(w∗
x y z ) =var(θx )+var(ψy +γz )+2cov(θx ,ψy +γz ).

Using a within-between firm variation decomposition of both var(ψy + γz ) and

2cov(θx ,ψy +γz ) the decomposition becomes

var(w∗
x y z ) =var(θx )

worker
+var(ψy +E

[
γz |y

]
)

firm

+2cov(E
[
θx |y

]
,ψy +E

[
γz |y

]
)

worker-firm sorting

+ E
[
var(γz |y)

]
coworker segregation

+2E
[
cov(θx ,γz |y)

]
coworker sorting

20The residual term captures both the underlying measurement error of wages as well as the residual
from imposing the linear decomposition. However, the variance of the measurement error accounts for
almost all this variation indicating that the linear decomposition captures the shape of the underlying
estimated wage function.
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Table 3.6: Variance decomposition

worker firm worker-firm sorting coworker segregation coworker sorting

Magnitude 0.084 0.001 0.01 0.017 0.006
Fraction 70.19 1.20 9.49 14.16 4.97

The table shows the results of the structural variance decomposition focusing on the
role of the firm.

where E
[
γz |y

]
is the expected value of the coworker component conditional on the

firm type, and E
[
θx |y

]
is the expected value of the worker component conditional

on the firm type. Further, var(γz |y) and cov(θx ,γz |y) are within firm type variances.

In this interpretation the measure of the firm type effect on wages includes the ef-

fect of the average coworker E
[
γz |y

]
. Thus, var(θx ) measures worker heterogeneity,

var(ψy+E
[
γz |y

]
) measures firm heterogeneity and 2cov(E

[
θx |y

]
,ψy+E

[
γz |y

]
) mea-

sures the sorting between workers and firms (the tendency for high wage workers to

work in high wage firms). E
[
var(γz |y)

]
is the within firm variation in coworker types.

This measures how different coworkers a worker is likely to work with in a firm. If

this measure is low, coworkers are very segregated and the firm component easily

accounts for coworkers. If, on the other hand, the measure is high workers are likely

to face very different coworkers within a firm. Thus, I call this term “coworker segre-

gation”. This term measures the width of the matching sets: if they are very narrow

the measure will be low. The term 2E
[
cov(θx ,γz |y)

]
accounts for sorting between

coworkers within a firm type. Thus, it measures how matching, within a firm type,

adjusts to the hiring of specific worker types. In terms of matching sets, it measures

the extent to which matching sets respond to the initial hiring of workers.

Table 3.6 shows the results from this decomposition. Again, worker heterogeneity

(which is the same measure as in Table 3.5) is the dominating component. The firm

component including the expected coworker component is now slightly more impor-

tant, however, still very low. Interestingly, worker-firm sorting is now relatively more

important accounting for 9 percent. This suggests that good workers in good firms

also have good coworkers on average, which implies that the effect of coworkers in

Table 3.5 is now to some extent captured be the worker-firm sorting component. How-

ever, coworkers do not seem to be completely segregated across firms as coworker

(dis)segregation accounts for 14 percent of explained wage variation. This implies

that specific firm types hire a range of worker types. Within-firm coworker sorting

accounts for 5 percent of explained variation. Thus, it seems to be the case that firms

do in fact adjust their matching sets conditional on who they have already hired.

The average effect of coworker segregation and coworker sorting may seem rela-

tively limited. However, considering the distribution of these components across firm

types shows that the low average effect is due to very low components for specific

firm types that hire a very limited set of worker types. Figure 3.4 shows var(γz |y) and

cov(θx ,γz |y) for different firm types. As discussed in relation to Figure 3.2 high type
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Figure 3.4: Coworker segregation and sorting by firm type
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This figure shows coworker segregation and sorting over the firm type distribution.

firms hire a larger range of workers than low type firms which increases the variance

of the within-firm type coworker component. This implies that coworkers are more

segregated (more similar) in low firm types and less so in high firm types. Within-firm

type coworker sorting peaks in the middle of the firm type distribution. This happens

because for middle range firms the hiring opportunities are increasing conditional on

current hires. The logic behind var(γz |y) and cov(θx ,γz |y) are confirmed by directly

looking at the estimated matching sets (see Section A.3 of the Appendix).

3.6.1.3 Shutting down production complementarities

The reason for firms, workers, and coworkers to sort is the respective complemen-

tarities in the production function. In this section, I consider how sorting changes

when I shut down the different types of complementarity. This analysis complements

the linear decompositions above, as it allows all aspects of the model to change to an

environment without a specific type of complementarity. Thus, both elements of the

wage equation and the matching sets can change both affecting wage variation. Table

3.7 shows the results from shutting down worker-firm and coworker complementarity,

respectively.

The explainable wage variation in the full model is 0.12 as above. When worker-

firm complementarity is shut down the total variation falls to 0.10. This implies

that wages and the matching only changes marginally as a result of this channel.

Interestingly, a decomposition in the style of Section 3.6.1.2 reveals that although the
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Table 3.7: Variance decomposition: shutting down complementarity

Full model ρy x = 0 ρxz = 0 ρy x = 0 and ρxz = 0
Total 0.120 0.098 0.019 0.000

This table shows the decomposition of explained wage variation when different parts
of the production function is shut down.

worker-firm sorting channel disappears, coworker sorting increases. This shows that

when both worker-firm and coworker complementarity exists they can sometimes be

counteracting. Worker-firm complementarity can deter bad firms from hiring good

workers, who could have met with other good workers in that firm.

Shutting down the complementarity between coworkers reduces explainable

wage variation much more. Sorting between workers and firms still implies that

wages vary (along with worker and firm heterogeneity). However, this does not at all

compensate for the disappearance of coworker sorting.

3.7 On-the-job Search

The model presented in section 3.3 does not consider on-the-job search. However,

job-to-job transitions are an important part of labor market flows. In addition, the

mechanisms of the model are likely to be stronger in a setting with on-the-job search

as it highlights the difference between working in a good firm and having a good

coworker from the point of view of the worker. Suppose a worker is convinced to take

a job in a low type firm because the firm already has a high type worker employed. In

this case, the output (and wage) of the worker depends crucially on the decisions of

her coworker. If the coworker is attracted by a better firm, which is likely, the worker

stands to lose both in terms of productivity and wages. This would not have happened

if the combination of firm and coworker was thought of as a single composite firm

type.

I am currently working on a model with on the-job-search, however, it is omitted

from this version of the paper.

3.8 Conclusion

In this paper, I develop and estimate a search-matching model with worker and firm

heterogeneity and team production. The model is the first to allow for a simultaneous

study of the effect of firms and coworkers for wages and productivity. Search frictions

imply that firms do not always have their optimal frictionless firm structure. Instead,

they sometimes end up matching with worse or better workers. This matching may

in itself lead the firm to be able to attract even better workers in the future due to

production complementarities. This, in turn, introduces both patterns of rising and

falling firms, as well as wage and mobility dynamics that depend on coworkers. From
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the point of view of the worker, it matters for future wages and job prospects whether

a job is attractive due to the firm or due to coworkers. Incorporating such dynamics

is an important step forward for understanding firm dynamics, as well as wages and

labor market transitions.

The model is estimated with indirect inference using Danish data. The estimated

production function features both worker-firm and coworker complementarities.

However, the coworker complementarity strongly dominates the traditional worker-

firm complementarity previously studied in the literature (see e.g. Shimer and Smith

(2000); Lise and Robin (2017); Bagger and Lentz (2019); Lopes de Melo (2018)). This

has important implications for how labor market allocation is understood. As I docu-

ment, rather than sorting on firms, workers tend to sort on coworkers. In this view,

firms that were traditionally viewed as high wage / high productivity firms that

attracted high productivity workers are in fact just attractive workplaces for high

productivity workers, because they will get access to high productivity peers. Thus,

we can expect the attractiveness and productivity of firms to change fundamentally

with their workforce. This may help explain the raise and fall of firms.

I have presented a model without on the job search. However, incorporating this

mechanism is a key part of my continued research agenda that will increase the

realism of the model and allow me to use important parts of the data that can help

identify the different roles of firms and coworkers. For instance, the model has strong

implications for firing policies conditional on a coworker leaving the firm. Looking at

separations conditional on having a coworker that makes a job-to-job transition will

be informative about the matching sets and hence the production function. I find

this extension of the model and the identification strategy to be an important and

encouraging topic for further research.
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Appendix

A.1 Model derivation

In this section of the appendix I present supplementary details of the derivations

used in section 3.3.

A.1.1 The value of a (y, x, z)-coalition

This part of the appendix derives the expressions for the surplus values of a (y, x, z)-

coalition presented in Sub-Section 3.3.1.11.

An alternative way of formulating the value functions presented in the main text

is to think about coalitions of workers and a firm. The coalition of a firm of type y

and a worker of type x is U1(y, x) if a vacancy is posted, and U0(y, x) if no vacancy is

posted. I will refer to a coalition of this kind as a (y, x)-coalition. In the same manner,

the coalition between a type y firm, a type x worker and a type z worker, i.e. a (y, x, z)-

coalition is U (y, x, z). U (y, x, z) is symmetric in the worker arguments. Note that value

of the (y, x)-coalition is

Ud (y, x) =V f .1.d (y, x)+V f .1.d (y, x)

for d = {0,1}. Similarly, the value of the (y, x, z) coalition is

U (y, x, z) =V f .2(y, x, z)+Vw.2(y, x|z)+Vw.2(y, z|x).

I let U (y, x, z) denote the total value and T (y, x, z) denote the gain in surplus from

the coalition compared to the unmatched state. I.e.

T (y, x, z) =U (y, x, z)−V f .0.1(y)−Vu(x)−Vu(z).

Total surplus of a (y, x, z)-coalition is

rU (y, x, z) = f (y, x|z)+ f (y, z|x)

+δ
[

s̄(y, x|;)++V f .0.1(y)+Vu(x)+Vu(z)−U (y, x, z)
]

+δ
[

s̄(y, z|;)++V f .0.1(y)+Vu(z)+Vu(x)−U (y, x, z)
]

.

Here I let s̄(y, x|;)+ = max{0, s̄(y, x|;)} or simply s̄(y, x|;)+ =B(y, x)s̄(y, x|;).21 Recall

that f (y, x|z) is the production of worker x in firm y with coworker z. δ is the exoge-

nous job destruction rate. The match with either worker faces this exogenous job de-

struction risk. If worker z separates the firm and worker x must figure out whether to

21Recall that the “overbar” notation indicates the optimal choice of vacancy posting for the firm. Thus,
an alternative formulation is

s̄(y, x|;)+ =B(y, x)V(y, x)s1(y, x|;)+B(y, x)(1−V(y, x))s0(y, x|;)
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stay matched (and if so whether a new vacancy should be posted). They stay matched

if the surplus of a (y, x)-coalition is positive. The same thing holds for the (y, z)-

coalition if x separates. Using the surplus splitting rule, worker and firm values are rep-

resented in terms of marginal coalition surpluses (e.g. V̄ f ,1(y, x|;) = (1−β)s̄(y, x|;)).

Further, in terms of T (y, x, z) this corresponds to

r T (y, x, z) = f (y, x|z)+ f (y, z|x)

+δ[
s̄(y, x|;)+−T (y, x, z)

]
+δ[

s̄(y, z|;)+−T (y, x, z)
]

− r Vu(x)− r Vu(z)− r V f .0.1(y)

or
(r +2δ)T (y, x, z) = f (y, x|z)+ f (y, z|x)

+δs̄(y, x|;)++δs̄(y, z|;)+

− r Vu(x)− r Vu(z)− r V f .0.1(y).

(A.1)

At this point, it is important to note that T (y, x, z) = T (y, z, x) is symmetric in the

worker inputs. This represents the marginal increase in value to the (y, x, z)-coalition

compared to a state where all parties are unmatched. s(y, x|z), on the other hand,

is not symmetric in the worker input as it represents the marginal increase from

forming a match between firm y and worker x, when the firm is already matched

with worker z. Thus, the firm has continued production with worker z (if this has a

positive surplus) as the outside option. Clearly, s(y, x|z) is the relevant object for the

bargaining process. To get a formulation for s(y, x|z) recall that

s(y, x|z) ={
Vw,2(y, x|z)−Vu(x)

}+{
V f ,2(y, x, z)−max

{
V̄ f ,1(y, z),V f .0.1(y)

}}
.

This can be reformulated as

s(y, x|z) =V f ,2(y, x, z)+V f ,2(y, x|z)+V f ,2(y, z|x)−V f .0.1(y)−Vu(x)−Vu(z)

+V f .0.1(y)−max
{

V̄ f ,1(y, z),V f .0.1(y)
}

+Vu(z)−Vw,2(y, z|x)

=T (y, x, z)− (1−β)s̄(y, z|;)+−βs(y, z|x)

=(1−β)T (y, x, z)− (1−β)s̄(y, z|;)+

+β(1−β)s̄(y, x|;)++β2s(y, x|z)

Re-arranging, this implies that the marginal surplus of adding worker x to a (y, z)-

coalition is

s(y, x|z) = 1

1+βT (y, x, z)+ β

1+β s̄(y, x|;)+− 1

1+β s̄(y, z|;)+. (A.2)

Using Equation (A.1) and (A.2),
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(r +2δ)(1+β)s(y, x|z) = f (y, x|z)+ f (y, z|x)

+ ((r +2δ)β+δ)s̄(y, x|;)+− (r +δ)s̄(y, z|;)+

− r Vu(x)− r Vu(z)− r V f .0.1(y)

(A.3)

which gives the marginal surplus function of adding a worker x to a (y, z)-coalition. It

is a function of the flow production of the total coalition, i.e. f (y, x|z)+ f (y, z|x), as

well as the changes in surplus when the (y, x, z)-coalition splits for exogenous reasons

either due to z or x loosing their jobs. Finally, the asset value of the respective outside

options is subtracted.

Note that an alternative formulation is

(r +2δ)(1+β)
[
s(y, x|z)− s̄(y, x|;)+

]= f (y, x|z)+ f (y, z|x)

− r Vu(x)− r Vu(z)− r V f .0.1(y)

− (r +δ)s̄(y, x|;)+− (r +δ)s̄(y, z|;)+
(A.4)

which is clearly symmetric in the worker inputs x and z. Thus

s(y, x|z)+ s̄(y, z|;)+ = s(y, z|x)+ s̄(y, x|;)+.

A.1.2 The value of a (y, x)-coaltion

In this section I derive the surplus of a (y, x)-coalition presented in Sub-section

3.3.1.12.

The total value of the coalition is Ud (y, x) and depends on whether the firm posts

a vacancy. As shown, the worker and the firm agree on whether a vacancy should be

posted. Thus, I will only consider the case with optimal vacancy posting. Therefore,

there only exists one optimal value of a (y, x)-coalition that I term Ū (y, x). I use

V(y, x) to denote whether the firm optimally posts a vacancy when a (y, x)-coalition
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is formed. Hence, Ū (y, x) =UV(y,x)(y, x). In the asset value form Ū (y, x) is defined as

rŪ (y, x) = f (y, x|;)−V(y, x)kc

+δ
[

Vu(x)+V f .0.1(y)−U (y, x|;)
]

+V(y, x)M
∫
P(y, z|x)

[
Vu(x)+ V̄ f ,1(y, z|;)−Ū (y, x)

]
du(z)d z

+V(y, x)M
∫
C(y, x, z)

[
Vw,2(y, x|z)+V f ,2(y, x, z)−Ū (y, x)

]
du(z)d z

= f (y, x|;)−V(y, x)kc

−δs̄(y, x|;)

+V(y, x)M
∫
P(y, z|x)

[
V̄ f ,1(y, z|;)−V f .0.1(y)− s̄(y, x|;)

]
du(z)d z

+V(y, x)M
∫
C(y, x, z)

[
Vw,2(y, x|z)+V f ,2(y, x, z) · · ·

−Vu(x)−V f .0.1(y)− s̄(y, x|;)
]

du(z)d z

= f (y, x|;)−V(y, x)kc

−δs̄(y, x|;)

+V(y, x)M
∫
P(y, z|x)

[
(1−β)s̄(y, z|;)− s̄(y, x|;)

]
du(z)d z

+MV(y, x)
∫
C(y, x, z)

[
s(y, x|z)+ (1−β)s̄(y, z|;)+− s̄(y, x|;)

]
du(z)d z.

It consists of the flow value of production net of vacancy posting cost of the second

vacancy, kc , in cases where the second vacancy is posted. The coalition is exogenously

destroyed with probability δ in which case each party receive their outside option.

Finally, the second vacancy meets an unemployed worker of type z with probability

Mdu(z)d z. In cases where P(y, z|x) = 1 worker z replaces worker x and the (y, x)-

coalition dissolves. This leads worker x to return to unemployment, while the firm

receives it’s share of the value of the (y, z)-coalition. In cases where C (y, x, z) = 1 the

firm keeps both workers and a (y, x, z)-coalition is formed. The original parties from

the (y, x)-coalition each gain their share of the (y, x, z)-coalition, while the value of

the (y, x)-coalition is lost. For the second equality in the above equation I use the

definition of marginal surplus of a (y, x)-coalition, i.e.

s̄(y, x|;) =UV(y,x)(y, x)−Vu(x)−V f .0.1(y).

Following this definition,
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r s̄(y, x|;) = f (y, x|;)−V(y, x)kc − r Vu(x)− r V f .0.1(y)

−δs̄(y, x|;)

+V(y, x)M
∫
P(y, z|x)

[
(1−β)s̄(y, z|;)− s̄(y, x|;)

]
du(z)d z

+V(y, x)M
∫
C(y, x, z)

[
s(y, x|z)+ (1−β)s̄(y, z|;)+− s̄(y, x|;)

]
du(z)d z.

Which simplifies to

γ(y, x)s̄(x, y |;) = f (y, x|;)−V(y, x)kc − r V f .0.1(y)− r Vu(x)

+ (1−β)V(y, x)M
∫ [

P(y, z|x)+C(y, x, z)
]

s̄(y, z|;)+du(z)d z

+V(y, x)M
∫
C(y, x, z)s(x, y |z)du(z)d z.

(A.5)

where

γ(y, x) =
[

r +δ+V(y, x)M
∫

(P(y, z|x)+C(y, x, z))du(z)d z

]
.

A.1.3 Wages

So far, I have only implicitly defined wages to ensure surplus sharing. However, as

understanding wage dynamics is a key goal of this paper, this section formally defines

wages. Note that wages are not necessary to solve the model, but can be computed

ex-post.

Wages in a (y, x)-coalition that does not post a vacancy are relatively straightfor-

ward,

w0(x, y |;) =(
r +δ)

βs0(x, y |;)+ r Vu(x).

The worker gets a β-share of the effectively discounted asset value of the marginal

surplus, s0(x, y |;), of the match in excess of the asset value of her outside option,

Vu(x). The effective discount rate on the marginal surplus is the sum of the discount

rate, r , and the exogenous rate at which the coalition breaks, δ. Continuing this line

of logic, the wage in a (y, x)-coalition that does post a vacancy is

w1(x, y |;) =
(
r +δ+M

∫ (
P (y, z|x)+C (y, x, z)

)
du(z)d z

)
βs1(x, y |;)

−M
∫

C (y, x, z)βs(y, x|z)du(z)d z + r Vu(x).

Similarly to the case where no vacancy is posted the worker gets a β-share of the

effectively discounted asset value of the marginal surplus, s1(x, y |;). However, the

effective discount rate now accounts for the possibility that the (y, x)-coalition is

broken of the posted vacancy meets a new worker z. In some cases, P(y, z|x) = 1, this
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will lead to the replacement of worker x, while in other cases, C(y, x, z) = 1, a (y, x, z)-

coalition is formed instead. In cases where a (y, x, z)-coalition is formed the worker

receives aβ-share of the marginal surplus of adding worker x to a (y, z)-coalition. This

represents an option value to the worker and is, thus, bargained out of the wage by

the firm. Hence it is subtracted in the wage equation. Finally, the worker receives the

asset value of her outside option as in the case without additional vacancy posting.

By substituting in the the marginal surplus functions as well as the value of a vacancy

for an unmatched active firm it is possible to show that

w1(x, y |;) = b(x)
home production

+ β
[

f (y, x|;)−b(x)
]

share of excess production

+ β
[
(1−k)c

]
share of reduction in posting cost

−β
[
M

∫ [
1−P(y, z|x)−C(y, x, z)

](
1−β)

s(y, z|;)+du(z)d z

]
share of reduction in firm option value of vacancy posting

+ (1−β)

[
M

∫ [
βs̄(y, x|;)+d0.1(y)+

∫ [
P(y, x|z)βs(y, x|;)+C(y, x, z)βs(y, x|z)

]
d1,1(y, z)d z

]
d y

]
.

share of loss in worker option value of search

Thus, the worker receives the flow value of home production, b(x), as well as

a β-share of the increase in production. If posting an additional vacancy is more

expensive than posting the first, i.e. k > 1, she compensates the firm with a β-share of

the increased cost. The worker compensates the firm with a β-share of the reduction

option value to the firm of hiring her, while she is compensated a (1−β) of the lost

option value of job search. This wage equation highlights that wages are not simply a

matter of splitting production. Wages are also used to compensate the counterpart

for changes in option values.

The wage for worker x in a (y, x, z)-coalition is

w(x, y |z) =[r +2δ]βs(y, x|z)−δβs(y, x|;)++ r Vu(x).

It consists of: 1) a β-share of the effectively discounted asset value of the marginal

surplus of adding worker x to a (y, z)-coalition. 2) a β-share of the option value of

the (y, x)-coalition if worker z separates exogenously. 3) the asset value of the outside

option.

A.2 A micro-founded bargaining game

In this appendix I extent the Rolodex game of Brügemann et al. (2018) to the case

with heterogeneous workers (but only two workers per firm). I closely follow their

style of proof. In the Rolodex game the firm bargains with each worker in turn, but

in the case of disagreement the pivotal worker is rotated to the back of the queue.

Workers are randomly assigned a position in the queue. The firm begins bargaining

with the first worker. The worker makes the first offer, the firms accepts or rejects and

makes a counteroffer. If the counteroffer is rejected the worker moves to the back of
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the line, i.e. the rolodex is rotated. Every time an offer is rejected negotiation breaks

down with probability q in the style of Binmore, Rubinstein, and Wolinsky (1986)

(henceforth BRW).

In the current setup workers and firms are heterogeneous. However, I abstract

from the vacancy posting decision. Thus, by assumption, in this setup all (y, x)-

coalitions post an additional vacancy (the extension is straightforward).

A.2.1 The one-worker firm

This stage is reached if the firm has only met 1 worker - or it reaches a breakdown

with the coworker. If an agreement is reached U (y, x) is delivered. In the case of

disagreement the firm receives V f .0.1(y) and the worker receives Vu(x). This is a basic

BRW game and Lemma 1 of Brügemann et al. (2018) holds directly with y = r P (y, x),

z = r V f .0.1(y) and zero marginal utility cost of transfer (due to non-scaled linear

utility). An agreement is reached if the terms of trade are positive, i.e. if U (y, x) ≥
V f .0.1(y)+Vu(x). The implied value to the worker is

Vw.1(y, x|;) =Vu(x)+ 1

2−q

(
U (y, x)−V f .0.1(y)−Vu(x)

)
=Vu(x)+ 1

2−q
s1(y, x|;).

With q → 0 this gives the Shapley value (and the Nash Bargaining solution). The

implied value to the firm is

V f .1(y, x|;) =V f .0.1(y)+ 1−q

2−q
s1(y, x|;).

A.2.2 The two-worker firm with 1 agreement already reached

This stage is reached if the firm has already reached an agreement with one worker

and now bargains with the second worker.

If an agreement is reached U (y, x, z) is delivered. In the case of disagreement

the firm receives V f .1(y, z|;) and the worker receives Vu(x). Note that A(y, z|x) is

some (for now) arbitrary agreement that the firm and the first worker reached,

this is delivered to the first worker if an agreement in the second stage is reached.

Terms of trade from this second bargaining step are positive if U (y, x, z)− A(y, z|x) ≥
V f .1(y, z|;)+Vu(x). Assuming that this is positive, I follow Brügemann et al. (2018)

lemma 1 with y =U (y, x, z)− A(y, z|x), z =V f .1(y, z|;) and zero marginal utility cost

of transfer (due to non-scaled linear utility). Thus, the value to the second worker is

V̂w.2(y, x|z, A) =Vu(x)+ 1

2−q

(
U (y, x, z)− A−V f .1(y, z|;)−Vu(x)

)
.

The value to the firm is

V̂ f .2(y, x|z, A) =V f .1(y, z|;)+ 1−q

2−q

[
U (y, x, z)− A−V f .1(y, z|;)−Vu(x)

]
.
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A.2.3 The two-worker firm agreement with the first worker

For this problem I need to introduce some notation. Let mx (y |z) be the infimum

of the set of offers the worker makes along the set of no-delay SPE. Let Mx (y |z) be

the supremum. Similarly, for the firm counteroffers my (x|z) and My (x, z) (they still

represent values to the worker). Note, workers can always attain a value of at least

Vu(x) by accepting all offers above this and rejecting all offers below this. Thus,

Mx (y |z) ≥ mx (y |z) ≥Vu(x).

And

My (x|z) ≥ my (x|z) ≥Vu(x).

Suppose the firm agrees to a wage A(y, x|z) > Ā(y, x|z), then it does not reach an

agreement with the second worker (i.e. Ā(y, x|z) =U (y, x, z)−V f .1(y, z|;)−Vu(x)). In

this case the firm is a one worker firm and agreement Vw.1(y, x|;) is reached. Thus,

to have bite as a no-delay SPE agreements must obey

mx (y |z) ≤ Mx (y |z) ≤ Ā(y, x|z).

And

my (x|z) ≤ My (x|z) ≤ Ā(y, x|z).

A.2.3.1 Worker equilibrium acceptance of firm counteroffers

Consider the workers equilibrium acceptance/rejection decision to a counteroffer

ŵc ∈
[

Vu(x), Ā(y, x|z)
]

. If the worker rejects the negotiation breaks down with prob-

ability q and the worker is rotated to the back of the queue with probability 1− q .

In the case of break down the worker receives Vu(x). Since, I consider a no-delay

SPE rotation will imply that the firm and the other worker (z) reach an agreement

by the initial worker offer wo ∈ [
mz (y |x), Mz (y |x)

]
in which case worker x receives

V̂w.2(y, x|z, wo) as per 1.2. Thus, the pay-off from rejecting the counteroffer is in the

interval

[
qVu(x)+ (1−q)V̂w.2(y, x|z, Mz (y |x)), qVu(x)+ (1−q)V̂w.2(y, x|z,mz (y |x))

]
.

Note that V̂w.2(y, x|z, A) is strictly decreasing in A. Thus, the interval is non-empty.

A.2.3.2 Firms equilibrium counteroffers

Consider now a firm making a counteroffer wc . Since the counteroffer must be ac-

ceptable to the worker, and lead to a no-delay SPE wc ∈ [Vu(x), Ā(y, x|z)]. In addition

the equilibrium counteroffer is accepted by the worker. In order to be accepted

the value of accepting must be greater than the expected value of rejecting. The
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infimum of wc is my (x|z) by definition. This is the lowest counter offer the worker

can ever receive. By rejecting the counteroffer the worker gets at least (infimum)

qVu(x)+ (1−q)V̂w.2(y, x|z, Mz (y |x)). Thus,

my (x|z) ≥ qVu(x)+ (1−q)V̂w.2(y, x|z, Mz (y |x)). (A.6)

The worker will optimally accepts any counteroffer

A(y, x|z) ≥ qVu(x)+ (1−q)V̂w.2(y, x|z,mz (y |x))

since this is the supremum of the expected value of rejection (the case where worker

z gets the worst possible deal). If the firm makes such a counteroffer its payoff is

U (y, x, z)− A(y, x|z)− V̂w.2(y, z|x, A(y, x|z)). This is equivalent to

V̂ f .2(y, z|x, A(y, x|z)) =V f .1(y, x|;)+·· ·
1−q

2−q

[
U (y, x, z)− A(y, x|z)−V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(z)

]
which is strictly decreasing in A(y, x|z). This shows the intuitively attractive feature

that conditional on acceptance firms prefer low counteroffers. Thus, it can never

be optimal for the firm to make a higher counteroffer than the supremum of the

expected value of rejection to the worker. Thus,

My (x|z) ≤ qVu(x)+ (1−q)V̂w.2(y, x|z,mz (y |x)). (A.7)

A.2.3.3 Firms equilibrium acceptance of worker offers

Now consider firm pay-offs. The worker makes an initial offer proposal ŵo ∈ [Vu(x), Ā(y, x|z)].

If the firm accepts it receives

V̂ f .2(y, z|x, ŵo) =V f .1(y, x|;)+ 1−q

2−q

[
U (y, x, z)− ŵo −V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(z)

]
.

If the firm rejects it receives a payoff in the interval between[
qV f .1(y, z|;)+ (1−q)V̂ f .2(y, z|x, My (x|z)),

qV f .1(y, z|;)+ (1−q)V̂ f .2(y, z|x,my (x|z))
]

. (A.8)

Again note that V̂ f .2(y, z|x, A) is decreasing in A. The interval comes from a probability

q of breakdown in which case an agreement with worker z is reached and a probability

(1−q) of continued negotiation where the firm makes an acceptable offer.

A.2.3.4 Workers equilibrium offers

An equilibrium offer is accepted by the firm. Thus the worker never takes more than

lowest value to the firm of rejecting. Thus,

V f .1(y, x|;)+ 1−q

2−q

[
U (y, x, z)−Mx (y |z)−V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(z)

]
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must be larger than or equal to

qV f .1(y, z|;)+

(1−q)

[
V f .1(y, x|;)+ 1−q

2−q

[
U (y, x, z)−My (x|z)−V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(z)

]]
. (A.9)

This implies that the worker equilibrium offers are bounded from above by

Mx (y |z) ≤−q
2−q

1−q
V f .1(y, z|;)+·· ·

q

[
2−q

1−q
V f .1(y, x|;)+

[
U (y, x, z)−V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(z)

]]
+·· ·

(1−q)My (x|z).

(A.10)

Further, the worker never takes less than the best the firm can do by rejecting. Thus,

V f .1(y, x|;)+ 1−q

2−q

[
U (y, x, z)−mx (y |z)−V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(z)

]
is less than or equal to

qV f .1(y, z|;)+·· ·

(1−q)

[
V f .1(y, x|;)+ 1−q

2−q

[
U (y, x, z)−my (x|z)−V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(z)

]]
. (A.11)

This implies that the worker equilibrium offers are bounded from below by

mx (y |z) ≥−q
2−q

1−q
V f .1(y, z|;)+·· ·

q

[
2−q

1−q
V f .1(y, x|;)+

[
U (y, x, z)−V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(z)

]]
+·· ·

(1−q)my (x|z).

(A.12)

A.2.3.5 Collecting the inequalities

From Equation (A.6) it must hold that

my (x|z) ≥ qVu(x)+(1−q)

[
Vu(x)+ 1

2−q

(
U (y, x, z)−Mz (y |x)−V f .1(y, z|;)−Vu(x)

)]
.

From Equation (A.7) it must hold that

My (x|z) ≤ qVu(x)+(1−q)

[
Vu(x)+ 1

2−q

[
U (y, x, z)−mz (y |x)−V f .1(y, z|;)−Vu(x)

]]
.
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Equation (A.10) it must hold that

Mx (y |z) ≤−q
2−q

1−q
V f .1(y, z|;) · · ·

+q

[
2−q

1−q
V f .1(y, x|;)+

[
U (y, x, z)−V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(z)

]]
· · ·

+ (1−q)My (x|z).

Equation (A.12) it must hold that

mx (y |z) ≥−q
2−q

1−q
V f .1(y, z|;) · · ·

+q

[
2−q

1−q
V f .1(y, x|;)+

[
U (y, x, z)−V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(z)

]]
· · ·

+ (1−q)my (x|z).

The inequalities imply that Mx (y |z) − mx (y |z) ≤ (1 − q)
[

My (x|z)−my (x|z)
]

and

My (x|z)−my (x|z) ≤ (1−q)2

2−q

[
mz (y |x)−Mz (y |x)

]
. By definition mz (y |x)−Mz (y |x) ≤

0, while My (x|z) − my (x|z) ≥ 0, thus mz (y |x) = Mz (y |x), My (x|z) = my (x|z) and

Mx (y |z) = mx (y |z). I use the G notation instead of M and m to make clear that these

offers are the same and obey the inequalities. Then, firm equilibrium counteroffer is

Gy (x|z) =qVu(x)+ (1−q)×·· ·[
Vu(x)+ 1

2−q

[
U (y, x, z)−Gz (y |x)−V f .1(y, z|;)−Vu(x)

]]
.

(A.13)

While the worker equilibrium offer is

Gx (y |z) =−q
2−q

1−q
V f .1(y, z|;) · · ·

+q

[
2−q

1−q
V f .1(y, x|;)+

[
U (y, x, z)−V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(z)

]]
· · ·

+ (1−q)Gy (x|z).

(A.14)

Since the game is repeated, conditional on reaching worker z without any breakdown

the game looks exactly reversed. Thus, the above inequalities hold reversing the roles

of x and z.

Gy (z|x) =qVu(z)+·· ·

(1−q)

[
Vu(z)+ 1

2−q

[
U (y, x, z)−Gx (y |z)−V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(z)

]]
.

(A.15)
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Gz (y |x) =−q
2−q

1−q
V f .1(y, x|;) · · ·

+q

[
2−q

1−q
V f .1(y, z|;)+

[
U (y, x, z)−V f .1(y, z|;)−Vu(x)

]]
· · ·

+ (1−q)Gy (z|x).

(A.16)

From Equation (A.13) and (A.14) I get

Gx (y |z) =q

[
2−q

1−q
V f .1(y, x|;)+

[
U (y, x, z)−V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(z)

]]

−q
2−q

1−q
V f .1(y, z|;)

+q(1−q)Vu(x)+ (1−q)2Vu(x)

+ (1−q)2

2−q

[
U (y, x, z)−V f .1(y, z|;)−Vu(x)

]
− (1−q)2

2−q
Gz (y |x).

(A.17)

While from Equation (A.15) and (A.16) I get

Gz (y |x) =q

[
2−q

1−q
V f .1(y, z|;)+

[
U (y, x, z)−V f .1(y, z|;)−Vu(x)

]]

−q
2−q

1−q
V f .1(y, x|;)

+q(1−q)Vu(z)+ (1−q)2Vu(z)

+ (1−q)2

2−q

[
U (y, x, z)−V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(z)

]
− (1−q)2

2−q
Gx (y |z).

(A.18)
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Iterating on these equations gives

Gx (y |z) =q

[
2−q

1−q
V f .1(y, x|;)+

[
U (y, x, z)−V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(z)

]]

−q
2−q

1−q
V f .1(y, z|;)

+q(1−q)Vu(x)+ (1−q)2Vu(x)

+ (1−q)2

2−q

[
U (y, x, z)−V f .1(y, z|;)−Vu(x)

]
− (1−q)2

2−q
q

[
2−q

1−q
V f .1(y, z|;)+

[
U (y, x, z)−V f .1(y, z|;)−Vu(x)

]]

+ (1−q)2

2−q
q

2−q

1−q
V f .1(y, x|;)

− (1−q)2

2−q

[
q(1−q)Vu(z)+ (1−q)2Vu(z)

]
− (1−q)2

2−q

(1−q)2

2−q

[
U (y, x, z)−V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(z)

]
+ (1−q)2

2−q

(1−q)2

2−q
Gx (y |z)

or

Gx (y |z) =q
(2−q)2

(2−q)2 − (1−q)4

[
2−q

1−q
V f .1(y, x|;)+

[
U (y, x, z)−V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(z)

]]

−q
(2−q)3

(2−q)2 − (1−q)4

1

1−q
V f .1(y, z|;)

+ (2−q)2(1−q)

(2−q)2 − (1−q)4 Vu(x)

+ (2−q)(1−q)2

(2−q)2 − (1−q)4

[
U (y, x, z)−V f .1(y, z|;)−Vu(x)

]
−q

(2−q)(1−q)2

(2−q)2 − (1−q)4

[
2−q

1−q
Vp,1(y, z|;)+

[
U (y, x, z)−V f .1(y, z|;)−Vu(x)

]]

+q
(2−q)2(1−q)

(2−q)2 − (1−q)4 V f .1(y, x|;)

− (2−q)(1−q)3

(2−q)2 − (1−q)4 Vu(z)

− (1−q)4

(2−q)2 − (1−q)4

[
U (y, x, z)−V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(z)

]
.

(A.19)
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Since I am looking for the no-breakdown equilibrium I let q → 0 as in BRW. Define

G∗
x (y |z) = lim

q→0
Gx (y |z). Then,

G∗
x (y |z) =Vu(x)+ 1

3

[
U (y, x, z)+V f .1(y, x|;)−2V f .1(y, z|;)−Vu(x)−Vu(z)

]
.

(A.20)

The second worker gets

V̂w.2(y, z|x,Gx (y |z)) =Vu(z)+ 1

2−q

(
U (y, x, z)−Gx (y |z)−V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(z)

)
.

Letting q → 0 I get

V̂ ∗
w.2(y, z|x,Gx (y |z)∗) =Vu(z)+ 1

2

(
U (y, x, z)−G∗

x (y |z)−V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(z)
)

=Vu(z)+ 1

3

(
U (y, x, z)−2V f .1(y, x|;)+V f .1(y, z|;)−Vu(z)−Vu(x)

)
=G∗

z (y |x).

Thus, the worker z with coworker x would get the same pay-off if she bargained as

the first or the second worker. This is the strength of the rolodex game of Brügemann

et al. (2018). I define

Vw.2(y, z|x) = V̂ ∗
w.2(y, z|x,Gx (y |z)∗) =G∗

z (y |x)

The firm gets

lim
q→0

V̂ f .2(y, z|x,Gx (y |z)) =V f .1(y, x|;)+·· ·
1

2

[
U (y, x, z)−Gx (y |z)∗−V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(z)

]
=V f .1(y, x|;)+·· ·

1

3

[
U (y, x, z)−2V f .1(y, x|;)−Vu(x)−Vu(z)+V f .1(y, z|;)

]
= lim

q→0
V̂ f .2(y, x|z,Gz (y |x))

=V f .1(y, z|;)+·· ·
1

3

[
U (y, x, z)−2V f .1(y, z|;)−Vu(x)−Vu(z)+V f .1(y, x|;)

]
=V f .2(y, x, z).

The payoffs V f .1(y, x|;), Vw.1(y, x|;), V f .2(y, x, z), Vw.2(y, x|z) and V f .2(y, z|x) corre-

spond precisely to the Mayerson-Shapley values. Thus, they satisfy the two very

attractive features: First, the total value is split. Second, when a link between two

players is removed, each player gets exactly their marginal contribution to the worth

of the entire coalition. This includes the Nash-Bargaining like solution of surplus

sharing. In particular, in one worker firms

V f .1(y, x)−V f .0.1(y) =Vw.1(y, x|;)−Vu(x)
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which corresponds to Nash-Bargaining with a weight of 0.5. In two-worker firms,

V f .2(y, x, z)−V f .1(y, z|;) =Vw.2(y, x|z)−Vu(x)

which again looks like the familiar Stole-Zweibel solution with β= 0.5.

Define
s(y, x|;) =V f .1(y, x)−V f .0.1(y)+Vw.1(y, x|;)−Vu(x)

=2
[

V f .1(y, x)−V f .0.1(y)
]

=2
[
Vw.1(y, x|;)−Vu(x)

]
.

Thus,

V f .1(y, x)−V f .0.1(y) =1

2
s(y, x|;)

and

Vw.1(y, x|;)−Vu(x) =1

2
s(y, x|;)

Similarly,
s(y, x|z) =V f .2(y, x|z)−V f .1(y, z)+Vw.2(y, x|z)−Vu(x)

=2
[

V f .2(y, x|z)−V f .1(y, z)
]

=2
[
Vw.2(y, x|z)−Vu(x)

]
Thus,

V f .2(y, x|z)−V f .1(y, z) =1

2
s(y, x|z)

and

Vw.2(y, x|z)−Vu(x) =1

2
s(y, x|z).

Thus, with β= 0.5 the model and the micro-founded game lead to the same surplus

splitting.

A.3 Matching and continuation sets

In this section I consider the optimal strategies that give rise to the sorting in the

economy.

Figure A.1 shows the feasible continuation and replacement sets, i.e. C and P. The

blue and yellow area indicates that the firm continues with both workers. In the blue

cases worker x would have been hired irrespective of whether worker z was hired. In

the yellow cases worker x is only hired because of complementarity with worker z. In

green cases x replaces z and in red cases the opposite would hold had worker x been

hired first. I only consider feasible matches which implies that from the point of view

of worker x it is never possible to meet lower type firms with high type coworkers.

Low type firms can only match with low type workers and hiring workers does

only marginally improve their ability to hire better coworkers. However, medium type
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Figure A.1: Continuation and replacement
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This figure shows the feasible continuation and replacement sets, i.e. C and P. The
blue and yellow area indicates that the firm continues with both workers. In the blue
cases worker x would have been hired irrespective of whether worker z was hired. In
the yellow cases worker x is only hired because of complementarity with worker z. In
green cases x replaces z and in red cases the opposite would hold had worker x been
hired first.

firms expand their matching sets and begin to leverage their existing workforce to

hire better workers. From around the third quartile firms begin to rely on replacement

hiring. They match with all worker types initially, but lower types are replaced upon

meeting a better worker.
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